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A. BACKGROUND

2

3 As result of outage related issues that occurred during 2013 and 2014 the Board of

4 Commissioners of the Public Utilities (the "Board") retained the Liberty Consulting Group
5 ("Liberty") to provide expert assistance in determining the prudence of actions and decisions
6 and/or inactions taken by Hydro during those two (2) years and to assess the associated costs
7 that should or should not be recovered by Hydro from rate payers. The Terms of Reference for

8 the retention of Liberty was to "review the decisions and actions (or inactions) taken by Hydro
9 and associated costs related to certain capital projects and operating expenses. II

10

11 [Reference: Amended General Rate Application. Prudence
12 Review. Terms of Reference, February 27,2015, p. 1]
13

14 Specifically, Liberty was requested by the Board to review eleven (11) projects. These projects
15 were:

16

17 1. Black start - Order No. P.U. 38 (2013);
18 2. New Combustion Turbine - Order No. P.U. 16 (2014);
19 3. Restoration ofHolyrood Unit 1 Turbine Generator - Order No. P.U. 14 (2013);
20 4. Sunnyside Replacement Equipment - Order No. P.U. 29 (2014);
21 5. Western Avalon Terminal Station T5 Tap Changer Replacement - Order No. P.U. 32
22 (2014);
23 6. Capacity Related Supply Cost - Order No. P.U. 56 (2014);
24 7. Holyrood Unit 3 Forced Draft Fan Motor, Overhauls of Sunnyside B1 LOS and Holyrood
25 B1L17 230 KV Breakers - Order No. P.U. 23 (2014);
26 8. Restoration of Black Tickle Diesel Plant - Order No. P.U. 27 (2014);
27 9. Labrador City Terminal Station Over Budget Expenditures - Order No. P.U. 42 (2013);
28 10. $45.9 Million Revenue Deficiency in 2014 - Order No. P.U. 58 (2014);
29 11. Extraordinary Repairs.

30 [Reference: Amended General Rate Application, Pmdence
31 Review, Terms of Reference, February 25, 2015, Appendix A, p.
32 1]
33

34 Generally, each of the expenditures requested by Hydro in the above projects was approved by
35 the Board subject to a determination of the recovery of the expenditure or the related cost at a



later time. As part of the Amended General Rate Application, the Board will determine whether

2 or not each of the expenditures or series of costs outlined in these projects were prudently
3 undertaken and those costs will form part of the amount passed on to customers.

4

5 B. LIBERTY'S EXPERTISE

6

7 It is clear from the evidence that the four (4) members of the Liberty team, John Antonuk,

8 Richard Mazzini, Mark Lautenschlager and Randell Vickroy all have extensive experience in
9 electric utility management and operational issues.

10

11 Mr. Antonuk is one of Liberty's three (3) founding members and has been President of Liberty

12 for the last twenty (20) years. While with Liberty, he has managed several hundred projects

13 which have focused on utility management and operations. He has testified in fifteen (15) US

14 jurisdictions as well as the Province of Nova Scotia. More than twenty (20) engagements

15 involving Mr. Antonuk have looked at the quality of utility management and operations involving

16 generation, transmission, distribution and customer services as well as equipment and

17 organizations.

18 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015,
19 PP. 4-6]
20

21 Mr. Mazzini is an independent consultant working with Liberty for the last eight (8) years. He

22 has been Project Manager and Lead Consultant on a number of Liberty projects. As regards

23 Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro, Mr. Mazzini reviewed six (6) projects relating to the area of

24 power supply generation and system planning. Mr. Mazzini has forty (40) years' experience in

25 the utility industry with specialities in utility operation, generation, planning, transmission,

26 distribution and construction. Mr. Mazzini has a Bachelor's and Master's Degree in Engineering

27 and has testified before utility commissions in five (5) states on multiple occasions as well in the
28 Province of Nova Scotia.

29 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015,
30 PP. 7-9]
31

32 Mr. Lautenschlager is also an electrical engineer who has forty-six (46) years' experience in the

33 electric power industry. Since 2000, he has been an independent consultant focusing on

34 electrical testing, maintenance and power equipment failure analysis, designing and preventing

35 maintenance programs, investigating electrical power equipment failures, commissioning sub-

2



1 stations and evaluating operations including maintenance and reliability programs as well as
2 rates of completion for preventative maintenance and corrective maintenance work. Mr.

3 Lautenschlager has testified on utility issues in New York and Texas regarding utility issues.
4

5 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015,
6 pp.10-12]
7

8 Mr. Vickroy provides consulting advice with Liberty in the area of utility industry treasury,
9 financial, business, financial planning and rates. Mr. Vickroy worked in the utility industry for

10 more than twenty (20) years and has been a management consultant in the electric. gas and
11 telephone industries and while with Liberty, has been responsible for a wide range of issues i in

12 the area of financial planning and rate and utility business. Mr. Vickroy has given expert
13 evidence in several states and in Nova Scotia.

14

15 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12,2015,
16 pp. 12-14]
17

18 The Consumer Advocate refers to the Executive Summary of the Liberty Report which states:
19

20 Liberty has extensive experience working with utility regulators on a full range of areas involving
21 the provision of reliable, safe and cost effective utility service and has worked for regulators in
22 some 40 North American jurisdictions. and has undertaken work for a similar number of North
23 American energy utilities. Liberty has conducted a number of prudence reviews, most recently for
24 the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board.
25

26 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
27 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
28 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. ES-1]
29

30 The Consumer Advocate submits that the expertise of the Liberty Group was not contested by
31 any party at the hearing and the evidence provided in Liberty's reports and in their viva voce

32 evidence should be given significant weight in the Board's considerations.
33

34

35

36

37
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c. PRUDENCE REVIEW STANDARDS

2

3 C.1 Regulatory Framework
4

5 The Public Utilities Act establishes the Board as a regulatory body with authority of general
6 supervision of all public utilities and provides the Board with the authority to make such
7 examinations and inquiries as deemed necessary in an effort to fulfill its duties.
8

9 [Reference: Public Utilities Act, RSNL 1990, c. P-47, s. 16]
10

11 In assessing what a particular utility is to provide to customers, section 37 of the Public Utilities
12 Act is of assistance. It states:

13

14 37. (1) A public utility shall provide service and facilities which are reasonably safe and
15 adequate and just and reasonable.
16

17 [Reference: Public Utilities Act, RSNL 1990, c. P-47, s. 37]
18

19 The Electrical Power Control Act outlines in detail the power policy of the Province. Sections 3
20 and 4 of the Electrical Power Control Act states as follows:

21

22 3. It is declared to be the policy of the Province that
23

. . ^

24 (a) the rates to be charged, either generally or under specific contracts, for the supply of
25 power within the province
26 (i) should be reasonable and not unjustly discriminatory.
27

28 (b) all sources and facilities for the production, transmission and distribution of power
29 in the Province should be managed and operated in a manner
30 (i) that would result in the most efficient production, transmission and
31 distribution of power,
32 (Hi) that would result in power being delivered to consumers in the
33 Province at the lowest possible cost consistent with reliable
34 sen/lcQ, *

4



4. In carrying out its duties and exercising its powers under this Act or under the Public Utilities
2 Act, the public utilities board shall implement the power Policy declared in section 3, and in doing
3 so shai! apply tests which are consistent with generally accepted sound public utility practice.
4
5 [Reference: Electrical Power Control Act, 1994 SNL 1994, c. 5.1,
6 s. 3 and s. 4]
7

8 As regards the Board's ability to defer the determination of the prudence of the projects

9 reviewed by Liberty, the authority of the Board to do so is clearly set out in section 27 of the
10 Electrical Power Control Act, 1994. Section 27 states:

11

12 27. (1) The Public Utilities Board may
13 (b) set aside for future examination any issue that in its opinion requires a
14 more prolonged examination;

15

16 The above statutory framework sets the parameters within which the Board can review and

17 assess the prudency of the projects and issues reviewed by Liberty.
18

19 C.2 Jurisprudence

20

21 Two (2) recent Supreme Court of Canada decisions have revisited the prudence debate. Atco

22 Gas and Pipeline Ltd., dealing within the legislative framework of the Province of Alberta,

23 outlined a utility's attempt to recoup pension costs in the form of a cost of living allowance
24 adjustment for which it requested an increase in the amount of 100% of the annual Consumer
25 Price Index. The Alberta Utilities Commission ruled that the recovery of only 50% of the annual

26 Consumer Price Index was reasonable. As regards a specific rate setting methodology with a

27 determination of prudence, the Supreme Court of Canada found that based on the legislation

28 applicable to the utilities considered, there was no requirement to make a determination on
29 prudence using a no-hindsight approach to the costs that had been incurred. The Supreme
30 Court of Canada found:

31

32 Thus, the commission is free to apply its expertise to determine whether costs are prudent (in the
33 ordinary sense of whether they are reasonable), and it has the discretion to consider a variety of
34 analytical tools and evidence in making that determination so long as the uitimate rates that it
35 sete are just and reasonable to both consumers and the utility.
36

5



[Reference: Atco Gas and Pipeline Ltd. v. Alberta (Utilities
2 Commission) 2015 SCC 45 at para. 47, Tab 1]
3

4 In Atco Gas, the Supreme Court of Canada also considered the burden of establishing
5 prudence. After reviewing the Electric Utilities Act and the Gas Utilities Act of Alberta, the
6 Supreme Court of Canada determined that there was no presumption of prudence in favour of
7 the utility and the burden of establishing the prudence of the costs rested with the utility.
8

9 [Reference: Atco Gas and Pipeline Ltd. v. Alberta (Utilities
10 Commission) 2015 SCC 45 at paras. 43 and 45, Tab 1]
11

12 In Ontario Energy Board v. Ontario Power Generation Inc. 2015 SCC 44 (released concurrently
13 with Atco Gas), the Supreme Court of Canada again reviewed the issue of pmdence. The issue

14 that was before the Ontario Energy Board was a disallowance of $145 million in labour

15 compensation costs related to utilities operations, those costs resulting from wage increases in

16 existing collective agreements between the utility and its unions.
17

18 After reviewing the relevant American and Canadian jurisprudence, the Supreme Court of
19 Canada found as follows:

20

21 (3) Conclusion Regarding the Prudent Investment Test
22
23 [102] The Prudent Investment Test, or Prudence Review, is a valid and widely accepted too! that
24 regulators may use when assessing whether payments to a utility would be just and reasonable.
25 While there exists different articulations of prudence review. Enbridge presents one expressed
26 statement of how a regulatory board might structure its review to assess the prudence of utility
27 expenditures at the time they were incurred or committed. A no-hindsight prudence review has
28 most frequently been applied in the context of capital costs, but Enbridge and Nova Scotia Power
29 (both 2005 and 2012) provide examples of its application to decisions regarding operating costs
30 as we//. / see no reason in principle why a regulatory board should be barred from applying
31 prudence tests to operating costs.
32
33 [103] However, I do not find support in the statutory scheme or the relevant jurisprudence for the
34 notion that the Board should be required as a matter of law, under the Ontario Energy Board Act,
35 1998, to apply the prudence test as outlined in Enbridge such that the mere decision not to apply
36 when considering committed costs would nsnder its decision on payment amounts unwasonable.
37 Nor is the creation of such an obligation by this Court justified. As discussed above, where a
38 statute requires only that the regulator's set "just and reasonable" payments, as the Ontario
39 Energy Board Act, 1998 does in Ontario, the regulator may make use of a variety of analytical
40 too/s in assessing the justness and reasonableness of a utilities proposed payment amount. This

6



/s particularly so where, as here, the regulator has been given express discretion over the
2 methodology to be used in setting payment amounts.
3
4 . . . [105] This conclusion regarding the Board's ability to select its methodology rests on the
5 particulars of the statutory scheme under which the Board operates. There exist other statutory
6 schemes in which regulators are expressly required to compensate utilities for certain costs
7 prudently incurred; see British Columbia Electric Railway Co. Under such framework, the
8 regulator's methodological discretion may be more constrained.
9

10 [Reference: Ontario (Energy Board) v. Ontario Power Generation
11 Inc. 2015 SCC 44 at paras. 102-105, Tab 2]
12

13 C. 3. Summary of Review Standards

14

15 In outlining its prudence review standards, Liberty adopted the approach outlined in two (2)
16 Canadian cases. The Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board case (2005 NSUARB 27),
17 according to Liberty, outlined the following fundamental principles:
18

19 . Were the utility's decisions reasonable in the context of information which was known or
20 should have been known at the time?
21 . Did the utility act in a reasonable manner and use a reasonable standard of care in its
22 decision making process?
23 . The imprudence test should relate to the circumstances at the time in question and not to
24 hindsight.
25 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
26 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
27 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. 2]
28

29 Liberty also relied on the Ontario Energy Board case (2006 CANLII 10734:41) and the
30 decision of the Ontario Court of Appeal. This case, known as the Enbridge case, in Liberty's
31 view, establishes the course of a prudence review as follows:
32

33 Decisions made by the utility's management should genera/// 6e presumed to be prudent.

34 unless challenged on reasonable grounds.
35 . To be prudent, a decision must have been reasonable under the circumstances that were
36 known or ought to have been known to the utility at the time the decision was made.
37 . Hindsight should not be used in detennining prudence, although consideration of the
38 outcome of the decision may be legitimately be used to overcome the presumption of
39 prudence.
40 Prudence must be determined in a retrospective factual inquiry in that the evidence must be
41 concerned with the time the decision was made and must be based on facts about the
42 elements that could or did enter into the decision at the time.

7



2 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
3 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
4 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015. p. 3]
5

6 According to Liberty, the approach that they took in undertaking their prudence review was
7 consistent with the decision of the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board and the elements

8 outlined in Enbridge.

9

10 The Consumer Advocate submits that in comparing the recent decisions of the Supreme Court
11 of Canada and the methodology undertaken by Liberty in its assessment of the reviewed

12 projects, the approach taken by Liberty is a less onerous standard than that which could have

13 been applied had Liberty's assessments been based on the determinations made by the
14 Supreme Court of Canada in Atco Gas and Ontario (Energy Board).
15

16 If the tests outlined by the Supreme Court of Canada and those undertaken by Liberty through

17 the use of the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board case and the Enbridge case were placed

18 on a spectrum from least onerous to most onerous, the test that has been used by Liberty in
19 determining the prudence of the projects is less onerous to Hydro than that which could have

20 been used in making that determination if the Supreme Court of Canada test had been used.

21

22 The Consumer Advocate submits that the legislative provisions under the Public Utilities Act and

23 the Electrical Power Control Act, 1994 for the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, do not

24 outline specific provisions under which a prudency review methodology is mandated nor is the

25 onus of proof dictated to be the obligation of the utility. In such circumstances, a more stringent
26 test is available to be used in determining prudency, The Consumer Advocate submits that as a

27 result, the test employed by Liberty provides more forgiveness to Hydro than the test that could

28 have been used.

29

30 D. PROJECTS FOUND BY LIBERTY TO BE IMPRUDENT

31

32 D.1 Sunnyside Replacement Equipment

33

34

35

8



D.1.1 Factual Overview

2

3 A brief summary of the events at Sunnyside in January of 2014 is expressed in the transcript of
4 October 27, 2015. At that time, an exchange between Counsel for the Board and

5 representatives of Hydro occurred as follows:
6

7 GREENE. QC:
8

th
9 Q. So again at a very high level, just to put this in perspective, on January 4 we had a

10 failure at the Sunnyside Terminal Station, and without getting too technical, Mr. Moore,
11 could you explain to us what happened at Sunnyside that day?
12
13 MR. MOORE:
14

th
15 A. What happened on the morning of January 4 in Sunnyside, we knew in the days prior
16 that there was a winter stonn forecasted, and after having been involved with the period
17 of generation shortages, we took active preparation to ensure that we had appropriate
18 maintenance personnel stationed in some of our key terminal stations to prepare for the

th
19 storm on the morning of January 4m, and what happened that morning WQ had a failure of
20 a power transformer, Sunnyside T1. We had personnel stationed there. I think it was

(ft
21 just shortly after 9 am on January 4m we had the transformer fail. and eventually to the
22 point where the transformer caught fire, a catastrophic failure of that transformer. That's
23 the events that happened. We had, like I say. personnel on site and then proceeded to
24 safe/y isolate the burning transformer from the system and continue to work towards
25 restoring customers.
26
27 GREENE. QC:
28
29 Q. So when the transformer failed early in the morning around 9 am, the breaker that was
30 supposed to operate to isolate it from the system didn't work, did it?
31
32 MR. MOORE:

33
34 A. That's correct. There were five breakers required to safely isolate that transfonner from
35 the power system that morning. Four of the five operated correctly, but Sunnyside B1L03
36 failed to open to adequately clear the fault in time.
37
38 GREENE, Q.a:
39
40 Q. Okay, and that was an air blast circuit breaker, is that correct?
41
42 MR. MOORE:
43
44 A. That's correct.

45

9



[Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 27, 2015, pp.
2 139-141

3

4 As a result of the incidents in Sunnyside in early January, 2014, Hydro made application to the
5 Board requesting approval of expenditures relating to the T1 Transformer and the B1 LOS air
6 blaster circuit breaker. By Order No. P.U. 29 (2014) the Board approved expenditures
7 regarding the replacement and installation of a new transformer and related equipment at the
8 Sunnyside Terminal Station, but deferred the consideration of cost recovery. In Board Order
9 No. P.U. 23 (2014) authorization was granted to Hydro to overhaul the Sunnyside air blast

10 circuit breaker B1 LOS but consideration of the recovery of the cost related to that overhaul was

11 also deferred.

12

13 D.1.2. Liberty's Basis for Finding of Imprudency
14

15 In 2013, Sunnyside Breaker B1 LOS was 47 years old.
16

17 [Reference: Reply Evidence, Prudence Review of Newfoundland
18 and Labrador Hydro, Decisions and Actions, The Liberty
19 Consulting Group, September 17, 2015, p. 3]
20

21 In 2014, the T1 Transformer at Sunnyside was 36 years old.
22

23 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 27,2015, p.
24 148]
25

26 At page 5 of Liberty's reply evidence, a summary of their basis for finding imprudency is found.
27 Liberty states:

28

29 . Utilities perform preventative maintenance according to established and planned scopes and
30 schedules because maintenance reduces the risk of operational failures and equipment
31 whose operation is critical to maintaining service.
32
33 Old air blaster circuit breakers require that maintenance become more diligent, not more
34 /axed.

35
36
37 . Hydro's deferral of maintenance remains even today unsupported by any discernible analysis
38 ofnsks, cost benefits, alternatives, or other structured deliberation.
39

10



Deferral was wide spread, and in the case of the breakers, it occurred even though Hydro.

2 had first made, but then abandoned, a plan to catch up on work already behind schedule in
3 2010.

4
5
6 . During the early 2014 events, not one, but multiple pieces of equipment late for preventative
7 maintenance failed; some were far behind schedule. The equipment involved was operating
8 well beyond its expected life, thus making even a short duration past generally applicable
9 cyc/es a matter of concern.

10
11 . Hydro, which owns and operates the failed equipment cannot, after more than a year and a
12 half and after study by external consultants, determine the cause of failure supported by more
13 than speculation.
14
15
16 . With respect to the Sunnyside T1 Transformer, its bushing's problems are among the issues
17 that scheduled preventative maintenance is designed to detect and prevent. The equipment
18 past due for preventative maintenance and failing in January of 2014 caused extensive
19 customer outages.
20

21 [Reference: Reply Evidence, Prudence Review of Newfoundland
22 and Labrador Hydro, Decisions and Actions, The Liberty
23 Consulting Group, September 17, 2015, pp. 5-6]
24

25 The vlva voce evidence of the Liberty Panel makes a number of things clear. An important

26 element of asset management involves the use of preventative maintenance (PM) and

27 corrective maintenance (CM) procedures. Preventative maintenance serves multiple purposes

28 including regular servicing of the equipment and as well providing an alert to maintenance

29 personnel for the need to perform corrective maintenance. As equipment ages, the necessity of
30 increased preventative maintenance occurs, and with it, a reduction in regular schedule time

31 periods within which PM is to be undertaken.
32

33 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12.2015,
34 pp. 36-38]
35

36 Liberty's evidence also is that in order for corrective maintenance to be identified, it is important

37 to conduct preventative maintenance according to set schedules and any deferral of PM is risky

38 and defeats their purposes as an untimely identification of the need for corrective maintenance

39 can lead to equipment failure.

40



[Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015,
2 pp.40-41]
3

4 Prior to January 2015, the scheduled preventative maintenance for Hydro's transformere and air
5 blast circuit breakers was a six-year cycle. The Liberty Panel expressed their opinion that as

6 regards a six-year preventative maintenance schedule for transformers, this was consistent with
7 good utility practice. As regards air blast circuit breakers, Liberty's opinion was that the use of a
8 six-year preventative maintenance schedule should have been reduced from six years to four
9 years as a result of the age of the breakers.

10

11 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015, p.
12 43]
13

14 Liberty's opinion was that the failure of the Sunnyslde Transformer T1 could have been detected
15 under regular preventative maintenance in the event that the schedule for the maintenance on
16 this transformer was maintained. In its direct evidence, Liberty expressed the opinion that the
17 defect that occurred in the bushing of the T1 transformer could have been detected through the
18 use of a double power factor test. In the event that the bushing had been defective and in need
19 of repair, this test would have detected the degradation in the transformer such that the required
20 corrective maintenance could have been performed on the transformer. Liberty's view is that

21 the performance of that test in the required corrective maintenance period would have identified
22 the defective bushing.

23

24 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12,2015, p.
25 44]
26

27 In PR-PUB-NLH-050, Hydro confirms that the power factor test is one of the tests used to
28 assess the overall integrity of a bushing in the transformer. Also in PR-PUB-NLH-050, Hydro
29 makes it clear that the last power factor test conducted on the Sunnyside T1 transformer
30 occurred on August 16, 2007, more than six years before the failure of the transformer in
31 January 2014.

32

33 In addition to the problem with the bushing in the Sunnyside T1 transformer, there was also an
34 issue regarding an increased level of acetylene gas that had been observed in the oil of the
35 transformer in September of 2013. The evidence of Liberty was that the level of acetylene had

12



1 increased from 7 parts per million in 2012 to 11 parts per million in September 2013. This

2 increase in acetylene reached the highest level ever recorded on the transformer since the

3 testing of dissolved gas had commenced in 1994.
4

5 [Reference: Pmdence Review Transcript, November 12, page
6 45.

7

8 The Liberty panel, in reference to the increased acetylene gas, testified that the tap changer
9 seals and gaskets should have been replaced in the previous 20 years, a transformer oil

10 resampling should have occurred within one week of receiving the report outlining the increase

11 in the acetylene. As well, a test for the dissolved gas would have been simple and only required

12 an employee to travel to Sunnyside to draw an oil sample from the transformer to be tested.
13

14 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12,2015,
15 pp. 46-47]
16

17 Although Liberty acknowledges that the specific cause of the failure of the air blast circuit

18 breaker at Sunnyside has not been strictly shown, Liberty's position on the improvements of

19 Hydro regarding its air blast circuit breaker maintenance is clear. As well, Liberty's view is that
20 the failure to undertake the necessary preventative maintenance, in effect, prevented the

21 opportunity to obtain the information necessary to prevent the failure of the air blast circuit

22 breaker. Liberty's uncontested evidence is that the slx-year time period for the preventative

23 maintenance on the Sunnyside air blast circuit breaker BL103 had expired prior to its failure.

24 The evidence of Liberty outlines that the systemic deferral of preventative maintenance is not

25 good utility practice and that the deferral of PM as a result of resource limitations "is Just not

26 done" in the industry. Liberty makes its opinion clear that the attempts by Hydro to catch up on
27 overdue air blast circuit breaker maintenance and transformer preventative PM was not

28 successful. Liberty refers specifically to PR-PUB-NLH-167 and 169 in their evidence to confirm

29 that more deferrals of preventative maintenance on the transformers and air blast circuit

30 breakers had occurred at the end of 2013 than they had in 2010. Liberty's opinion was that

31 Hydro should have identified the requirement to hire outside assistance years before they finally
32 decided to undertake that effort in 2014.

33

34 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12,2015,
35 pp. 50-52]
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2 In cross examination, Counsel for Hydro attempted to elicit from the Liberty Panel that the real
3 reason for the failure of the air blast circuit breaker was cold temperatures. While it was
4 admitted on the record that the daily temperatures at all material time relating to the air blast
5 circuit failure breaker were cold, Liberty's evidence remained unwavering. In response to

6 questioning regarding the performance of air blast circuit breakers being negatively affected by
7 the cold weather, the Liberty Panel stated:

8

9 Mr. Lautenschlager:
10
11 A. / disagree. The breakers - it was a factor not necessarily - the breaker is designed to
12 operate in that cold weather. Therefore, if the breaker doesn't operate in that cold
13 weather, it's not because of the cold weather, it's just the condition that was occurring."
14 . *

15 . s

16
17 A. Well, all I can say is the cold weather was a condition that was occurring. The breaker
18 was designed to operate. If the cold weather affected the breaker, that was a malfunction
19 of the breaker.

20

21 The evidence of the panel on cross-examination was that Liberty did not agree that the failure of
22 the air blast circuit breaker at Sunnyside was as a result of cold weather.

23

24 At page 175 of the November 12, 2015 evidence, the position of Liberty as regards the
25 Sunnyside T1 transformer failure and the issues of the Sunnyside air blast circuit breaker,
26 B1L03, to be as follows:

27

28 Mr. Antonuk:
29
30 A. There is a direct causal linkage between maintenance and performance.
31

32 At page 28 of Liberty's initial report, the following is found:
33

34 Where causation is not determinabfe, despite good faith and capable effort, it is sufficient to make
35 the categorical level connection, as exists here, between conducting maintenance and avoiding
36 malfunction. To assign no consequence to imprudence under such circumstances, when adverse
37 consequences have occurred, has the inevitable effect of lessening diligence and care in
38 operating facilities required to serve the public and for which customers also bear cost
39 responsibility, (emphasis added)
40
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D.1.3. Consumer Advocate's Assessment of Prudency
2

3 The Consumer Advocate submits that fundamentally there is consistency in the position of
4 Liberty regarding the imprudence of Hydro with respect to the Sunnyside T1 transformer and the

5 Sunnyside air blast circuit breaker, B1L03. As regards the Sunnyside T1 transformer, the
6 evidence provided by Darren Moore on behalf of Hydro was clear in its agreement that the
7 acceptable timeframe for preventative maintenance for T1 transformers of the nature of the

8 ones in Sunnyside would be a six-year cycle. Mr. Moore, on behalf of Hydro, agreed that the
9 six-year cycle determined by Liberty was a prudent standard.

10

11 The Consumer Advocate submits that an exchange that occurred on October 27 2015 between

12 Counsel for the Board and Mr. Moore outlines the rationale and importance of preventatlve
13 maintenance.

14 Green, Q.C.:
15
16 0. Now I am going to ask you a question, it's a very basic question, why would you do
17 preventative maintenance, what's the purpose of it?
18
19 Mr. Moore:

20
21 A. The purpose of preventative maintenance is to do an ongoing condition assessment of
22 your assets to collect data and condition assessment data so that you can first of all look
23 for any defects with the asset that may need to be corrected either in the near term or be
24 pfanned for the longer term, and it's also that you gather condition data so that you can
25 trend that asset over time to determine what you may need to address your long term
26 asset management plan.
27
28 Green, Q.C.
29
30 0. Would you agree that one of the reasons may be to prevent customer outages and
31 failures, you detect a problem before it happens?
32
33 Mr. Moore:
34
35 A. Yes, our preventative maintenance program definitely is focused in on maintaining our
36 assets in a suitable manner to provide that reliable service to our customers.
37
38 Green, Q.C.
39
40 Q. And it would also help identify the corrective maintenance required and to be able to do
41 that in a cost effective way, is that correct?
42
43 Mr. Moores:
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2 A. That's correct, yes.
3

4 This exchange shows the apparent appreciation by Hydro of the necessity for consistent
5 preventative maintenance of its assets. The Consumer Advocate submits that it was only in
6 2010 that Hydro realized that a plan had to be implemented to attempt to address the backlog of
7 outstanding preventative maintenance for transformers and air blast circuit breakers. At that
8 time it was assessed that a six-year catch up plan would be implemented such that one-sixth of

9 each of the backlogged transformers would be subject to preventative maintenance catch up
10 each year. As can be seen in PR-PUB-NLH-169, this effort was unsuccessful. In 2011 and
11 2012, 17 terminal station transformers remained overdue as part of the six-year maintenance
12 plan and in 2013 that number had increased to 27. In PR-PUB-NLH-166, Hydro indicated that
13 the Sunnyside T1 transformer was in the system as a backlogged item that was to be
14 undertaken in 2014. Hydro indicates in that RFI that the "annual work plan for 2014 was under
15 development when T1 failed in January 2014 and as a result, six-year preventative maintenance
16 for T1 would not have been documented in the 2014 annual work plan". The Consumer
17 Advocate submits that the Board should place no weight on the intentions of Hydro as outlined
18 in PR-PUB-NLH-166. To after the fact indicate that the Sunnyside T1 transformer would have

19 been part of the 2014 work plan after the six-year preventative maintenance schedule had
20 expired in no way confirms that the preventative maintenance of that transformer would have
21 occurred. The Consumer Advocate states that the position of Hydro in PR-PUB-NLH-166 is
22 inconsistent with the increase in the backlog of overdue terminal station transformers scheduled
23 for maintenance as outlined in PR-PUB-NLH-169 where the backlog increased from 17 overdue
24 transformers in 2012 to 27 overdue transformers in 2013.

25

26 As regards the Sunnyside air blast circuit breakers, the evidence provided by Liberty was that
27 the six-year time period between preventative maintenance on the circuit breakers was too long.
28 The evidence of the Liberty Panel was that as a result of the age of the air blast circuit breakers,
29 preventative maintenance for this equipment should have been reduced from six years to four
30 years. As a result, Liberty found that using a six-year preventative maintenance schedule for
31 the circuit breakers was inappropriate.

32

33 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015,
34 P. 43]
35
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1 Following the 2014 outage, Hydro changed its preventative maintenance cycle for air blast
2 circuit breakers from six years to four years and commenced a program to replace all air blast
3 circuit breakers by 2020.

4 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 28, 2015 at pp.
5 12-13]
6

7 The Consumer Advocate submits that similar to the preventative maintenance backlog that

8 existed for transformers, the backlog for air blast circuit breakers was also impmdent. In PR-
9 PUB-NLH-167, the table indicates that for the time period between 2010 to 2013, the number of

10 air blast circuit breakers overdue for six-year maintenance at the end of each of those years
11 increased from 11 in 2010 to 18 in 2013.

12

13 D.1.3.1. Causation

14

15 The Consumer Advocate submits that a brief overview of the law of causation is helpful in
16 addressing any argument that deferral of preventative maintenance did not impact upon the
17 outage related equipment failures.
18

19 The case of Snell v. Farrell states that, where the evidential burden is too great for a Plaintiff to

20 prove causation according to the 'but for' test, an "inference of causation" may be established
21 against the Defendant where there is no evidence to the contrary:
22

23 33 These references speak of the shining of the secondary or evidential burden of proof or the
24 burden of adducing evidence. I find it preferable to explain the process without using the term
25 secondary or evidentiaf burden. It is not strictly accurate to speak of the burden shifting to the
26 defendant when what is meant is that evidence adduced by the plaintiff may result in an inference
27 being drawn adverse to the defendant. Whether an inference is or is not drawn is a matter of
28 weighing evidence. The defendant runs the risk of an adverse inference in the absence of
29 evidence to the contrary. This is sometimes referred to as imposing on the defendant a
30 provisional or tactical burden. See: Cross, 6th ed., at p. 129. In my opinion, this is not a true
31 burden of proof, and use of sn additional label to describe what is an ordinary step in the fact-
32 finding process is unwarranted.
33
34 34 The legal or ultimate burden remains with the plaintiff. but in the absence of evidence to the
35 contrary adduced bv the defendant. an inference of causation may be drswn althouah positive or
36 scientific Qroof of causation has not been adduced. If some evidence to the contrary is adduced
37 by the defendant, the trial Judge is entitled to take account of Lord Mansfield's famous precept
38 This is, ! believe, what Lord Bridge had in mind in Wilsher when he referred to a "robust and
39 pragmatic approach to the... facts" (at p. 881). (emphasis added)
40
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[Reference: Snellv. Farre//1990 CarswellNB 82 (S.C.C-),
2 Tab 3]
3

4 Hanke v. Resurfice Corp. reaffirms that the 'but for' test is the default test to establish causation

5 and rebuts a belief that arose after Snell v. Farrell that it could be supplanted. Hanke articulates

6 the circumstances where the material contribution test, as an exception to the rule of the 'but for'

7 test, in Snell is to be employed:
8

9 23 The "but for" test recognizes that compensation for negligent conduct should only be made
10 "where a substantial connection between the injury and defendant's conduct" is present.
11 It ensures that a defendant will not be held liable for the plaintiff's injuries where they
12 "may very well be due to factors unconnected to the defendant and not the fault of
13 anyone": Snelf v. Farrell, at p. 327, per Sopinka J.
14
15 24 However, in special circumstances, the law has recognized exceptions to the basic "but for"
16 test, and applied a "material contribution" test Broadly speaking, the cases in which the
17 "material contribution" test is properly applied involve two requirements.
18
19 25 First, it must be impossible for the plaintiff to prove that the defendant's negligence caused
20 the plaintiff's injury using the "but for" test. The impossibility must be due to factors that
21 are outside of the plaintiffs control; for example, current limits of scientific knowledge.
22 Second, it must be clear that the defendant breached a duty of care owed to the plaintiff,
23 thereby exposing the plaintiff to an unreasonable risk of injury, and the plaintiff must have
24 suffered that form of injury. In other words, the plaintiff's injury must fall within the ambit of
25 the risk created by the defendant's breach. In those exceptional cases where these two
26 requirements are satisfied, liability may be imposed, even though the "but for" test is not
27 satisfied, because it would offend basic notions of fairness and justice to deny liability by
28 applying a "but for" approach.
29

30 [Reference: Hanke v. Resurfice Corp. 2007 CarswellAlta 130
31 (S.C.C.).Tab4]
32

33 In Gallant v. Brake-Patten, found a rearticulation of the test for causation by the Newfoundland

34 and Labrador Court of Appeal re-articulated the test for causation:

35

36 13 An exception arises when a defendant breaches a duty of care owed to a plaintiff and
37 thereby exposes that plaintiff to an unreasonable risk of injury which the plaintiff has
38 actually sustained, and it is impossible for the plaintiff to prove causation on the "but for"
39 test due to factors outside of his or her control but within the control of the defendant. In
40 these exceptional circumstances, the law permits a plaintiff to use the "material
41 contribution" test to prove causation, for the reason that it would offend basic notions of
42 fairness and justice to deny liability. (Athev and Hanke.)
43
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14 Determination of causation is "essentially a practical question of fact which can best be
2 answered by ordinary common sense". (Snel! at 328, citina Alohacell Ltd. v. Woodward.
3 [1972] 2 Ail E.R. 475 (U.K. H.L), at 490.) The plaintiff always has the burden of proving
4 the necessary causal connection between his or her injury and the defendant's conduct.
5 However, the law does not require that causation be established with certainty. Causation
6 /s established if a plaintiff proves, on the evidence. that it is more likely than not that the
7 defendant caused the plaintiff's injury. (Snell at 328 - 330.)
8
9 15 A trial court can take a robust and pragmatic approach to the evidence, and may draw

10 inferences of causation even if positive or scientific proof of causation has not been
11 adduced. (Snell at 330: and Athev at paragraph 16.) Whether an inference is or is not
12 drawn is a matter for a trial judge to decide upon considering and weighing the evidence.
13 Where there is evidence supporting causation, and a defendant has not adduced
14 contrary evidence, the defendant runs the risk of the court drawing an inference adverse
15 to the defendant's position. (Snell. at 329-330.) A robust and pragmatic approach to the
16 evidence is a way of considering the evidence. It is not to be confused with speculation
17 and conjecture, which are concepts not based on evidence.
18

19 [Reference: Gallant v. Bra/ce-Paffon2012CarswellNfld
20 135 at p. 7. Tab 5]
21

22 D.1.3.1.1. Analysis Applied

23

24 The first step in the Hanke application of the material contribution test is that it must be
25 impossible for the plaintiff to prove that the defendant's negligence caused the plaintiff's injury
26 using the "but for" test. This step is satisfied in the prudence review because one cannot
27 establish that, had Hydro completed its preventative maintenance on schedule, the equipment

28 failures definitely would not have happened. However, the failure to carry out scheduled

29 preventative maintenance exposed the equipment to an unreasonable risk of injury or failure.
30

31 This was confirmed by Mr. Lautenschlager on behalf of Liberty:
32

33 Q. Okay, in its reply Hydro stated that there's no direct linkage between deferred
34 maintenance and the issues that caused the January 2014 outages. They further state
35 that the Board must find that the deferral of the preventative maintenance directly caused
36 the equipment failures that are under review before there can be an imprudence finding.
37 First !'d like to address the Sunnyside transfbrmer failure and the role of PM in that
38 failure. In your mind, is there a linkage for the failure of the Sunnyside transfdrmer with
39 the deferral of preventative maintenance?
40
41 A. Well, the January 4th outage was initiated by the transformer failure, and I believe that
42 there is a direct linkage between deferred maintenance and the Sunnyside transformer
43 failure. Hydro indicated that bushing failure caused T1 transformer failure. The double
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power factor test included in the six year maintenance should have been done in 2013,
2 which would have detected a deteriorated bushing, in my opinion. Hydro had already
3 idQntified since 2000, 14 other defective bushings using the test method, so we know that
4 the test method is important to do on transformers. Those other 14 were repaired before
5 any of those led up to a failure. Hydro's deferral PM directly would cause Hvdro to miss
6 the oooortunitv to identify the defective bushing, (emphasis added).
7
8 Q. Now let's talk about the two air blast circuit breakers that also failed on January 4th, the
9 one at Sunnyside and the one at Western Avalon, where the cause of the misoperation of

10 the breakers has not been able to be determined. Why, in your opinion, was Hydro
11 imprudent with respect to these failures even if the cause of the misoperation cannot be
12 determined?

13
14 A. Well, even though the cause of the malfunctions were not determined, I believe there are
15 linkages between the malfunctions and the deferred PMs. Air blast breaker PMs are
16 designed to verify that the breakers will operate property, and include making
17 adjustments to make sure that they operate properly. Had Hydro timely conducted the
18 PMs. Hydro would have had the ODportunitv to identify or even correct any ODerational
19 defects that caused the malfunctions. whatever they were, and Hydro missed this
20 ODDOrtunitv (emphasis added).
21

22 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12. 2015.
23 pp. 54-56]
24

25 It cannot be unequivocally established that non-deferred PMs would have prevented equipment

26 failure. One may infer, however, as stated by Mr. Lautenschlager, that had Hydro conducted

27 preventative maintenance in 2013, as was scheduled, it would have identified and had the

28 opportunity to correct any malfunctioning or defective equipment. This is an adverse inference

29 against Hydro that, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, as stated in Snell, is sufficient to
30 establish causation.

31

32 These circumstances are exactly those as contemplated in the second stage of the test

33 articulated in Hanke. Hydro breached a duty of care by deferring preventative maintenance and

34 thereby created a foreseeable risk of equipment failure and the concomitant risk of injury to its

35 customers. The equipment for which maintenance was deferred failed and Hydro's customers

36 suffered exactly the type of injury that was within the ambit of the risk created by Hydro's

37 deferral of preventative maintenance. While it is impossible to prove precisely and scientifically

38 the cause of the equipment failure, unless Hydro can adduce evidence that non-deferred

39 preventative maintenance would not have affected the outcome, on the balance of the evidence

40 that is available, it is more likely than not that equipment failure would have been prevented by
41 non-deferred preventative maintenance. This satisfies the material contribution test articulated

20



Snell. As such, Hydro's deferral of preventative maintenance legally caused the injuryin

2 suffered by its customers.

3

4 The Consumer Advocate submits that as stated by witnesses from Hydro, preventative
5 maintenance is a "foundational tool" for customer reliability and being behind on preventative
6 maintenance "is definitely not where you want to be".

7

8 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 29, 2015 at pp.
9 146 and 148]

10

11 Deferral of preventative maintenance by its nature exposes customers to increased risks to their
12 reliable service. This risk is not diminished or terminated in any manner by Hydro deferring

13 preventative maintenance to undertake other works deemed by Hydro to be a priority *

14

15 In the Consumer Advocate's view, the evidence of Hydro demonstrates that a key factor in the

16 delay in preventative maintenance is a greater concern by Hydro managers for budget than for
17 reliability.

18

19 One example of this Hydro mindset can be seen in the October 28, 2015 testimony:
20

21 Green, Q.C.
22
23 Q. And one of the guidelines you've already indicated in looking at this is what your
24 approved budget is for the year and your existing resources, is that correct?
25
26 Mr. Moore:
27
28 A. That's correct, we were very committed to the balance between work execution,
29 reliability, and least cost supply of our customers.
30
31 Green, Q.C.:
32
33 Q. And that was the prevailing factor versus the fact you weren't cgtching up on your
34 preventative maintenance, was it?
35
36 Mr. Moore:

37
38 A. I wouldn't call it the pwvaHing factor I would call it a balance between managing to least
39 cost - to our budgets to ensure least cost service for our customers versus our targets to
40 achieve execution or preventative maintenance program
41
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[Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 28, 2015 at pp.
2 24-25]
3

4 The Consumer Advocate submits that Hydro managers while concerned with maintaining their
5 budgetary requirements, failed to adequately deal with the lack of success in achieving the
6 preventative maintenance schedule outlined in 2010
7

8 The Consumer Advocate submits that the mindset of Hydro only changed as a result of the
9 incidents that occurred in January of 2014 when the realization hit that preventative

10 maintenance had to take a higher priority.

11

12 D.2. Black Start

13

14 D.2.1. Factual Overview

15

16 For decades Hydro had maintained an external generator on the Holyrood site which could
17 provide black start capability in the event of a situation where the main power plant at Holyrood
18 became detached from the transmission system. Over time, this external black start generation
19 facility became so deteriorated that it could no longer be used .

20

21 A summary of the chronology of events regarding black start is as follows:
22

23 March 2010 Stop Work Order on existing Holyrood Black Start Turbine;
24
25 February 2011 Holyrood Turbine approved for emergency use only;
26
27 January 2012 Amec Report precludes further operation ofHolyrood Turbine;
28
29 June 2012 Decision to use Hardwoods for Black Start;
30
31 January 2013 Hardwoods option fails when needed;
32
33 January 2013 Public Utilities Board learns of the Amec Report and the shutdown of the
34 Turbine;

35
Newfoundland Power Mobile Turbine Units connected at Holyrood and36 April 2013
disconnected shortly thereafter when found to be inadequate for Black37

38 Start capability;
39
40 October 2013 Public Utilities Board insists on immediate solution;

22



2 July 2014 1.825MW diesel generators put in place to provide Black Start capability
3 at Holyrood;
4
5 January 2015 The new Combustion Turbine put in service in Holyrood.
6

7 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
8 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
9 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015 at p. 51]

10

11 From the time period when a Stop Work Order was put in place in March of 2010 to the time of

12 the implementation of the eight 2MW diesels, there was a passage of time of fifty-two months.
13

14 As a result of the capital expenditures of $1.124 million and the lease costs of $5.724 million to

15 lease and install the eight 2MW diesel generators at Holyrood, Hydro made application to the

16 Board authorizing the capital expenditure and deferral of the lease cost. By Order P.U. 38

17 (2013) the Board approved the proposed capital expenditures and the creation of the deferral
18 account, however, deferred the consideration of the recovery of the associated costs.
19

20 D.2.2. Liberty's Basis for Finding of Imprudency
21

22 As found by Liberty, Hydro's imprudent failure to maintain black start capability at Holyrood

23 resulted in the leased diesel generators having too short a used and useful period to justify the

24 expenditures.

25

26 In Liberty's reply evidence they outline the basis of the impmdent nature of Hydro's handling of

27 the black start issue. Liberty found:
28

29 Hydro first lost its capability for black start at the Holyrood Plant in 2010. At that point. Hydro
30 became deficient in meeting a very critical system need. Hydro allowed that deficiency to
31 continue until mid-2014, a period of 52 months. .. The conscious decision on the part of Hydro to
32 forego black start at Holyrood for a prolonged period while it relied on the Hardwoods CT to
33 provide black start service was not a reasonable alternative to have pursued. There is no
34 evidence that Hydro conducted an accurate cost versus risk assessment in deciding to use the
35 Hardwood CT for black start capability... The error in that reliance was exposed in January 2013
36 when black start from Hardwoods was unavailable when needed, but Hydro nevertheless
37 continued to reiy on Hardwoods. The initial decision and continuing to rely on the Hardwoods
38 option afier January 2013 was, in our view, cleariy imprudent.
39
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[Reference: Reply Evidence, Prudence Review of Newfoundland
2 and Labrador Hydro, Decisions and Actions, the Liberty
3 Consulting Group, September 17, 2015, pp. 17, 20 and 21]
4

5 Under direct examination, Liberty witnesses confirmed their position on Hydro's imprudence as
6 follows:

7

8 The use of Hardwoods as a black start alternative is a non-starter as it does not meet the basic
9 criteria which is that the plant has to be able to restart on its own. The use of Hardwoods as a

10 black start alternative is inconsistent with the definition of black start as relying on an external
11 source is not within the definition of black start.

12

13 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015 at
14 pp. 23-24]
15

16 Hardwoods is also an inappropriate black start option as its historical basis has shown it to be

17 unavailable 26 percent of the time. As a result, it does not meet a standard of reliability to make

18 it dependable for black start of the Holyrood plant.
19

20 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015 at
21 pp. 24-25]
22

23 There was not a thoughtful analysis completed by Hydro in determining that Hardwoods would

24 be the best option for black start of the Holyrood plant.

25

26 [Reference: Pmdence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015, p.
27 25]
28

29 The decisions made by Hydro regarding Holyrood black start over the 52 month period and the

30 continued usage of Hardwoods even after that possible solution was proven not to be effective

31 was imprudent.

32 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12,2015, p.
33 25]
34

35 In reference to the use of Hardwoods as the black start alternative for Holyrood, Mr. Mazzini,

36 testifying on behalf of the Liberty Panel states:
37
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We consider that there is a pretty high bar that must be passed in order to conclude imprudence
2 and in my mind, it's passed rather easily in this particular case.
3

4 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 12, 2015,p.
5 25]
6

7 D.2.3. LaCapra

8

9 The summary of the evidence of La Capra is found from the information provided in the viva

10 voce evidence of the La Capra Panel on November 2, 2015. The witness from La Capra stated
11 as follows:

12

13 . . . Hydro made the conscious decision to accept a lower level of reliability on an interim basis
14 until they could produce the other new CT. .
15

* .

16
17 . . . You are not looking at it from a reliability only perspective. You are looking at the reliability
18 benefit, you are looking at the cost and you are looking at the probability of that benefit actually
19 accruing to the customers that are paying for this.. . of those three elements, only one is certain
20 and that's the cost you are going to incur. Whether or not that reliability benefit ever actually
21 accrues, it may. it may not. In this specific instance, WQ are dealing with an issue that had
22 extremely low level of HkQlihood of occurring, and they made the call to accept some risk on an
23 interim period until they could get the permanent long term solution. I mean, I think that
24 embodies everything we are saying.
25

26 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 2,
27 2015, pp. 133-134]
28

29 The Consumer Advocate submits that the evidence provided indicates that La Capra was first
30 retained on July 14, 2015 and filed their first report on August 7, 2015. The evidence of the La

31 Capra Panel indicates that other than reviewing the documentation provided by Hydro, they had
32 four or five teleconferences with representatives of Hydro. These representatives could not be

33 identified by the La Capra Panel during their testimony. According to Undertaking 92, of the

34 four or five teleconferences that were held between La Capra and Hydro personnel, only one of
35 those teleconferences involved the then Manager of Thermal Generation, Terry LeDrew.
36

37 The evidence obtained during the cross-examination of the La Capra Panel also makes several
38 other facts clear. These include:

39
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The La Capra Panel had no prior experience with the system (p. 114)
2 . The La Capra Panel did not visit Newfoundland and Labrador before producing their
3 report (p. 114)

4 . The La Capra Panel was unable to identify the members of the Hydro team that they
5 dealt with during the formulization of their report (p. 1 16)
6 The La Capra Panel was unfamiliar with Hydro's generation expansion plans for the
7 Island Interconnected System (p. 118)
8 . The Panel agreed that Hardwoods did not provide the same level of reliability or back up
9 as the previous plan of on-site black start (p. 134)

10

11 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 2, 2015]
12

13 La Capra's view was that a three year period without a permanent black start solution was
14 acceptable.
15 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, November 2, 2015, p.
16 146]
17

18 At p. 215 of the November 2, 2015 transcript. the La Capra witnesses agreed that Hydro had
19 previously experienced the issue of the transmission lines being down in 1994 and that this
20 indicated that the risk of an event requiring black start was more than just a hypothetical risk.
21

22 The Consumer Advocate submits that the evidence of the La Capra Panel indicated their
23 opinion that for an extended period of time, long before 2010, Hydro had Hardwoods as an
24 acceptable alternative to black start Holyrood. The Consumer Advocate submits that this i IS

25 incorrect and is evident by the cross-examination of the Consumer Advocate that occurred on
26 November 3, 2015. On that date, the following exchange occurred:
27

28 Johnson QC:
29
30 Q. .. Now / take it, Mr. DiDomenico, that it was your understanding that Hardwoods had for
31 some time been designated as secondary to restart Holyrood, would that be correct,
32 when you testified yesterday?
33
34 Mr. DiDomenico:
35
36 A. It was part of the area restoration plan, yes.
37
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Johnson QC:
2
3 Q. And you indicated there that it would be used to restart HolyrDod. right?

5 Mr. DiDomenico:
6
7 A. Amongst other things, but, yes.
8
9 Johnson QC:

10
11 Q. Amongst other things, and f take it that you believe that that was Hardwoods role for
12 some period of time?
13
14 Mr. DiDomenico:
15
16 A. I do.
17
18 Johnson QC:
19
20 0. You do, okay, and are you aware of Mr. Henderson's testimony on the 27th of October in
21 this proceeding where he testified that it was not until following January of 2012 that
22 Hydro put operators through training so that its operators would be able to restart
23 Holyrood?
24
25 Mr. DiDomenico:
26
27 A. / saw that, yes.
28
29 Johnson QC:
30
31 0. That was new information to you that you learned at this hearing?
32
33 Mr. DiDomenico:
34
35 A. In terms of the operator training aspect, yes.
36

37 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, Novembers, 2015, pp.
38 17-19]
39

40 The Consumer Advocate submits that this exchange is evidence of the incomplete
41 understanding of the La Capra panel on some aspects of Hydro's black start plan.
42

43

44

45
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D.2.4. Consumer Advocate's Assessment of Prudency

2

3 The Consumer Advocate submits that the findings of Liberty regarding black start are correct.
4 The Board should consider the timeline of 52 months from March 3, 2010 to at least July, 2014
5 in determining that the actions taken by Hydro regarding black start for Holyrood generation was
6 imprudent. The Consumer Advocate submits that it was clear during the cross-examination of
7 the La Capra Panel that the criticality of Holyrood for black start was well known to Hydro even
8 prior to 2010. During that cross-examination, counsel for the Industrial Customers took the La
9 Capra Panel to Information 31. After outlining that the information contained excerpts from

10 Hydro's 2011 Capital Budget Application, the following exchange occurred:
11

12 Mr. Coxworthy:
13
14 Q. Sure, and I'll take you to the particular section I wanted to speak to you about, page B-16,
15 and this was a project justification that Hydro presented to this Board in 2010 for a 1.3
16 million dollar refurbishment project for this very gas turbine that's in subject, thQ one at
17 Holyrood that was providing black start capabifity, and in the project justification, the
18 Holyrood gas turbine is described as critical to the successful operation of the Island
19 Interconnected System. They go on then to say in the project justification, and this is
20 Hydro again, these are Hydro's words, "if the gas turbine failed to supply power to
21 HoSyrood during a black start. Holyrood would not be able to start until power was
22 restored to  e grief fiy alternate generation sources" So  af "until power was restored to
23 the grid by alternate generation sources", that's Hardwoods, isn't it?
24
25 Mr. DiDomenico:
26
27 A. ft could be the offline system, but it's also Hardwoods.
28
29 Mr. Coxworthy:
30
31 Q. Somewhere from the transmission grid?
32
33 Mr. DiDomenico:
34
35 A. Agreed.
36
37 Mr. Coxworthy:
38
39 Q. Yeah, so what they are pointing out here is that until that happens, there's a problem,
40 Hoiyrood would not be able to start, and they go on to explain what that problem would
41 be, "this would cause an unnecessary delay in restoring full power to the grid.
42
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[Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, Novembers, 2015, pp.
2 43-44]
3

4 The Consumer Advocate further submits that as outlined in Information 31, Hydro identified the
5 fact in 2010 that "there are no viable alternatives to repairing the gas turbine engine", i.e. no

6 viable alternatives for black start capability.

7

8 [Reference: Information 31, Prudence Review at s. 4.10, p. 11]

9

10 The Consumer Advocate submits that the knowledge of Hydro of the integral nature of black

11 start to the Holyrood plant is also evident in Information 32. The Consumer Advocate submits

12 that in Information 32, which outlines submissions by Hydro related to the necessity of the

13 project, the following is found:
14

15 The gas turbine is essential to black start the Holyrood plant Without this gas turbine. the
16 Holyrood plant would not be able to bQ started when there is a loss of transmission connection to
17 the plant from off the Avalon Peninsula. A source with the capability of apDroximatelv 10 mw is
18 necessary to start the Holvrood QQneratina unit. Given the uncertainty of the repair time, it is
19 prudent to secure a source of black start capability prior to the 2010/2011 winter, (emphasis
20 added)
21

22 [Reference: Information 32, Prudence Review, p. 1]

23

24 As well, in Information 32 the following is stated:
25

26 Otherwise, while the unit is out of service for repairs and assessment, the supply to the Avalon
27 Peninsula area will be vulnerable to long outages caused by extended transmission outages.
28 While such events are rare, the requirement for black starting has occurred in the past as a result
29 of severe ice storms, the last one being in December, 1994.
30

31 [Reference: Information 32 Pmdence Review; Pmdence Review
32 Transcript, November 3, 2015, pp. 51-52]
33

34 The Holyrood gas turbine, subsequent to the Stop Work Order of March, 2010, was available for
35 part of the 2011-2012 winter season to provide black start for Holyrood. As of January 18, 2012
36 the Holyrood Gas Turbine was no longer available and Hardwoods was viewed by Hydro as the

37 appropriate black start option. The use of the Hardwoods Gas Turbine proved to be inadequate
38 in the circumstances that occurred on January 11, 2013. Subsequent efforts to use the
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1 Newfoundland Power mobile generation units to black start Hotyrood also proved to be

2 ineffective as they were not able to start the large boiler feed pump motors necessary to restart

3 Holyrood in an outage situation. On November 18, 2013, the recommendation of Hydro was the
4 pending usage of the new CT that was planned for Holyrood. In addition, for the period
5 between November of 2013 and the installation of the new CT, Hydro recommended, as the

6 least cost option, leasing generators to facilitate black start.
7

8 [Reference: PR-PUB-NLH-173, Attachment 6, p. 7]

9

10 The Consumer Advocate states that the reliance on Hardwoods to facilitate black start to

11 Holyrood was shown to be inadequate. The continued reliance on Hardwoods to facilitate black
12 start increased the risk of another incident as had occurred in early 2013. To rely on a source of

13 black start that had a utilization forced outage probability (UFOP) which averaged 26 percent

14 unavailability and to keep consumers at risk of failure to obtain power from Holyrood as a result
15 of the inability to black start for a period of approximately 52 months is inconsistent with good
16 utility practice and, the Consumer Advocate submits, is imprudent. The Consumer Advocate
17 submits that any costs related to the leasing and installing of the eight 1.25MW ctiesel
18 generators should be removed from any permitted 2014 revenue deficiency recovery and the
19 2015 test year. Otherwise, Hydro's impmdence will be without consequence to Hydro.
20

21 D.3. Holyrood Unit 1, Turbine Failure
22

23 By correspondence to the Board and the parties from Hydro's Senior Legal Counsel dated
24 December 16, 2015, Hydro accepted full responsibility for any cost consequences attributable to

25 the failure of the DC lube oil pumping system in January 2013. As a result, the costs related to

26 this project are not proposed to be passed on to customers and therefore the Consumer
27 Advocate makes no further submission under this section.

28

29 D.4. Holyrood Breaker B1 LI 7
30

31 D.4.1. Factual Overview

32

33 In January 2013, there was a flashover in the insulators in breaker B1L17. As a result, that
34 breaker was associated with a failure in the switch yard in Holyrood and a decision was made to
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1 provide a room temperature vulcanizing (RTV) coating on that and other breakers. Unlike

2 Breaker B1L03. Breaker B1L17 had its preventative maintenance completed within its six-year
3 PM program. In order to apply the RTV coating, the breaker was disassembled and all columns

4 and intermpting heads were removed and sent to Hydro's Whitbourne shop. The RTV coating
5 was applied on Breaker B1L17 on the 26th of February, 2013. Between the 28th of Febmary
6 and the 23rd of March, when the columns and interrupting heads were installed, the breaker sat
7 outside in the yard under what Hydro believed to be a waterproof covering. Subsequently, in
8 January 2014, the breaker failed, and following an investigation, it was determined that the
9 failure resulted from corrosion in one of the phases of the breaker which indicated that at some

10 point moisture got into the air system in the breaker.

11

12 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 28, 2015,
13 Pages 44-48; PR-PUB-NLH-66]
14

15 Post installation of the columns and interrupting heads, a set of tests were performed on the
16 breaker. The intention of the tests was to determine the proper operation of the breaker once

17 reinstated. These tests were not designed to detect the presence of water in the receiver tank.
18

19 [Reference: PR-PUB-NLH-068]
20

21 As confirmed in an exchange that occurred between Counsel for the Board and the Hydro Panel
22 testifying in the prudence portion of the GRA, moisture was the cause of the failure of the

23 breaker to operate property.
24

25 Green, Q.C.:
26
27 0. And we don't know where the moisture came from, but we do know that that was the
28 cause of the breaker failure?

29
30 Mr. Moore:
31
32 A. We do know - it was a fact that there was evidence of moisture in that phase of the
33 breaker due to the - we found evidence of corrosion, and do know that there must have
34 been freezing as well on that day when the breaker failed to operate, but we don't have
35 any 100 per cent conclusive evidence as to the source of the moisture in that breaker."
36

37 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 28, 2015,
38 Page 51]
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2 As a result of the failure of Breaker B1L17 Unit at Holyrood was unavailable for the period
3 January 5 to January 8, 2014.

4

5 On April 11, 2014, Hydro applied for $497,313.00 to repair two breakers, one of which was
6 Holyrood B1L17 which had failed in January 2014. By Order No. PU23(2014), the Board
7 approved the expenditure, with the recovery of that expenditure being addressed at a later date.
8

9 D.4.2 Liberty's Basis for Finding of Imprudency:

10

11 Liberty's basis for finding imprudence as regards Holyrood Breaker 81 L17 is as follows:
12

13 . A poor maintenance procedure that permitted water to enter the breaker resulting in
14 freezing caused the breaker to mechanically seize and malfunction on January 5,2014.
15 . Hydro had reported that it had secured waterproof covers over the tank and dividing rod
16 while it was sitting outside exposed to the elements for a period that was almost a

17 month.

18 . Hydro did not take appropriate action to protect the equipment for this extended period
19 of time but does acknowledge that water did somehow enter the tank while the

20 temporary cover was installed.
21 . The ingress of water was the cause of the breaker malfunction on January 2014.
22 . Based on information available at that time, Hydro did not act reasonably in protecting
23 the equipment;

24 . Liberty therefore found the actions that permitted water ingress Imprudent.

25

26 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
27 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
28 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. 36]
29

30 D.4.3 Consumer Advocate's Assessment of Prudency
31

32 The Consumer Advocate submits that the evidence is clear; water entered breaker B1L17,

33 caused corrosion and froze which as a result caused a breaker malfunction on January 5,2014.

34 The Consumer Advocate further submits that it Is also clear that the cover placed over the
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breaker for approximately a one-month period and thought by Hydro to be waterproof or water

2 tight, was not. The evidence of the Hydro panel under cross examination could not confirm the
3 material of which this covering was made nor could they confirm how the covering was secured.

4

5 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 30, 2015, pp.
6 97-98]
7

8 The Consumer Advocate submits the temporary cover that was installed by Hydro staff and

9 used to cover the breaker receiver tanks while the breaker was exposed to the elements from

10 the period of 28th of February to the 23rd of March, 2013 did not carry out its function as
11 intended by Hydro. The evidence shows that when the breaker failed in January of 2014, the
12 investigation that followed determined that the most probable cause of the failure was moisture
13 in the "A" phase receiver tank and that the moisture likely entered the tank during the period
14 when the repairs were being completed on the breaker.
15

16 [Reference: PR-PUB-NLH-067]

17

18 In addition, the evidence of the Hydro panel was clear that when the breaker failed to operate,

19 the root cause analysis found evidence of corrosion in one of the phases of the breaker which

20 indicates that at some point in time moisture did get into that breaker. Furthermore, Hydro's

21 view was that a combination of corrosion plus freezing of the moisture lead to the breaker

22 failure.

23 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 28,2015,
24 pp. 47-48]
25

26 The Consumer Advocate submits that to put a valuable piece of equipment such as Breaker

27 B1 L17 in a situation where it is exposed to the elements such that moisture or water enters the

28 breaker, in combination with, the completion of tests prior to putting the breaker back into

29 service which were not designed to detect the presence of water in the receiver tank (PR-PUB-

30 NLH-068), is imprudent. The Consumer Advocate submits that Hydro was unable to provide
31 any other explanation for the water and ice found in the receiver tank following the failure of the
32 breaker to operate properly and the evidence indicates the water entered the receiver tank
33 during the repair period. The Consumer Advocate further submits that a summary of the
34 imprudence of Hydro in relation to the Breaker B1L17, is found in Liberty's response to PR-
35 NLH-PUB-004. Liberty's response states:
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2 The receiver tanks became "exposed to weather" because of disassembly and the fact that the
3 receiver tanks were not filled with dry air under high pressure (as exposed to their normal
4 operating condition). The use of temporary waterproof covers does not provide adequate
5 protection of receiver tank parts from exposure to weather. The air in the receiver could have
6 been wet when they were covered, or the cover material or the sealing used could have allowed
7 wet air or water to enter the mceiver directly, by osmosis, or by exchange of air caused by
8 temperature changes or by wind. Hydro did not take effective preventative measure, such as
9 reducing the exposure time to a maximum of several days, inspecting the covers and cover

10 sealing on a daily basis, applying a slight positive pressure of dry air into the receiver tanks,
11 placing siiica gel in the receivers to absorb moisture, heating the receiver tank air above freezing
12 to evaporate free water and then conducting dew point tests, purging the receivers with dry air
13 multiple times before reassembling, or a combination of such measures.
14

15 [Reference: PR- NLH-PUB-004]
16

17 The Consumer Advocate submits that it appears that the reality of the situation is that a tarp or
18 covering was placed over the breaker in an ineffective manner and that as a result, water

19 entered the receiver tank which lead to freezing and corrosion. The Consumer Advocate

20 submits that the evidence supplied by Hydro clearly indicates a lack of prudent action when

21 dealing with the breaker and its repair during approximately a one-month period between

22 Febmary and March 2013. As a result, the Consumer Advocate concurs with the findings of
23 imprudence by Liberty relating to breaker B1L17.
24

25 D.5 Western Avalon Terminal T5 Tap Changer
26

27 D.5.1 Factual Overview

28

29 The factual basis related to this matter is outlined in the Transcript of October 28,2015. In an

30 exchange between Counsel for the Board and representatives of Hydrojs panel, the following
31 was stated:

32

33 Greene, Q.C.;
34
35 0. So now if you move to the Western Avalon Transformer T5 Project, here as I understand
36 it, that tap changer was changed. The tap changer for T5 was damaged on January 5
37 and it had to be rewound and the transfdrmer windings had to be cleaned. As I
38 understand it, the cause of that was a breaker, B1L37 which did not operate property. Is
39 that correct, Mr. Moore:
40
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Mr. Moore:
2
3 A. Yes, when we did the root cause analysis to determine why we had a failure of a tap
4 changer on T5, and we explained a little bit yesterday about the tap changers versus the
5 main compartment, I guess, with a transformer itself, what we determined is that a failure
6 - / can go to the exact RFI number that does explain the failure, but one of the air blast
7 circuit breakers in the Western Avalon Terminal Station at the time, it was determined
8 when we did our root cause analysis that it closed at three times without one of the three
9 phases of the breaker closing, and we've since following up with a consultant who

10 actually prepared a report and did an investigation into that failure. and determined that,
11 I'll say, voltage issues because of only two of the three phases of that breaker closing
12 would have caused the - was the most probable cause of the tap changer failure that
13 day.
14
15 Greene, Q.C.:
16
17 Q. So again, that breaker was B1L37 and it's another air blast circuit breaker. Is that
18 correct?

19
20 Mr. Moore:
21
22 A. That's correct, B1L37 is an air blast circuit breaker.
23

24 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 28, 2015, pp.
25 35-36]
26

27 Breaker B1L37 was installed by Hydro in 1968 and was 46 years old in 2014. Furthermore, the
28 last preventative maintenance completed on Breaker BL137 prior to the issues in 2014 occurred
29 in 2005. Based on the maintenance records of Hydro in January of 2014, Breaker B1L37 was
30 two and a half years beyond its preventative maintenance cycle at the times of its failure.
31

32 [Reference: Prudence Review Transcript, October 28, 2015, p.
33 39]
34

35 As a result of this incident, Hydro had to replace the damaged tap changer and clean the
36 transformer windings. On June 19, 2014, Hydro applied for approval of capital expenditures of
37 $1.452 million to replace the Western Avalon T5 tap changer and clean and dry the T5
38 transformer. By Board Order No. PU32(2014), the expenditures were approved by the Board
39 with their recovery to be deferred to a later time.
40

41

42
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D.5.2 Liberty's Basis for Finding of Imprudency

2

3 As regards Liberty's basis for the finding of imprudency, at page 33 of their report, they found
4 that the failure of Breaker B1 L37 to close on alt of its three phases was the cause of the T5 tap

5 changer failure. In reference to Hydro's maintenance practices, Liberty found that the B1L37
6 breaker was installed by Hydro In 1968 and overhauled in 2005. Breaker B1 L37 was scheduled
7 to be replaced by Hydro in 2018. On January 4, 2014, this breaker was about two and one-half
8 years overdue for its previously scheduled preventative maintenance.
9

10 In summarizing Hydro's imprudence, Liberty, in its report, defers to its findings regarding the
11 imprudent execution of practices regarding maintenance procedures that caused certain other
12 equipment failures in January 2014 as outlined in other chapters of Its report. As regards the T5
13 tap changer failure, Liberty states "that imprudence extends to Breaker B1L37 and its condition
14 and operation on January 4, 2014."
15

16 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
17 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
18 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. 3]
19

20 D.5.3 Consumer Advocate's Assessment of Prudency

21

22 The Consumer Advocate agrees with the position put forth by Liberty regarding the imprudent
23 nature of the maintenance practices of the equipment that failed on January 4, 2014. The
24 Consumer Advocate submits that its position on Hydro's imprudency is outlined in detail in its
25 submissions relating to the Sunnyside replacement equipment in Section D.1 of this submission.
26 The Consumer Advocate relies upon its submissions outlined therein and submits that they are

27 equally applicable to the circumstances leading to the failure of the Western Avalon T5 tap
28 changer as the basis for the failure results from the improper preventative maintenance of
29 Breaker B1L37.

30

31 The Consumer Advocate further submits that the arguments outlined in Section D.1 regarding
32 causation and the case law outlined therein is also equally applicable to the B1L37 breaker
33 failure.

34

35
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D.6 Extraordinary Transformer and Breaker Repairs

2

3 D.6.1 Factual Overview

4

5 This issue relates to Hydro's costs associated with catch up maintenance work on its air blast

6 circuit breakers and its transformers to enable Hydro to have the required preventative
7 maintenance schedules met during their planned six-year timeframe. In an effort to complete
8 the projected maintenance on these air blast circuit breakers and transformere, extra amounts

9 were expended by Hydro in order to meet the completion targets.

10

11

12

13

14 D.6.2 Liberty's Basis for Finding of Imprudence

15

16 Liberty based its finding of imprudence on the difference between the completion that would

17 have been obtained based on normal work levels to complete the targeted maintenance
18 schedules as compared to the costs associated with the acceleration of the work schedules in

19 2014 and 2015. Liberty's finding is that the failure to maintain the scheduled maintenance in

20 earlier years led to increased costs in 2014 and 2015 in order to meet the targets. Costs that,

21 but for imprudence, would not have been incurred. According to Liberty, Hydro is entitled to

22 amounts that would have been incurred as a result of normal maintenance procedures on a per
23 air blast circuit breaker and per transformer cost but costs above those amounts would have

24 resulted from impmdence. A summary of Liberty's finding regarding the imprudence in this

25 accelerated catch up is found at p. 40 of their report. Under the heading "Prudence Analysis",
26 Liberty states:

27

28 Prudent management would have maintained a cycle conforming to the six years adopted by
29 Hydro as its standard. Had Hydro acted prudently in executing this cycle, it would have needed
30 no acceleration in 2014 and 2015. Thus, in the absence of imprudence, one would expect 2015
31 work to include only a normal amount of maintenance activity. Instead, Hydro plans work
32 substantially above that normal yearly amount, and has included costs for such increased work in
33 this GRA filing. Simiiariy, 2014 work above normal yearly levels caused Hydro to incur
34 substantial costs in that year.
35
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[Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
2 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
3 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. 40]
4

5 D.6.3 Consumer Advocate's Assessment on Prudence

6

7 The Consumer Advocate refers to earlier submissions regarding air blast circuit breaker and

8 transformer maintenance as outlined in this submission. The Consumer Advocate agrees with

9 the position of Liberty that the acceleration of planned maintenance on air blast circuit breakers
10 and transformers resulted from the imprudence of Hydro in not following through on its planned

11 annual preventative maintenance. The Consumer Advocate agrees that the calculation of the

12 disallowance due to imprudence must reflect work that normally would have occurred in the

13 particular year and the calculation of the imprudent amounts would be over and above those

14 normally expected expenditures. To do otherwise would again be rewarding Hydro for its

15 imprudence.

16

17 D.7 2014 Revenue Deficiency

18

19 D.7.1 Factual Background

20

21 On November 28, 2014 Hydro applied for approval for the deferral and recovery of the sum of

22 $45.9 million forecasted as a pending revenue deficiency for 2014. The Board approved the

23 creation of the deferral account and the segregation of $45.9 million in that account but did not

24 approve recovery fully or in part.
25

26 An approximate $46 million deferred asset held by Hydro related to its proposed 2014 Revenue

27 Requirements as filed in the GRA hearing will be influenced by the Board's determination of

28 prudence in its review of Hydro's 2014 Capital and Operating expenditures.
29

30 [Reference: Amended General Rate Application, Prudence
31 Review, Terms of Reference, February 27,2015, p. 3]
32

33 The Consumer Advocate refers the Board to the 2013 Amended General Rate Application

34 Submissions of the Consumer Advocate for a more detailed overview of Hydro's claim in

35 respect of the 2014 Revenue Deficiency.
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2 D.7.2 Liberty's Basis for Finding of Imprudencey

3

4 At Table 9.1 at page 44 of Liberty's final report, a summary of adjustments to the 2014 Revenue

5 Requirements calculation is outlined. In its report, Liberty focused on three main headings
6 under the umbrella of imprudent operating costs. These are summarized below.

7

8 D.7.2.1 Professional Services Costs

9

10 In Liberty's review, they identified 2014 professional services costs as a potentially significant

11 source of expenditures linked to imprudence. Upon making this determination, Liberty

12 requested additional information from Hydro including 2014 invoices for professional services
13 invoiced to Hydro. Liberty identified about $2.55 million in professional fees falling into the "but

14 for" imprudent category. These amounts, Liberty found, should be excluded as having resulted

15 from Hydro's imprudence.
16

17 D.7.2.2 Overtime

18

19 Liberty's review determined that there was an approximate 81,000 overtime hours differential
20 from the base line overtime hours for 2011-2013. Liberty used the overtime hours that had

21 occurred in 2011 to 2013 as a comparable in determining the extra costs that Liberty

22 determined were as a result of imprudent undertakings in 2014. Liberty acknowledges that

23 based on the information available, it is difficult to be exact in its calculations and states:

24

25 Liberty's calculations of capital costs and other areas may already capture some of the 81,000
26 overtime hours calculated here. To the extent that Hydro has a method for determining the
27 overlap, an adjustment would be in order.
28

29 Although they were not able to provide an exact calculation, Liberty's position as regards 2014

30 overtime indicated significant overtime hours that would not have occurred but for Hydro's

31 imprudence.

32 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
33 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
34 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015,, pp. 45-46]
35

36
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D.7.2.3 Salary Transfers

2

3 When Nalcor Executives perform work for Hydro, the hours spent on this work is charged to

4 Hydro for these utility matters. Following Liberty's request, Hydro provided Liberty with a listing
5 of transfers of salary costs to Hydro by Nalcor Executive. Liberty found that salary transfers
6 related to outage response of thirteen executive leadership members and finance employees in
7 2014. The total salary transfer for such activity was approximately $511,000.
8

9 [Reference: PR-PUB-NLH-92 and PR-PUB-NLH-94]
10

11 Liberty concluded that, "the $511,000 in executive leadership and finance cost transfers would
12 not have occurred in the absence of the outages."

13

14 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
15 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
16 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. 46]
17

18 D.7.3 Consumer Advocate's Assessment of Prudency

19

20 The Consumer Advocate acknowledges that some adjustment may be necessary to offset such
21 issues as double counting. In particular, the Consumer Advocate acknowledges under
22 Sunnyside environmental remediation, the amount outlined by Liberty of $346,000.00 appears
23 to have been accounted for elsewhere and therefore should be reduced from the amounts
24 calculated for imprudence.

25

26 In principle however, the Consumer Advocate agrees with the position taken by Liberty as
27 regards the operating costs portion of the 2014 Revenue Deficiency. The Consumer Advocate
28 submits to the extent that the operating costs are associated with capital expenditures which
29 Liberty has found to be imprudent, those operating costs must be determined to likewise be
30 imprudent and be removed from the amounts that will be passed on to customers
31

32 The Consumer Advocate supports Liberty's position that "but for" the imprudence of Hydro,
33 these operating costs would not have occurred.
34

35
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D.8 2014 Supply Costs

2

3 In addition to recovery of the $45.9 million as a 2014 revenue deficiency, Hydro is seeking

4 recovery of $10 million in 2014 supply costs incurred in the first quarter of 2014.
5

6 Liberty found that Hydro acted pmdently in calling upon its capacity assistance agreement with
7 Corner Brook Pulp and paper to purchase approximately $6.2 million in electrical generation

8 and in incurring an additional $5.5 million in additional costs for energy from its gas turbines and

9 diesels. In total, the net 2014 costs incurred by Hydro were estimated to be $9,790,000.

10

11 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
12 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report-The Liberty
13 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. 15]
14

15 However, while the decision to purchase the power was prudent, Liberty concluded that the

16 imprudent actions by Hydro led to the four day outage of Holyrood Unit 1 necessitating the

17 purchase of $2,189,110 in electrical power from Comer Brook Pulp and paper between January

18 5 and January 8.

19 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
20 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
21 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, pp. 15-20]
22

23 Hydro has questioned and challenged the assumptions on which Liberty's calculations are

24 based and has argued that "prudence related disallowances cannot and should not be based on

25 rough estimates".

26 [Reference: Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro, Prudence
27 Review Reply Evidence, August 7, 2015, pp. 6-8]
28

29 However, the Consumer Advocate submits that Liberty has demonstrated that the assumptions

30 it used are more reasonable than those suggested by Hydro.

31

32 [Reference: Reply Evidence, Prudence Review of Newfoundland
33 and Labrador Hydro, Decisions and Actions, the Liberty
34 Consulting Group, September 17, 2015, p. 27]
35
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1 Further, as pointed out by Liberty in its reply, "there are methods available for a more accurate

2 assessment than Liberty's estimate in this case, but they require better information, which Hydro
3 cannot produce"

4 [Reference: Reply Evidence, Prudence Review of Newfoundland
5 and Labrador Hydro, Decisions and Actions, the Liberty
6 Consulting Group, September 17, 2015, p. 26]
7

8 The Consumer Advocate submits that any recovery of 2014 supply costs should be limited to

9 $7,600,890 ($9.650,000- $2,189,110).

10

11 E. BETTERMENT

12

13 The Consumer Advocate states that if the Board makes a finding of imprudence as regards the
14 Western Avalon assets and the Sunnyside assets, then no adjustment should be made for

15 betterment. The Consumer Advocate submits that in determining what should be paid by rate
16 payers as a result of the early retirement of an asset, the overriding principal should be that the

17 rate payer should pay no more than he or she would have paid but for the imprudence of the

18 utility. In effect, the customer should be in the same position as he or she would have been

19 irrespective of the failure of the asset as a result of imprudence. In the circumstances regarding

20 Western Avalon and Sunnyside, the Consumer Advocate submits that the expenditure on

21 replacement of new assets would not have happened but for Hydro's imprudence. As a result,

22 the assets that were in place would have continued to exist and carried out their functions until

23 their normal end-of-service life. At that point in time, the replacement assets would then form

24 part of the rate base and Hydro would earn based on those assets. As a result, the Consumer

25 Advocate concurs with Liberty that betterment is an inappropriate consideration as regards the

26 Sunnyside and Western Avalon projects.
27

28 As outlined by Liberty in its Reply evidence:

29

30 "In the absence of imprudence, the assets would have remained in service, and revenue
31 requirements associated with them would have continued to be calculated in this rate proceeding
32 on the basis of remaining investment as it continues to be depreciated. To the extent that Hydro
33 would not have installed new equipment, it would not be asking in this proceeding for any
34 changed costs associated with the replaced equipment. To the extent that Hydro's approach
35 would increase customer costs, it ignores the results that customers would have experienced in
36 the absence of imprudence. Moreover, while the system would likely have needed replacement of
37 equipment at some point, customers would derive benefit from its instalfation. That benefit, in the
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absence of imprudence, only occurs following what would have been the end of the life of the
2 replaced equipment."
3

4 [Reference: Reply Evidence, Prudence Review, Newfoundland
5 and Labrador Hydro, Decisions and Actions, The Liberty
6 Consulting Group, September 17, 2015, Page 13]
7

8 The Consumer Advocate submits that to do otherwise than ignore the betterment argument

9 effectively rewards Hydro for its imprudence.
10

11 F. FINANCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF IMPRUDENCE
12

13 In determining the financial impact of Hydro's imprudence, Liberty notes that some of its review
14 concerns "earlier decisions and actions where the Board deferred recovery of the associated

15 costs, pending further review/'. Liberty's review identified the costs of decisions and actions that
16 in its view were not prudently incurred "according to accepted standards for examining the

17 prudence of utility decisions and actions".
18

19 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
20 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
21 Consulting Group, July 6. 2015, p. ES-1]
22

23 Most of the projects or programs examined by Liberty:

24

25 ...involved requests to the Boarcf for approval of the underlying work or for deferral of certain
26 coste. Hydro typically made those requests using estimates. Hydro reported to Liberty that actual
27 coste (some offset by insurance recovery) have proven fewer in some case,
28

29 Liberty concluded that Hydro acted imprudently in multiple projects or programs set for
30 examination by the Board and identified adverse cost consequences in those projects or
31 programs. In one specific project or program, Liberty concluded that Hydro acted pmdently in
32 making its decision, but "some of the costs incurred were influenced by imprudent prior actions".
33 In another project or program, Liberty identified:
34

35 ... 2014 actual capital costs and operating expenses that could be attributed to imprudence. This
36 identification lays a foundation for later efforts that seek to identify any such expenses that may
37 form part of Hydro's estimation of a 2014 Revenue Deficiency of $45.9 million.
38
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[Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
2 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
3 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. ES-2]
4

5 Liberty concluded:
6 ...the costs that Hydro could have avoided in the absence of the instances of
7 imprudence found by Liberty were:
8

9 . Actual 2014 capita! costs of $10.9 million (as reported by Hydro)
10 . Actual 2014 operating expenses of $13.4 million.
11 Estimated 2015 operating expenses of $2.6 million.
12

13 [Reference: Prudence Review, Newfoundland and Labrador
14 Hydro, Decisions and Actions Final Report - The Liberty
15 Consulting Group, July 6, 2015, p. ES-2]
16

17 Hydro submitted reply evidence to Liberty's report on August 7, 2015. Hydro concluded in its
18 Reply at page 32:

19

20 Hydro appreciates the opportunity to provide this Reply Evidence. As noted above, Hydro does
21 not believe its actions have been imprudent, but rather that it has acted in a responsible manner
22 to provide least cost, safe and reliable electrical service to its customers. If the Board
23 nevertheless determines any disallowances are required. Hydro has provided (or will provide in
24 an uttimatQ compliance filing) the information required to ensure these amounts are accurately
25 determined, (emphasis added)
26

27 With respect to cost adjustments outlined in its Reply, Liberty does acknowledge for example.
28 that an adjustment of $335,900 for Sunnyside Remediation is necessary to avoid double
29 counting.

30 [Reference: Reply Evidence - Prudence Review of Newfoundland
31 and Labrador Hydro Decisions and Actions, September 17, 2015
32 P.15]
33

34 For ease of reference and clarity, the Consumer Advocate, in PR-CA-NLH-014 (Revision 1, Oct

35 15-15) asked Hydro to provide:
36

37 ...a table summarizing each cost item that Liberty has determined to be imprudent. the cost
38 determined by Liberty to be imprudent, the amount of this cost that Hydro believes has been
39 over-stated by Liberty (and the reasons; ie., double counting, recovery not requested from
40 ratepayers, etc.), and the revised cost and year charged to ratepayers assuming the Board
41 determines that disallowances are required.
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2 The table included in Hydro's response is summarized below. Hydro noted that adjustments

3 maybe necessary as part of any compliance filings for the 2014 and 2015 test years.
4
5 Estimates of Imprudently Incurred Costs - Totals for 2014 and 2015 ($ millions)

Liberty Hydro Adjustment
17.8 15.3Capital & Deferred Assets

Accumulated Amortization 2.4 3.7

NetjiookValue of Capital & Deferred Assets 15.4 11.6
13.4 3.6Operating Costs (excluding Amortization)

Total 31.2 18.9

6

7 The Consumer Advocate submits that the information contained in the table has not been

8 adjusted to reflect the recent change in position of Hydro regarding its "...tak[ing] full
9 responsibility for any cost consequences attributable to the failure of the DC lube oil pumping

10 system in January 2013" as outlined In Hydro's December 16th, 2015 correspondence to the
11 Board.

12

13 As can be seen however, there is a significant difference between the cost figures filed by

14 Liberty and the figures following removal of costs owing to double counting, recovery not
15 requested from ratepayers, etc. Although requested in PR-CA-NLH-014, Hydro did not break
16 the costs down by year. It is difficult to slot costs determined to be imprudent to 2014 and 2015
17 because: 1) Liberty did not tie its estimate of imprudent costs to a test year revenue requirement
18 calculation, only to a specific calendar year, 2) Liberty did not translate capital costs to annual
19 costs as is done in a test year, and 3) on some occasions, Hydro has requested a deferral
20 account to recover costs (so they are not included in either the 2014 or 2015 revenue
21 requirement, but would be included in a future year if the Board allows cost recovery through a
22 deferral account.

23

24 The Consumer Advocate notes that Liberty attributed only $2.6 million of imprudently incurred

25 operating costs to 2015. However, as stated by Hydro in PR-CA-NLH-014 at page 2, "There
26 was no amortization noted in Liberty's report for 2015. However, for purposes of this exercise, it
27 is assumed that in 2015 the amortization (totaling $2.4 M) would appropriately result in a
28 reduction in Capital Assets from $17.8Mto $15.4f^).
29

30 The Consumer Advocate therefore submits that the Board:
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Accept the projects or programs identified by Liberty as imprudent..

2 . Deny recovery of the $18.9 million of costs identified by Hydro in its response to PR-CA-
3 NLH-014 (Revision 1, Oct 15-15)).

4 . Require Hydro to break down these costs by year to accommodate adjustments
5 necessary as part of any compliance filings for the 2014 and 2015 test years.
6 . Once the Hydro breakdown by year is received, have the Board's financial consultant
7 review the filing to ensure imprudently incurred costs are truly excluded from cost
8 recovery.

9

10 In summary, Hydro should not be allowed recovery of costs in the 2014 and 2015 test years that
11 have been identified as Imprudently incurred.

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 23^ day of December J1015.
7 .^

A^/
^

n£Thfomas Johnson, Q.C.
Consumer Advocate

O'Dea, Earie Law Offices
323 Duckworth Street
St. John's, NL A1C5X4
Telephone: 726-3524
Facsimile: 726-9600

Email: tiohnsonfi&odeaearle.ca
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Headnote

Public law - Public utilities - Regulatory boards - Miscellaneous

Regulated companies applied to include fheir full pension costs in their revenue requirements - Companies argued that
tiieir pension policies were prudent, made in good faith by third party, and consistent with industty standards, and that tfaey
should be allowed to inchide all oflheir pension costs in theu- rates - Utilities commission denied companies permission
to inchide certain pension costs in their estimates of revenue requirements - Commission found (hat evidence did not
support finding that awarding in every year annual cost of living adjustment (COLA) award of 100 per cent of consumer
price index up to fhree per cent was acceptable standard practice - Companies appealed - Appeal was dismissed -
Court of Appeal ruled that analytical framework selected by commission was not unreasonable - Two-stage analysis of
detenmning if expenditures were prudenfly inciured and then setting of reasonable rates was not mandated - On record,
it was open to commission to determine that only 50 per cent of COLA amounts should be included in rates - Reasons for
decision explained adequately how commission came to that conclusion, and there was no basis for appellate intervention

Utility companies appealed - Appeal dismissed - Standard of review was reasonableness - Regulatory faamework
allowed commission to set just and reasonable tariffa for electric and gas utilities seeking recovery of their prudent costs
and expenses but does not impose specific rate-setting methodology- Commission itself must decide upon specific test
and methodology to employ - There is no obligation on commission to utilize particular prudence test methodology

We-ttawNext WNAOA Copyright ©Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or rts licensors (excluding indivtdual court documents). All rights reserved.
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when reviewing costs on forecast basis - Utility bears onus of proving (hat tariff it proposes is just and reasonable -
Both mefhodology commission used, and application of that methodology, were reasonable given nature of costs.

Public law - Public utilities - Regulatory boards - Regulation of rates

Regulated companies applied to include (heir full pension costs in tfaeir revenue requirements - Companies argued that
fheir pension policies were pl udent, made in good fufh by third party, and consistent with industry standards, and that they
should be allowed to include all of (heir pension costs in fheir rates - Utilities commission denied companies permission
to include certain pension costs in their estimates of revenue requirements - Commission found ftiat evidence did not
support finding that awarding in every year annual cost of living adjustment (COLA) award of 100 per cent of consumer
price index up to fhree per cent was acceptable standard practice - Companies appealed - Appeal was dismissed -
Court of Appeal ruled that analytical framework selected by commission was not unreasonable - Two-stage analysis
of determining if expenditures were prudentty incurred and then settmg of reasonable rates was not mandated - On
record, it was open to commission to determine that only 50 per cent of COLA amounts should be included in rates -
Reasons for decision explamed adequately how commission came to that conclusion, and there was no basis for appellate
intervention - Utility companies appealed - Appeal dismissed - Regulatoiy framework allowed commission to set
just and reasonable tariffs for electric and gas utilities seeking recovery of their prudent costs and expenses but does not
impose specific rate-setting methodology - Commission itself must decide upon specific test and methodology to empkiy
- There is no obligation on commission to utilize particular prudence test methodology when reviewing costs on forecast
basis - There is no presumption of prudence - Utility bears onus of proving that tariff it proposes is just and reasonable
- Both methodology commission used, and application of that methodology, were reasonable given nature of costs.

Droit autochtone - Divers

Compagnies r6glementees out demande SL ce que 1'ensemble des couts rclatife au regime de retraite soient inclus dans les
exigences se rapportant d. leur revenu - Compagnies ont fait valoir que les politiques applicables & leur regime de retraite
6taient prudeates, ^tablies de bonne foi par une tierce partie et confonnes aux normes de 1'industrie et qu'elles devraient
fitre autoris6es a inclure I'ensemble des ccfuts relatife au regime de retraite dans leurs tarifs - Commission des services
publics a refuse d'autoriser les compagnies a inchire certains coflts relatife au regime de retraite dans leuis estimations des
recettes necessaires - Commission a conclu que la preuve ne permettait pas de conclure que Ie recoTivremeut h chaque
annee de Fajustement annuel au coflt de la vie (AACV) & raison de 100 p. cent de 1'indice des prix A la consonunation
jusqu'i un maximum de 3 p. cent constituait une prarique courante recoimue - Compagnies out mterjet6 appel - Appel a
6te rejet6 - Caur d'appel a decide que Ie cadre d'analyse utilise par la Commission n'6taitpas deraisonnable - Analyse en
deux volets visant ^ determiner si les d6penses avaient et6 pmdemment encourues puis & etablir des taux raisonnables n'etait
pas obligatoire - Au vu du dossier, il etait loisible d la Commission de conclure que seulement 50 p. cent des montants
relatiis & 1'AACV devrait Stre inclus dans les taux - Motife de cette decision expliquaient adequatement la mam6re
dont la Commission en etait venu a cette conclusion et la Cour d'appel n'etait pas justifiee d'intervenir - Compagpies
ont fbrm6 un pourvoi - Pourvoi rejet6 - Norme de controle applicable 6tait celle de la decision raisonnable - Cadre
i^glemeataire permettait A la Commission d'etablir des tarife justes et raisoiimables pour les fouimsseurs d'electricite et de
gaz qui voulaient obtenir Ie recouvrement de leurs cofits et depenses encourus de mani&re pruderite, mais il n'imposait pas
de methodologie paiticulifere pour 1'etablissement des tarife - H appartenait & la Cotnmissiou de choisir quel test et quelle
m^thodologie employer - Commission n'6tait pas obligde d'utiliser une m^thodologie particuli&e pour Ie test visant A
dAterminer la prudence lorsqu'elle r6visait la prevision des coflts - H revenait aux foumisseurs de demontrer que Ie tarif
qu'ils proposaient 6taitjuste et raisonnable - Mefhodologie utilisee par ki Commission et la mani&re dont elle 1'a appliquee
etaient raisonnables compte tenu de la nature des couts.

Droit public - Services publics - Organismes de rfiglementation - Reglementation des tarifs

Compagnies reglement^es out d-emande & ce que 1'ensemble des co&ts relatife au r6giine de retraite soient mclus dans les
exigences se rapportant SL leur revenu - Compagnies ont fait valoir que les poUtiques applicables a leur regime de retraite
etaient prudentes, etablies de bonne foi par une tierce partie et conformes aux nonnes de I'mdustnfc et qu'elles devraient
6tre autoris6es & inclure Fensemble des couts relatifs au regime de retraite dans leurs tarife - Commission des services

We^tlawNext CANAHA Copyright © Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or Its licensors (excluding indivktual court documents). All rights reserved. 2
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publics a refuse d'autoriser les compagnies & uichire certains coflts relatlfe au regime de letraite dans leurs estimations des
recettes n^cessaires - Commission a conclu que la preuve ne pennettait pas de couclure que Ie recouvrement h chaque
ann6e de I'ajustemeut anauel au coAt de la vie (AACV) a raison de 100 p. cent de 1'indice des prix a la consommation
jusqu'A un maximum de 3 p. cent constituait une pratique courante reoonnue - Compagnies ont interjete appel - Appel a
 ^Sf rejete - Cour d'appel a decide que Ie cadre d'analyse utilise par la Commission nl6tait pas deraisonnable - Analyse en
deux volets visant ^ d^tenniner si les d^penses avaient et6 pnufenunent encourues puis SL ^tablir des taux raisonnables n'etait
pas obligatoire - Au vu du dossier, il 6tait loisible A la Commission de conclure que seulement 50 p. cent des montants
relatifs & 1'AACV devrait ^tre inclus dans les taux - Motife de cette decision expliquaient adequatemenfr la mani6re dont
la Commission en etait venu a cette conclusion et la Corn- d'appel n'etait pasjustifiee d'intervemr - Compagnies ont fonne
un pourvoi - Pourvoi rejet6 - Cadre r6glementaire permettait d. la Commission d'etablir des tarife justes et raisonnables
pour les foumisseurs d'electricite et de gaz qui voulaient obtemr Ie recouvrement de leius couts et d^penses encoim.is de
maniere prudente, mais il n'imposait pas de m6thock)logie particuliere pour 1'etablissement des tarift - II appartenait
A la Commission de choisir quel test et quelle mefhodologie employer - Commission n'etait pas obligee d'utiliser une
mdtiaodologie paaticulifere pour Ie test visast ^ detemuner la prudence lorsqu'elle r^visait la prevision des coflts - II
revenait aux foumisseurs de demontrer que Ie tarif qu'ils proposaient 6tait juste et raisonnable - Methodologie utilisee
par la Commission et la manure dont elle 1'a appliqu6e etaient raisonnables compte tenu de la nature des couts.

The Alberta Utilities Commission denied fhe request by a group of utility companies to recover fhrough approved rates
certain pension costs rekted to an annual cost of living adjustment (COLA). Instead of approving recovery foi an
adjustment of 100 per cent of annual consumer price index (CPI) up to a maximum COLA of 3 per cent, the Conunission
ruled that recovery of only 50 per cent of annual CPI was reasonable. The Alberta Court of Appeal dismissed the companies'
appeal from the decision of the Commission and ruled that the analytical ftamework selected by tfae Commission was
not unreasonable. A two-stage analysis of detenuinmg if expenditures were prudently incurred and then the setting of
reasonable rates was not mandated and on the record, it was open to the Commission to determine that only 50 per cent of
the COLA amounts should be included in the rates. The reasons for this decision explained adequately how the Commission
came to that conclusion, and fhere was no basis for appellate intervention. The companies appealed.

Held: The appeal was dismissed.

PerRothstein J. (McLachlin C.J.C., Abella, CromweFL, Moldaver, Karakatsanis and Gascon JJ. concurring): The applicable
standard of review is reasonableness. The Commission was applying its expertise to set rates and approve payment amounts
in accordance with the Electric Utilities Act and fhe Gas Utilities Act The matter related to rate-making which is at the
heart of a regulator's expertise and was deserving of a high degree of deference. The matter also turned on the Commission's
inteipretation of its home statutes, and a standard of reasonableness presumptively applied.

The Alberta regulatory framework allows the Commission to set just and reasonable tariffs for electric and gas utilities
seeking recovery off iheu- prudent costs and expenses. It does not impose a specific rate-setting methodology on the
Commission. It falls to the Commission to decide vpon the specific test and methodology to employ. There is no obligation
on fhe Commission to utilize a particular prudence test methodology when reviewing costs on a forecast basis. There was
no need for (he Commission to employ a two-step process of first examinmg whefher the decisions to incur costs were
prudent. There was no need to apply a presumption of prudence in favour of the utility. The legislation contained (he
specific use of fhe word "prudent" to qualify the costs aad expenses that electric and gas utilities are entitled to recover,
but that did not mandate the use of the prudence test. It is the utility that bears (he onus of proving that the tariff it proposes
is just and reasonable. The mefhodology the Commission used, and fhe way it applied its me'thodology, were reasonable
given Ifae nature of the costs.

The Commission's interpretation and exercise of its rate-setting authority was reasonable. The disallowed costs were
forecast costs. The utilities were not entitled to a no-hindsight prudence review. Under the reasonableness standard of
review, the Commission's interpretation of its home statute was entitled to deference. The Commission did not expressly
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A.T.A. v. Alberta (Information <fe Privacy Commissioner) (2011), 2011 SCC 61, 2011 CarswellAlta 2068, 2011
CarswellAlta 2069, 339 D.L.R. (4&) 428, 28 Admin. L.R. (5fh) 177, 52 Alta. L.S.. (5fh) 1, [2012] 2 W.W.R. 434,
f'sub nom. Alberta Teachers'Association v. Information &. Privacy Commissioner (Altd.)) 424 N.R. 70, (sab nom.
Alberta (Information & Privacy Commissioner) v. Alberta Teachers'Association) [2011] 3 S.C.R. 654, (sub nom.
Alberta Teachers'Association v. Information cmdPrivacy Commissioner) 519 A.R. 1, (sub nom. Alberta Teachers'
Association v. Information and Privacy Commissioner) 539 W.A.C. 1 (S.C.C.) - referred to

ATCO Gas & Pipelines Ltd v. Alberta (Energy & Utilities Board) (2006), 2006 SCC 4,2006 CarswellAlta 139,2006
CarswellAlta 140,344 N.R. 293, 54 Alta. L.R. (4fh) 1, [2006] 5 W.W.R. 1,263 D.L.R. (4fh) 193, 39 Admm. L.R.
(4th) 159,380 A.R. 1,363W.A.C. 1, [2006] 1 S.C.R. 140 (S.C.C.)-considered

ATCO Gas & Pipelines Ltd. v. Alberta (Utilities Commission) (2009), 2009 ABCA 246,2009 CaisweIlAlta 983,9
AIta. L.R. (5fh) 267,3 11 D.L.R. (4th) 343, 464 A.R, 275,467 W.A.C. 275 (Alta. CA.) - considered

ATCO Utilities. Re (2010), 2010 CarswellAlta 870, 84 C.C.P.B. 89 (Alta. U.C.) - referred to

ATCO Utilities, Re (2012), 2012 CarswellAlta 491, 97 C.C.P.B. 298 (Alta. U.C.) - refeiredto.

AltaLink Management Ltd., Re (2012), 2012 ABCA 378,2012 CarswellAIta2175, 44 Admin. L.R. (5th) 199, 72 Alta.
L.R. (5(h) 23, (^sub nom. Shaw v. Alberta Utilities Commission) 539 A.R. 315, (sub nom. Shaw v. Alberta Utilities
Commission) 561 W.A.C. 315 (Alta. C.A.) - considered

British Columbia (Securities Commission) v. McLean (2013), 2013 SCC 67, 2013 CarswelIBC 3618, 2013
CarsweltBC 3619, 366 D.L.R. (4fh) 30, [2014] 2 W.W.R- 415, <sub nom. McLean v. British Columbia Securities
Commission) 452 HR. 340, 53 B.C.L.R. (5fh) 1, fsub nom. McLean v. British Columbia (Securities Commission)}
[2013] 3 S.C.R. 895, (sub nom. McLecm v. British Columbia Securities Commission) 347 B.C.A.C. 1, (sub nom.
McLecm v. British Columbia Securities Commission) 593 W.A.C. 1, 64 Admin. L.R. (5tii) 237 (S.C.C.) - refeired to

Edmonton (City) v. Northwestern Utilities Ltd (1929), [1929] S.C.R. 186, [1929] 2D.L.R. 4,1929 CarswellAIta 114
(S.C.C.) - considered

Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. v. Ontario (Energy Board) (2006), 2006 Carswell0nt2106,41 Admin. L.R. (4&) 69,
210 O.A.C. 4 (Out C.A.) - considered

Hydro OneNetworks Inc., Re (2013), 2013 ONCA 359,2013 CarsweUOnt 9792, (sub nom. Power Workers' Union
v. Ontario Energy Board) 307 O.A.C. 109, (sob nom. Power Workers' Union, Canadian Union of Public Employees,
Local 1000 v. Ontario Energy Board) 116 O.R. (3d) 793,365 D.L.R. (4&) 247 (Ont. C.A.) - considered

New Brunswick (Board of Management) v. Dunsmuif (2008), 2008 SCC 9, 2008 CaisweIINB 124,2008 CarsweIlNB
125, D.T.E. 2008T-223, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick) 2008 C.L.L.C. 220-020, 64 C.C.E.L. (3d) 1, 69
Imm. L.R. (3d) 1, 69 Admin. L.R. (4th) 1, 372 N.R- 1, (sab nom. Dunsmuir v. New Brwiswick) 170 L.A.C. (4th)
1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick) 291 D.L.R. (4fh) 577, 329 N.B.R. (2d) 1, (sub nom. Dunsmuir v. New
Brunswick) [2008] I S.C.R. 190, 844 A.PJR. 1, fsub nom. Dunsmuir v. New Brunswick) 95 L.C.R. 65, 2008 CSC
9 (S.C.C.)-referred to

Rizzo A Rizzo Shoes Ltd.. .Re (1998), 1998 CarsweUOnt 1, 1998 CarswellOnt 2,154 D.L.R. (4tfa) 193,36 OJt. (3d)
41SO\eads.oteovly\ (sub nom.Rizzo&Rizzo Shoes Ltd. (Bankrupt). Re) 221 N.R.241,fsubnom.^^env. Ontario

K^-
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Ministry of Labour) 98 C.LL.C. 210-006,50 C.BJL (3d) 163, (sob nom. Aizzo &Rizzo Shoes Ltd. (Bankrupt). Re) 106
OA.C. 1, [1998] 1 S.C.R. 27,33 C.C.E.L. (2d) 173, 36 O.R. (3d) 418 (note), 36 O.R. (3d) 418 (S.C.C.) - considered

TmnsCanada Pipelines Ltd. v. Canada (National Energy Board) (2Q04), 2004'FCA 149,2004CaiswelINat987,319
N.R. 171,2004 CAP 149, 2004 CarswelINat 2545 (F.C.A.) - considered

Statutes considered byRothstein J.:

Electric Utilities Act, S.A. 2003, c. E-5.1
Generally - referred to

s. 102 - referred to

s. 102(1)-considered

s. 102(2)-referred to

s. 121(2)(a)-considered

s. 121(4)-considered

s. 122-considered

s. 122(l)(a)-considered

s. 122(l)(b)-considered

s. 122(l)(d)-considered

s. 122(l)(e) - considered

s. 122(l)(g)-considered

Employment Pension Plans Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. E-8
Generally - referred to

s. 13-referred to

s. 13(5)-referred to

s. 14 - referred to

s. 48(3) - considered

Employment Pension Plcms Act, S.A. 2012, c. E-8J
s. 13-referred to

s. 35(2) - referred to

s. 52(2)(b) - referred to

Gas Utilities Act, R,SA. 2000, c. G-5
Generally - referred to
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s. 36 - referred to

s.36(a)-considered

s. 37(3) - considered

s. 44(1) - considered

s. 44(3) - considered

Ontario Energy Board Act. 1998, S.O. 1998, c. 15,Sched.B
Generally - referred to

Ik
^

Regulations considered by Rothstem J.:

Employment Pension Plans Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. E-8
Employment Pension Plans Regulation, Alta. Reg. 35/2000 /

s. 9 - referred to

s. 10-referred to

Employment Pension Plans Act, S.A. 2012, c. E-8.I
Employment Pension Plans Regulation, A{t&.Rsg. 154/2014

s. 48 - referred to

s. 49 - referred to

s.60(2)(b)-referred to

s. 60(3) - referred to

Gas Utilities Act, R.S.A. 2000, c. G-5
Roles, Relationships and Responsibilities Regulation, Alta. Reg. 186/2003

Generally - referred to

s. 4(3) - considered

Words and phrases considered:

just and reasonable rates

InCanadi^ W, .Just and^onab-.e.^tes or tariffs «e those tot are fair to both consuT and Ac utility: £^<,^
(CW v. Vort^tem WUtie. L,d., [1929] S.CA 186 (S.C.C.), at pp. 192-93, per La»ont7u,to7co;tof *

service

^ratesmu5t.a"OWAeuTydle opporturity torecover-overthe ions »n.its "P^ngandcapM'co^Reco'vering
these cost. T that the utility can continue to opente and can eam'its cos. ofcapiU»ordStoatoct"and retain

^^^^^:^n^^^.On^P^rO^^:.^SCC^^.C.^^
p-^COImml8twwimtulec-ion''-edstttoco--^-"-ese^^^;
such that, "oveiril, they are paying no more ttam what is necessaiy for to service th^receive"7o^;atp^20.
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prudence

i!e^!L^be^Tsed*themeanmg of"PTdence"is Ae focus of much of the debate infhis case, it is helpful to start
by.e'um"'ingAe ordinaly meiunng ofthe word a8 a baselme f°r tfle sub5^uent ana'y- PeTfaent'diction.y'definitions
give a range of mea,^ for "pmdenr, mcluding "having or exeicising sound j»igement in practical affairs" ^Oy^
English Diction^ (2nd cd. 1989), vol. XH, atp. 729), "acting wift or'showing care and thought fe&efl,ture"(G oncise

oxford.Eng"shactu"wy^.ed: 20u)-atp-1156)-OT "malked "y wisdom °rJ"diciousness^~stewdinfte
mT.Tnle°t°fpractical.affliIS" (Merr_wn-web^ Collegiale Dictionary (lid, ed: 2003), at p; 1002).-While'fl,ese
d^oo^va^ i^^ee, ^e on.n^ ^e of ^e ^ .^ ^ a p^entcosUs on^w^^-be
described as wise or sound.

^^n^^enf'(S^ltde^^sAa!e.^°. ^TlsT^Td.^uIstive ? ? previde a complete aDswer to the question
^^^:^^'-^^^^^^.^^^^
testatuto^provisionsatissueprovideslurfherguidance. in fte context ofutilities,egulation,Idonotfind-»ydife»ce
be.weentheo^na.ymeaBmgofa-prud^.costandacostftatcouldbesaidtobere'asonaU.ItwouldnotbeHnp^ /

to incur a reasonable cost, nor would it be prudent to incur an unreasonable cost.

revenue requirement

The^ . .UtiUties submit that the Commission is bound to first assess costs put forwari by a utility for prudence, and that
pr-dently incu^d costs must be approved for inclusio. in fte utiU«y.s "revenue ^uire«en.":ms'tennrete7o'..Ae
totol revenuethat is requual by (he compmy to ^ a»ofits auowat"e exPenses md^ to ,ecov^au7ostTated
wM, its inv^ed capital... L_Reid and J. Todd, "New Developments m Ra«. Design for Electricity KsributoTsTmG"
Kaiser and B. Heggie, eds., Energy Law and Policy (2011), 519, at p.521.

Termes et locutioDs cites:

Prudence

^?TJ^S^!lTJ^ult.??!-porte.T.T'an?e partie syr la si®Dification de h aotion de « Prudence », si bien
^1 est utile d^^ine, <fabord Ie ^ ordicaire de ce tenne conune point de rifeence pou. P^ se qui suivra. Les
dictl°°Daire8 o&eat me gamme de definitions de l'adjectif<< prudent >>'dont les suivantes": [TRADUCT[ON]« <

qiuaou

^^^^^^^o^n^n.^^. ^.voua^
729), [TRADUCTION] « qui agit en se souciant du lendemain ou qui manifeste un tel souci» (Concise Oxford Ensl^h
^y^^ P. "56), ou [T^TION] « <ui e. e^in. de s^e ou dep^^:[ou^-e.
^^^^^^^.^^a.eO^^^:^^
?!!eJ!!^efi-?ti^ls CODflportent des nuances, on peut en coaclure, suivantle sens oidmaire de 1'adjectif, qutune dep ense

prudente est celle qui r6sulte d*une decision sage ou banne.

^"^l !!!»Sfi?l°^ ^!ont.pa?_su£EisTm^lt uniformes  t exhaustives Pour apporter une r6ponse (^fimtive i la
^ondesavo. ce ^1 fan. en.end. p. des d^ses « pnx,^ » dans Ie co^e de. lois ^re^e^es
services publics en Alberta. Une mteiprftatio, contextueUe dos dispositions legislatives » cause ofe°do^unautre
fltoent de leponse. Daa. Ie contexte de la riglementatio, de services publics:je ae vois aucune diff^nce'e^edes
depenses « prudcntes » au sens ordmate de ec tenne et dos d^enses quo I-o, pounrt qualifierde ^^~A^,
!L^e.-serait,.fas imprudeat de faire des d6Pe"ses raisonnables. pas plus qu'il ne serait prudeut defairedesdep enses
deraisonnables.

recette n6ccssaire

L!l!!T-cesp^bucsATC?,soutieIment que Ia commission doit dlabord se prononcer sur la prudence des d^pens es

mvoquees par Ie service public et que les depenses faites avec prudence doivent 6<ie approuv6esaux fins de leurprise en

.~-f
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!°JDP-T_dan!-ks.<< rccettes necessaircs )> de l'entrcp"se. Ce paste s'entend des riRADUCTION]« rccettes dont 1'entreprise
a-besomautotalpour lepaiement de toutes ses depen8es susceptil"es 1'aPProbation ^ egalement, pour recouv^ topics
^^^^^.^.^.^^^^^^^^^
dans G. Kaiser et B. Heggie, dir.. Energy Law and Policy (2011), 519, p. 521).
tariHcation juste et raisonnable

En droit canadien, la tarification « juste et raisonnable » est celle qui est dquitable tant pour Ie consommateur que pour Ie
^^W^mu^.c.CUy^ -[1929] S.C.R.1S6, p.-192-193 (,ugeL»ont));Selon un

^1T,.(1AS !w.b.c°^du 8ervi.ce: latarificati°D doit pennettre a l'entrePrise de recouvier, 4 iong teTme.ses d^ enses

^^^i^lt^o^b^r^^'J^I^^L^^^ato^^ie ^n^^:O^Ir^^L^ence^x^r ^CT^lce^u^!lc ^eut 1° -tmuerl^ exercer ses

^^Mil^^^^cd^(^oc^tew^GX^enZm,'^l^T^r (l^^]tlsps^m^. ^L^^^^T^
ce que la Commission « prcvoit qu'il en cofltera pour la prestation efficace du service » de sorte que,« globalement, il ne

paie pas plus que ce qui est n6cessaire pour obtenir Ie semce » (C60, par. 20)

^TB^J^JUdgm!"trTrtedat'4rco utilitiesl Re (2013)»2013 ABCA 310,2013 CarswellAlta 1984,556 A.R. 376, 584
W.A.C. 376,93 Alta. L.R. (5fh) 234, 7 C.C.P.B. (2nd) 171 (Alta. CA.).

POL^VOIforme a renconteed'unjugement public i^rCO Utilities, Re (2013), 2013 ABCA 310,2013 CarsweUAlta 1984,
556 A.R. 376, 584 W.A.C. 376. 93 Alta. L.R. (5th) 234,7 C.C.P.B. (2nd) 171 (Alta. C.A.).

Rolhteb, J. (McLachlin CJ.C, AbeUa, Crom»eU, Mol^ver, Karatal,ani,, Ga,eo» JJ. c.ncurriDg):

]n'^ ^!?^ °fsePtmlber 27' 2011> tfae Alberta Utilities Commission denied the request by ATCO Gas and Pipelin es

Ltd. and ATCO Elec.ric ^ (coUectively the "ATCO Uffities") to recover, i. approved ^s, ce^ pension co^l^
to-an_amual.c<'st oflivmg adiustmeDt.("C.OLA") for 2°12'In8tead °faPProving recovery for an adjustment of 100 percent of
fc amiual coi^umerpnce index ("CPI") (up to a maximum COLA of 3 percenO, the Commission ruled that recover of only
50^n.of a^ualCPKup.a^un, COLA of3p»cen0 was ^o^bIe.T.e Alberta Courtof Appeal disn>issed^
ATCO Utilities' appeal from the decision of the Commission. The ATCO Utilities now appeal to this Court.
2i''0^)"-i^^a^r(^l^^&^vZ^lo^T^-2h^3dS^^^u^^l^ ^^)"i^cth^^ss^fc^t^^
di^^^lveis^ofn.^do.ogy.^inp^^^-^-a^^.^e.toapplyapa^
regulatory tool known as the "prudent investment test" in assessing a utility's costs.

1..TheATCO utilities 5ubmit that <be conmission " bouDd to first assess costs put ferward by a utility for prudence, and
dmt pradently incun.d costs must be approved for inclusion in the utility's "revenue ,equirem»t". TO's .ennrefe^to'.Ue
total levenue that is required by the company to pay all of its allowable expenses and also to recover all coste a.sociated wiA
ta mvested capital": L. Reid and J. Todd, "New Developments m Rate Design for Electricity Distributor", mG^ser and
B. Heggie,e<fa.. Energy La» and Policy (2011), 519. at p.521. Tie approved revenue requirement i« then to be allocatedto
^«e.^efo»ofjus._»d reasonable ^.^ATCOUtilitie^e.batfteCo^ission failed .op^perfyadd..
die prudence of such costs. They say (hat in the absence of an explicit contrary finding, costs arc presumed to be prudent
Fu^^Util^^^pru.le.ceis.bees^shedbasedonc.nnns^asofd.e^offtecos.decision^o.
based on hindsight and the use of information not available to the utility when tfae decision to incur the cost was made.

4 The Office of tiie Utilities Consumer Advocate of Alberta argues fhat the Alberta regulatory framework does not
^poseaspecificn.te.^^odologyon^Co^^itf^^eCo^s^.o decide uponf.espec.fic^.and
methodology to employ. SpecificaUy, te Co^umer Advocate argues that the^ is no obUgation on the CoTon.outiUze
^!^.p^eT. ?est.m!tllod^logy wlleD reviewine cost5 on.a forecast basis- N°r is thCTe a P""»Pfc° ofpradence:0n
the contrary, the onus is on the utility to demonstrate that the tariff it proposes is just and reasonable.

^
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5 As in OEB, the relevant statutory framework does not unpose upon the Commission the "prudence" methodology urged
by fhe ATCO Utilities. Furthor, following the approach set out in OEB, tfae methodology adopted by the Commission and its
application of this methodology were reasonable in view of the nature of the costs in questian. I would dismiss the appeal.

I. Regulatory Framework

6 In Alberta, the Commission sets "just and reasonable" tariffs for electric and gas utilities seeking recovery of their prudent
costs and expenses: s. 121(2)(a) ofiheElectric Utilities Act, S.A. 2003, c. E-5.1 ("EUAn); and s. 36(a) of the Gas Utilities Act,
R.S.A. 2000, c. G-5 (nGUAn).

7 In Canadian law, "just and reasonable" rates or tariffs are those that are fair to both consumers and the utility: Edmonton
(City) v. Northwestern Utilities Ltd, [1929] S.C.R. 186 (S.C.C.), at pp. 192-93, per Lament J. Under a cost of service model,
rates must allow the utility fhe opportunity to recover, over (he long run, its operating and capital costs. Recovering these costs
ensures that the utility can continue to operate and can earn its cost of capital in order to attract and retain investment in die
utility: OEB^ at para. 1 6. Consumers must pay what the Commission "expects it to cost to efEicienfty provide the services they
receive" such tfaat, "overall, they are paying no more than what is necessary for ihe service they receive": OEB^ at para.. 20.

U. Facts

A. The Pension Plan

8 Employees of the ATCO Utilities benefit from the Retirement Plan for Employees of Canadian Utilities Limited (MCUL1*,
the parent company of the ATCO Utilities) and Participating Companies (the "Pension Plan"). The Pension Plan is admimstered
by CUL, which is not itself regulated by the Commission. As the Pension Plan administrator, CUL acts in a fiduciary capacity
in relation to Plan members and other Plan beneficiaries: s. 13(5) of the Employment Pension Plans Act, R.SA. 2000, c. E-8. 1

9 The Pension Plan includes a defined benefit plan (the "DB plan"), which was closed to new employees on January 1,1997,
and a defined contribution plan. The COLA applies only to the DB plan. The Employment Pension Plans Act requires that the

.2DB plan be subject to actuarial calculations filed periodically with the Superintendent of Pensions for Alberta: ss. 13 and 14;
3and ss. 9 and 10 of the Employment Pension Plans Reg^lation^ Alta. Reg. 35/2000. Actuarial cakulatums detennme, inter

alia, the contributions that an employer must make to cover a DB plan's liabilities.

10 The assets of the CUL Pension Plan are pooled between all CUL member companies, regardless of whether they are
regulated utility companies (like the ATCO Utilities) or not. The required employer fanding is determined on an aggregate basis.
If special payments must be made to address unfunded liabilities, the aggregate funding requirement is apportioned among the
member entities of the Pension Plan.

11 No employer contributions to the Peusion Plan were required between 1996 and the end of 2009 because the Pension Plan
was in surplus position, and thus the ATCO Utilities did not have to include such contributions m their revenue requirement
applications to the Commission. In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, (he market value of the Pension Plan's assets dropped
and a large unfunded liability resulted, forcing tiie employers parricipatmg in the Pension Plan, including the ATCO Utilities,
to resume making employer contributions in 2010.

B. The Pension Plan Funding Obligafions

412 Section 48(3) oftfae Employment Pension Plans Act, (2000) requires that the Pension Plan be funded in accordance wifh
actuarial valuation reports. The actuarial valuation report relevant to this appeal (the "2009 Actuarial Report") was filed with fhe
Superintendent of Pensions for Alberta on June 29,2010 by Mercer (Canada) Limited, fhe Pension Plan's actuary. The report
indicated that two types of payments were required. First, it detennined the estimated payments required to address the projected
benefits owed to beneficiaries for 2010, 2011 and 2012. These are also called "current service costs". Second, it determined
that die DB plan had an unfunded liability of $ 157.1 million across all CUL entities, requiring all the employers participating in

A^jtla'tVNext cftWAOA Copyright ©Thomson Reuters Canada Limfted or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). All rights reserved. 10
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fhe Pension Plan, including the ATCO Utilities, to make minimum annual special payments in the aggregate amount of $16.4
million until December 31,2024 to address the liability. The ATCO Utilities alone were liable for approximately S 13.9 million
of the annual aggregate special payment amount.

13 The cost of living adjustment issues in tfais case involve bofh the contributions tiiat the ATCO Utilities must make into
(he DB plan and fhe benefits paid to retirees out of the plan. With reganl to the ATCO Utilities' contributions into the plan,
the 2009 Actuarial Report mcluded a provision for "post retirement pension increases" that is based on (he DB plan's COLA
formula and the actuarial report's assumption for inflation. This provision affects the payments that (he ATCO Utilities are
required to make into the DB plan for the three-year period covered by the report. In tfais case, this increase was 2.25 percent
per year for all three years.

14 With regard to the payment of benefits to retirees under fhe DB plan, the ATCO Utilities' parent company CUL sets
the COLA annually. Sections 6.9(a) and 6.12(a) offhe DB plan prescribe that CUL determines the COLA by taking into
consideration annual percentage changes in the Consumer Price Index for Canada and any previous adjustments paid. These
provisions cap fhe adjustment set by CUL at 3 percent per annum.

ID. Decisions Below

A. Alberta Utilities Commission: ATCO Utilities, Re (2919), 84 C.C.P.B. 89 (Alto. U.C.) (the "Decision 2fflO-J89")

15 On July 10,2009, the ATCO Utilities filed an application with (he Commission to determine, inter alia, the amount of
employer pension contributions that would be included in their revenue requirements in 2010. The ATCO Utilities* proposed
contributions reflected a COLA set at 100 percent of annual Canada CPI (up to a maximum of 3 percent), as CUL had used for
a number of years. However, in the Commission's view, setting COLA at 100 percent of CPI year after year was not required
by the wording of the Pension Plan. It concluded "(hat ratepayers should not bear any incremental pension funding costs" that
arise firom CUL's practice of setting COLA "where it [was] demonstrated Aat such incremental costs prove to be unreasonable
or imprudenf in the circumstances": para. 118.

16 However, tfae Commission did not find fhe evidence filed in this application to be sufficient to draw conclusions with
respect to whether the COLA was prudent. As a result, it did not reduce ftie COLA of 100 percent of annual CPI (up to a
maximum of 3 percent) for the ATCO Utilities' 2010 revenue requirements. Nonetheless, the Commission stated that it "would
like to investigate the possibility of adjusting COLA as a mechanism in piudenfly managing utility pension expense" for the
years 2011 onward: para. 123. It directed tfae ATCO Utilities to prepare a 201 1 pension common matters application to address
issues related to COLA and CUL's discretion in setting COLA.

B. Alberta Utilities Commission: 2911 CarswellAUa 1646 (Alto. U.C.) (WL Can.) (the "Decision 2911-391")

17 On December 15,2010, (he ATCO Utilities filed a pension common matters application pursuant to the Commission's
direction in Decision 2010-189. The Commission published its Decision 2011-391 on September 27,2011. It is this decision
fhat is the subject of appeal in (his Court.

18 In reviewing the COLA included in the ATCO Utilities' revenue requirement application, the Commission wrote that the
reasonableness of setting it at 100 percent of CPI had to be evaluated "in fhe circumstances applicable at the time fhat ATCO
Utilities apply to include pension expense in revenue requirement'1: Decision 2011-391, at para. 87. The significant unfunded
liability of (he Pension Plan was such a circumstance. The Commission was of the view that (he DB plan permitted CUL to
exercise its discretion in setting the COLA, and (hat this discretion was "an available tool" for CUL to actively manage the DB
plan unfunded liability as it carried out its fiduciary and contractual obligations: para. 83. "[T]he availability of that discretion
and tiae exercise, or lack thereof, of fhat discretion [was] a relevant and material consideration" in determining whefher the
ATCO Utilities' pension expenses were reasonable and should be included in revenue requu-ements: paia. 83.

19 The Commission found that the ATCO Utilities' practice of awarding an annual COLA of 100 percent of CPI every year
was not "an acceptable standard practice", in light of benchmark evidence showing a wider range of COLA percentages used
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by defined benefitpension plans among other entities in a compaiator group: Decision 2011-391, at pam 87. The majority of
tfae entities set COLA between 50 percent and 75 percent of CPI. The Commission also found that a reduction in COLA would
not undermine the Utilities' ability to attract new employees, nor would it encourage current employees to leave.
20 The Commission concluded tfaat the COLA included in current service costs to be recovered through tariffs after January
l^?l-2-an? UDtil the next actuarial valuation sh()uld be 50 percent of the annual Canada CPI, to a maximum of 3 percent The
ATCO Utilities' revenue requirements for 2012 were to be reduced acconlingly.

21 However, with regard to the special payments addressing fhe unfunded liability for 2012, the Commission stated that
it would not require that the ATCO Utilities file an updated actuarial report reflecting a lower COLA and that it would only
begin disallowing a COLA of 100 percent wife regard to special payment costs from 2013 onward. This decision resulted from
the Commission's conclusion that filing a new actuarial report "would be costly, and consume an undue amount of company,
intervener and Commission resources given the time remainmg in 2011 to complete , new report and file it for approval wid,
fhe commission a"d subsequently with the Superintendent of Pensions", especially as a new report would be filed by January
1, 2013 as it stood: Decision 2011-391, at para. 99. The Commission did not reduce special payments to be recovered i m

2012 because it was not "in the best interest ofATCO Utilities, ratepayers or pensioners to implement a change to tfae COLA
calculation [at this time] given the uncertain pension funding impacts that may result from a new actuarial valuation and report":
para. 100. Reductions in liability as a result of a reduction of COLA would be caphired m ongoing special payments set for
2013 onward.

C. Alberta UfUifies Commission: ATCO UfiHties, Re (2012), 97CC.P.B. 298 (Alto. U.C.) (the "Decision 2012-97711)

22 On November 2,2011, tfae ATCO Utilities filed a review and variance application of Decision 2011-391. The ATCO
Utilities requested fhat the Commission vacate its direction to reduce the amount of COLA to 50 percent ofCPI for regulatoiy
purposes.

23 The Commission found that the arguments raised by the ATCO Utilities did not give rise to a substantial doubt as to the
correctness of Decision 2011-391 and denied the ATCO Utilities' request for review and variance.

D. Alberta Court of Appeal: 2913 ABCA 320, 93 Alto. Z.A (5<h) 234 (AUa. C^.)

24 The Alberta Court of Appeal granted leave to appeal Decision 2011-391. Conducting a reasonableness review, the court
held it was open to the Commission to reduce the ATCO Utilities' revenue rcquircmente to reflect a COLA of 50 percent of
CPI. The Court of Appeal dismissed the Utilities' appeal.

IV. Issues

25 This appeal raises three issues:

1. What is the standard of review?

2. Does the regulatory framework prescribe a certain methodology in assessing whether costs are prudent?

3. Was it reasonable for the Commission to refuse to incorporate 100 percent ofCPI to a maximum of 3 percent into the
ATCO Utilities' COLA revenue requirements?

V. Analysis

A. Standard of Review

26 The standard of review of the Commission's decision in applying its expertise to set rates and approve payment amounts
in accordance with the Electric Utilities Act and the Gas Utilities Act is reasonableness: OEB, at para. 73; ^NewBru^ick
(Board of Management) v. Dunsmuir, 2008 SCC 9, [2008] 1 S.C.R. 190 (S.C.C.), at paras. 53-54.

*-t-
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27 Nonetheless, the ATCO Utilities argue tfaat the jurispmdence favours applying a standard of coirectaess. However, the
cases ^.ey cite-ATCO Gas & Pipelines Ltd. v. Alberta (Energy & Utilities Board),'2006 SCC4,[2006] 1 S.C.R. 140(S.C.C.)
("Stores 5/ocA"), AltaLink Mamgement Ltd., Re, 2012 ABCA 378, 539 A.R. 315 (Alta. C.A.), and ATCO Gas & Pipelines
Ltd. v. Alberta (Utilities Commission), 2009 ABCA 246,464 A.R. 275 (Alta. C.A.) - are not analogous to tiie matter at hand.
They each were said to involve "true questions of jurisdiction", where fhe regulator was called on to determine whether it had
fee statutory authority to decide a particular question. This Court's recent jurisprudence has emphasized that tme questions of
jurisdiction, if they exist as a category at all, an issue yet unresolved by fhe Court, are rare and exceptional: A.T.A. v. Alberta
(Information &Privacy Commissioner), 2011 SCC 61, [2011] 3 S.C.R. 654 (S.C.C.), at para. 34. In any event, this case involves
ratemaking. As Bastarache J. noted in Stores Block, ratemaking is at the heart of a regulator's expertise and is fherefore deserving
of a high degree of deference: para. 30.

28 To fhe extent that an appeal also turns on the Commission's interpretation of its home statutes, a standard of reasonableness
also presumptively applies: A.T.A., at para. 30. The presumption is not rebutted in this case.

B. Methodology for Determining Costs and Just and Reasonable Rates Under the Electric Utilities Act and the Gas Utilities
Act

29 The application by the ATCO Utilities, one of which is an electric utility and the other a gas utility, mvolves both fhe
EUA and the GUA. Both statutes direct the Commission to set just and reasonable rates. The EUA requires tfae Commission
to "have regard for the principle that a tariff approved by it must provide the owner of an electric utility with a reasonable
opportunity to recover" various "prudent" or "prudently incurred" costs: s. 122; see also s. 102. A gas utUity, on tfae other hand,
is "entitled to recover in its tariffs" costs that the Commission determines to be "prudent": s. 4(3) of the Roles. Relationships
and Responsibilities Regulation, Alta. Reg. 186/2003 (nRRR Regulation"); see also s. 36 GUA.

30 The ATCO Utilities argue that the guarantee of a reasonable opportunity to recover tfaeir costs requires that the Commission
must first examine whefher the decisions to incur costs were prudent and must apply a presumption of prudence in favour
of the utility. Unless these costs are found not to be prudent, they are to be included in the utility's revenue requirement. The
ATCO Utilities say that in conducting its prudence inquiry, the Commission is required to use the prudence test as described
by the Ontaiio Court of Appeal m Hydro One Networks Inc., Re, 2013 ONCA 359, 116 O.R. (3d) 793 (Ont C.A.), which is
the subject of (he companion appeal to (his case. la that case, the Ontario Court of Appeal relied on a formulation of prudence
review set out in Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. v. Ontario (Energy Board) (2006), 210 O.A.C. 4 (Out. CA.), at para. 10:

. Decisions made by the utility's management should generally be presumed to be prudent unless challenged on
reasonable grounds.

. To be prudent, a decision must have been reasonable under tfae circumstances that were known or ought to have
been known to the utility at the time the decision was made.

. Hindsight should not be used in determining prudence, although consideration of the outcome of the decision may
legitimately be used to overcome fhe presumption of prudence,

. Prudence must be determined in a retrospective fachial inquiry, in that tfae evidence must be concerned with the
time fhe decision was made and must be based on facts about the elements that could or did enter into the decision
at the time. [para. 16]

31 The ATCO Utilities argue that (he statutes' express use of the word "prudent" to qualify the costs and expenses that
electric and gas utilities are entitled to recover necessarily mandates the use of tiaat prudence test. I will refer to it as the "no-
hindsight" test

32 The language of fhe relevant provisions of the £U4 and GUA differs fiom fhe Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, S.O.
1998, c. 15, Sch. B, in fhe compauion OEB appeal. While the EUA and fhe GUA contain specific references to "prudence",
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ihe^!Ta^er^oard^ct' ]f98 doesDot'FurfhCT; regulations Passed under (he Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 expressly
^aeOntan^^Bo.d.e^.^e^o^tode.e^e^^venue^e.en^^^T^
The EUA and GUA do not include a direct grant of methodological discretion. However, Uke the statutory schememOEB,
^either iheEuf Tthe Gu4 iTpose aspecific me&odology 5 and, as wUl be explained, their references to "prudence" do not
impose upon the Commission the specific mefhodology advanced by fhe ATCO Utilities.
(1) Prudence Under the EUA

33 The question before this Court is whether the Commission's interpretation and exercise of its late-settmp authority was

reas^able^ He ATCO Utilities argue that the statutoy ftamework supports its assertion that it was entitled toYa7h;ndsigte
prudence review. Under d>e reasonableness st^dard of .view, the Co-n.s int^etation ofte ho<ne statute is ^uTd
.d^c.^^c^^Co^^i.iondidno.exp^add.^e^onof^^e^^nne.^ed,
no-bind^t approach. Ra^, its decision to proceed wi&out using a no-^ight pn.dence test unpliestoitunde.tood
the relevant statutes not to mandate the ATCO Utilities' desired methodology. It is thus necessary to examine the ton, o'fthe
.l^s^.^ne^^eCon^ssio.sapp^was.^le.In^so.^Cou.^n.^eo^
^^.oo.ofs^^^^^^goa.ofdet^^^e^^Co^ssion^ac.^.o^
see British Columbia (Securities Commission) v. McLean, 2013 SCC 67, [2013] 3 S.C.R. 895 (S.C.C.^ at paras. 37-41.

!li,^e^^-o^!!T!e^tob?mte^Td'^&eumtircrontextmdmAe"gran^tic^^dOTdu^^^^
w'lthe;cheme.of(he Ac\the ob^oftheA^md the mtentioa °f^"- ^ -^ ^ »- ^,^ [1998]
!;C'R'.2! (s'c-c-)'at pala'21'quotmg E- A- DriedgCT» Construction of Statutes (2nd ed. 1983), at p. 87. Because, as wiU be
d,.usse,^»e^of.,n,^e"is^^ofn^o^^^sca.,,..s^.os^byT,n^
^^r^^^a^fo^equ!nt^^-tfdlrtw-&fu>Mon8--^-- :s

^^^whw-^s^jud^m^a^rs"<rae^T--"-(^
19^TOLX"-^72%"^^OTS^-Mdth^^^^"^-^^*^^2.;
^°^ ^1156)^T "markedby wisdom or judiciouMiess [or] shrewd in the management of practicalaf£smsn (Memam-
Web^CoHepate Diclionary (11th cd. 2003), at p. 1002). While these ddinitio^ may va^ i, their ,u«ce,Ae ordinaiy
sense of the word is such that a prudent cost is one which may be described as wise or sound.

3L .However' the!e dictionaly de&litions are not so consistent and exhaustive as to provide a complete answer to the question
^~^^^^^^^^^-^^^^^,
^^ry _s at issue prides f^er gui^ce. In the context of u^es ration, I do no. ^ any dif^ce
be^«>eo,^»eanu,,ofa"pn.^..cos.»daco^.cou,dbesaid^,easonaUe:I..ouldno7be-^de..o
incur a reasonable cost, nor would it be prudent to incur an unreasonable cost.

36 The EUA provides that an "owner of an electric distribution system must prepare a distribution tariff for the purpose of
^lv^?^^l°sto^^ng^c tolutim ^ceby.I^sof[ite] ele^c ^bution 8ystem":s:l»2(^
nreMWTOTdfCT.&edi8titatimtoff'&eomCTm^tBpplytofteco'fflmssion:s-102(2)£u<-Wl>-«'-"MeringatanfF
^i^^Co^sion^e,^.^^^^^,^^^^,,,:^^^^^^
for which the burden of proof "is on the peison seeking approval of the tariff" (s. 121(4) EUA).

!L^sfT-(m.-122-ofJhe E^A. provl^s fhat.the conmussion "must have resard for the principle that a tariffapproved by it must
provide the owner of an electric utility with a reasonable opportunity to recover" a series of eight types of costs and expenses:

a) the costs and expenses associated with capital related to the owner's investment in the electric utility,...
» <

if the costs and expenses areprudent...

bl °?s!r^dent^osts., aniexpenses associated with isolated generating units, trausmission, exchange or dislribution
of electricity... if, in the Commission's opinion, they are applicable to the electric utility,
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c) amounts that fee owner is required to pay under this Act or die regulations,

d) fhe costs and expenses applicable to the electric utility that arise out of obligations incurred before the coming into
force of this section and that were approved by the Public Utilities Board, the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board or
ofher utilities' regulatory authorities if, in the Commission's opinion, the costs and expenses continue to be reasonable
andprudentfy incurred,

e) its prudent costs and expenses of complying with the Commission rules respecting load settlement^

f) its prudent costs and expenses respecting the management of legal liability,

g) the costs and expenses associated with financial arrangements to manage financial risk associated with (he pool
price if the arrangements are, in the Commission's opinion, prudently made, and

h) any other prudent costs and expenses that the Commission considers appropriate, including a fair allocation of
fhe owner's costs and expenses that relate to any or all of the owner's electric utilities.

38 Section 122 refers to prudente in two different ways. Most frequently, the adjective "prudent" qualifies the expression
"costs mid expenses", which indicates that a utility enjoys a reasonable opportunity to recover costs and expenses that are
prudent. Absent a definition of fhe word "prudent" or a clear inference that it refers to a no-hindsight rule as described in
Enbridge, (his prudence requirement is to be understood in the sense of the ordinary meaning offhe word: for the listed costs and
expenses to warrant a reasonable opportmuty of recovery, they must be wise or sound; in other words, they must be reasonable.

39 By contrast, certain provisions use the adverb "prudently" to qualify the utility's decision to incur costs: s. 122(1)
(d) speaks of costs and expenses that are "reasonable and prudently incurred" and s. 122(l)(g) refers to costs and expenses
associated wifh financial arrangements that were "prudentty made". Though this case does not call upon this Court to evaluate
the types of expenses covered by s. 122(l)(d) or (g), statutory language referring to "prudenfly incurred" costs appears to
speak more directly to a utility's decision to incur costs at fbe time the decision was made. Such language may more directly
implicate &e no-hindsight approach urged by the ATCO Utilities in this case tiaan language that merely speaks of "prudent
costs". This issue is further complicated for costs arising under s. 122(l)(d), where costs must bofh "continue to be reasonable
am/prudently incurred". The proper interpretation of these provisions is a question best left for a case in which the issue arises.

40 In fheir submissions, fhe ATCO Utilities do not parse the different contexts in which the word "prudent" is used in s.
122. They argue more generally that (he references to "prudence" imply that a no-hindsight test is required, and tfaat a utility's
costs must be presumed to be prudent.

41 However, the different uses of "prudence" ins. 122 are instructive. If the statute requires the Commission to approve
"prudfently incuired" expenses, it may be unreasonable for the Commission to fail to appfy a no-hindsight methodology m
reviewing such expenses. However, fhe costs at issue in fhis case do not fall within the categories of costs for whicb the statute
grants recovery of "prudently incurred" costs. The use of the adjective "prudent" to qualify "costs and expenses" elsewhere
ins. 122 does not itself imply a specific mefhodology. Nofeing intiieordmary meaning of (he word nptudentn or the use of
(his word in the statute as a stand-alone condition says anything about (he time at which prudence must be evaluated,

42 Further, s. 121(4) of the EUA provides that the burden of establishing that fhe proposed tarififa are just and reasonable
falls on &e public utility. The requirement fhat tariffs be just and reasonable is a foundational requirement of the tariff-setting
provisions of the EUA. Tariffs will not be just and reasonable if they do not comply with (he statutory requirement of s. 122
that the costs and expenses be prudent. Thus, contraiy to the ATCO Utilities' proposed methodology, the utilities' burden to
establish that tariffs are Just and reasonable necessarily imposes on (he utilides the burden of establishing that costs are prudent.

^
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43 In sum, neifher fhe ordinary meaning of "prudent" nor the statutory language indicate that the Commission is bound
by the EUA to apply a no-hindsight approach to fhe costs at issue, nor is a presumption of prudence statutorily imposed in
these circumstances.

(2) Prudence Under the GUA

44 The GUA requires, inter alia, that on application by the owner of a gas utility, fhe Commission "fix just and reasonable"
rates (hat "shall be imposed, observed and followed afterwards by the owner of the gas utility": s. 36(a). Section 44(1) provides
that changes in rates must be approved by the Commission, and the "burden of proof to show that the increases, changes or
alterations are just and reasonable is on the owner of the gas utility seeking to make them": s. 44(3). Further, s. 4(3) of the
RRR Regulation provides that

[a] gas distributor is entitled to recover in its tarififa the prudent costs as determined by the Commission, that are mcurred
by fhe gas distributor....

45 While the AK/E Regulation makes a specific reference to (he recovery of "prudent" costs, I do not read this prudence
requirement as implying a presumption of prudence and application of a no-hmdsight rule. Regarding the "no hindsight"
element, the statutory provisions do not use "prudent" to describe the decision to incur the costs, but rather to describe the costs
themselves. Although s. 4(3) offhe RSR Regulation uses the term "incurred", it is used to indicate that fhe provision applies to
costs incurred by fhe utility. No temporal inference can be drawn from the use of "incurred" in this context; it is not used in a
manner that calls for examination of the prudence of the decision to incur certain costs. The inquiry under s. 4(3) of theRRR
Regulation rather asks whether the costs themselves can be said to be "prudent". The GUA does not include a requirement that a
no-hindsight rule must apply in assessing whether costs are prudent, nor does tfae text of the GUA or the RRR Regulation imply
such a rule. Regarding a presumption of prudence, s. 44(3) offhe GUA stipulates that fhe utility has the burden to establish that
fhe rates are just and reasonable. Like the EUA, this m turn places the burden of establishing the prudence of costs on (he utility.

(3) Conclusion With Respect to Statutory Requirements of the EUA and GUA

46 Though the statutes do contain language allowing for the recoveiy of "prudent" costs, the EUA and the GUA do not
explicitly impose an obligation on the Commission to conduct its analysis using a particular methodology any time the word
"prudent^' is used. Further, reserviag any opinion on whether the term "pmdenfty mcurred" nught require a particular no-
hindsight methodology, in fhis particular case fhe bare use of the word "prudent" does not, on its own, mandate a particular
methodology.

47 It is thus apparent that fhe relevant statutes may reasonably be interpreted not to impose the ATCO Utilities' asserted
prudence methodology on fhe Commission. The existence of a reasonable interpretation (hat supports the Commission's implied
understanding of its discretion is enough for fhe Commission's decision to pass muster under reasonableness review: McLean^
at paras. 40-41. Thus, the Commission is free to apply its expertise to detemune whether costs are prudent (in the ordinary
sense of whether fhey are reasonable), and it has the discretion to consider a variety of analytical tools and evidence in making
feat determination so long as the ultunate rates fhat it sets are just and reasonable to both consumers and die utility.

C Characterization of the Costs at Issue: Forecast or Committed

48 As explained in OEB, understandmg whether the costs are committed or forecast may be helpful in reviewing the
reasonableness of a regulator's choice of methodology: see para. 83. Committed costs are those costs that a utility has already
spent or fhat were committed as a result of a binding agreement or other legal obligation that leaves the utility with no discretion
as to whe&er to make the payment in the fiiture: para. 82. If the costs are forecast, there is no reason to apply a no-hindsight
prudence test because the utility retains discretion whether to incur fhe costs: para. 83. By contrast, the no-hindsight prudence
test may be appropriate when fhe regulator reviews utility costs that are committed: paras. 102-05.

t-^t rtT
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49 Detemiining whether particular costs are committed or forecast turns on factual evidence relevant to those costs as well as

on legal obUgatiom ftat may govern them. Factual evidence may take the fbnn of details regariing the structure of the utility. s

business, relevant conduct on the part of the utility, and the factual context in which the costs arise. Legal issues may relate to
any contractual, fiduciaiy or regulatoiy obUgations diat pant or bar discretion on the part of (he utility in incumag the costs
at issue. Where the regulator has made an assessment ofwhefher the costs are committed or forecast, that assessment is owed
deference by this Court.

50 On Ae basis of the evidence and the arguments before it, the Commission found that the "COLA amount ha[d] not yet
been awarded for 2012 because consideration of (he COLA adjustment occurs towards the end of the calendar year- Decmon
2011-391, at para. 93. The Commission concluded that tfaere was enough time from the date Decision 2011-391 was published
on September 27, 2011 to&e end of the calendar year for the ATCO Utilities, and (heir parent CUL "to prospectively decide
whether to separately fund any difference CUL may choose to pay beyond the COLA level approved for regulator pmposes
for 2012 onwards": para. 93. This finding supports a characterization oftiie disallowed COLA costs as forecast because their
disallowance left it open to CUL to icduce (he COLA that would apply to the 2012 benefit payments to 50 percent ofCPI or
tomcur the COLA of 100 percent of CPI regardless, knowing &at the differential would ultimately be borne by the utilities:
0£ff,atpara.82.

51_However,the Commission didnotdisaUowtheuseofaCOLAoflOO%ofCPI(uptoamaximumof3percent)widn.gari
to fee special payments intended to address the unfunded liability and fixed by the 2009 Actuarial Report for the year 2012. The
Commission did so by reasoning that any consumer overpayment that resulted in 2012 would be compensated through reduced
special payments once a new report was prepared for 2013 onward.

52 Infheirfactumin this Court, the ATCO Utilities submitted that fhe COLA costs were committed in the same way as
fhe costs fbced by binding coUective agreements were in the companion OEB appeal. In oral argument, counsel for fhe ATCO
Utilities explained that the pension actuary prepares an actuarial report at intervals of a maximum of&ree years and files it
with the Superintendent of Pensions: see ss. 13 and 14 of the Employment Pension Plans Act (2000) 6 and ss. 9 and 10 offhe
Employment Pension Plans Regulation, (2000).7

53 In this case, the 2009 Actuarial Report appUed for the years 2010,2011 and 2012. The pension actuary deteimined the
employer's required contribution to fund projected benefits owed to beneficiaries and to address any unfunded liabUity in the
DB pkm. For each of tfae tfaree years covered by the report, the actuaiy assumed a post retirement pension increase of 2.25
percent per year to be included in required contributions 8 . It was argued by the ATCO Utilities fhat fhe employer is required
by law to make such contributions: s. 48(3) of fhe Employment Pension Plans Regulation (2000) 9 . Accordingly, the ATCO
Utilities submitted tfaat once the actuarial report covering 2010,2011 and 2012 had been filed, the amounts identified in that
valuation, including a post retirement pension increase of 2.25 percent, should be understood as committed.

54 To address tfais argument, a distinction must be drawn between the COLA tfaat is used to determine the post retirement
pension increases applied to employer contributions paid into fhe DB plan, and the COLA applied to benefit payments paid out
of the plan. While the ATCO Utilities were legally bound to make contributions including a post retirement pension increase of
2.25 percent into the plan for 2012, tfae actual COLA paid out to beneficiaries was set by CUL on an samual basis. The ATCO
Utilities'informadon responses to the Commission in preparation for their 2011 pension common matters appUcation show tfaat
fhe actual COLA set by CUL for 2010 was 0 percent and for 2011 was 1.7 percent.

55 The ATCO Utilities' argument tfaat the costs are committed rests on the notion that if fhe Commission reduces the
recoverable COLA to 50 percent of CPI (up to a maximum of 3 percent), they risk incumag a shortfall because the COLA
recovered through rates will be less than the post retirement pension increases of 2.25 percent (hat they were legally obliged
to contribute.

^»-
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56 However, while both the employer contributions into the DB plan and the benefit payments made to beneficiaries are
subject to cost of living adjustments, the portion of Decision 2011-391 at issue in this appeal was concerned specifically with
the reasonableness of the COLA to be set by CUL for the 2012 benefit payments. As such, the Commission's disallowance was
wifh respect to the COLA benefits to be paid out to beneficiaries m 2012 - not to tfae employer contributions into fhe DB plan.

57 Contrary to tfae submissions of the ATCO Utilities, the facts of this case are different fi-om those in OEB. In OEB, tfae
utility was bound to pay certain costs by virtue of collective agreements with separate counterparties, fhe employee unions. In
(his case, the Commission found fhat the COLA syplied to benefit payments from tfae DB plan was set by the ATCO Utilities'
parent, CUL, and that CUL retained discretion over the setting of the COLA for the test period. DB plan members would
ultimately receive benefits reflecting a COLA of 100 percent in 2012 only ifCUL decided to set the COLA at that level.

58 CUL may have exercised that discretioa in such a way as to avoid saddling its regulated subsidiary with costs it knew
would not be recovered. Accordingly, while tfae ATCO Utilities were required to make contributions reflecting a post retirement
pension increase of 2.25 percent into the DB plan pursuant to fhe 2009 Actuarial Report, the COLA applied to benefit payments
for 2012 was not committed when fhe Commission issued its Decision 2011-391. This is so because at the time Decision

2011-391 was published, CUL had yet to set COLA for 2012.

59 It was not unreasonable for the Commission to decide, without applying a no-hindsight analysis, that 50 percent ofCPI
(up to a maximum of 3 percent) "represent[ed] a reasonable level for setting the COLA amount for the purposes ofdeterminmg
the pension cost amounts for regulatory purposes" in. 2012: Decision 2011-391, at para. 92.

D. Considering the Impact on Rates in Evaluating Costs

60 The ATCO Utilities argue that in considering the prudence of the COLA costs fhe Commission was preoc?cupied with
the aim of reducing rates charged to customers.

61 As discussed above, a key principle in Canadian regulatory law is that a regulated utility must have the opportunity to
recover its operating and capital costs through rates: OEB, at para. 16. This requirement is reflected in the EUA and GUA, as
these statutes refer to a reasonable opportunity to recover costs and expenses so long as fhey are prudent. A regulator must
determine whefher a utility's costs warrant recovery on the basis of their reasonableness - or, under fhe 3EUA and GUA, fheir
"prudence". Where costs are detemuned to be prudent, fhe regulator must allow the utility the opportunity to recover them

10through rates. The impact of increased rates on consumers cannot be used as a basis to disallow recovery of such costs.
This is not to say that the Commission is not required to consider consumer interests. These interests are accounted for in rate
regulation by limiting a utility's recovery to what it reasonably or prudenfly costs to efficiently provide the utility service. In
otiaer words, the regulatory body ensures that consumers only pay for what is reasonably necessaiy: OEB, at para. 20.

62 In this case, the Commission did emphasize (he effect that reducing the COLA would have on the ATCO Utilities
unfunded liability. It is also true that a lower unfunded liability based on an actuarial report using a 50 percent COLA instead
of 100 percent would mean a lower revenue requirement, and thus lower rates passed on to consumers. However, I do not agree
with the ATCO Utilities' submission that the Commission, in considering the effect of COLA on the utilities' unfunded pension
liability, was basing its disallowance on concerns about rate hikes for consumers. Regulators may not justify a disallowance of
prudent costs solely because fhey would lead to higher rates for consumers. But that does not mean a regulator cannot give
any consideration to the magnitude of a particular cost in considering whefher tfae amount of that cost is prudent.

63 Indeed, it seems axiomatic that any time a regulator disallows a cost, that decision wiU be based on a conclusion that the
cost is greater fhan ought to be permitted, which leads to the inference that consumers would be paying too much if the cost
were incorporated into rates. But that is not the same as disallowing a cost solely because it would increase rates for consumers.
In this case, the Commission found it unreasonable for fhe ATCO Utilities to receive payments to cover a COLA of 100 percent
while they earned a large unfunded liability on their books, in part because of evidence from comparator compames that COLA
figures of less than 100 percent were common, and because of the Commission's finding that a COLA of 100 percent was

--uf^
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not necessary to ensure that fhe ATCO Utilities could attract and retain employees. While this conclusion carries with it the
consequence tfaat rates wiU be lower as a result, the Commission reasoned from fhe prudence of &e costs themselves, not
from a desire to keep rates down, to arrive at its conclusion to disallow costs. I find nothing unreasonable in the Commission's
reasoning in this regard.

VI. Conclusion

64 The Commission was not statutorily bound to apply a particular methodology to (he costs at issue in this case. The use
of the word "prudent" in &e EUA and GUA cannot by itself be read to impose upon the Commission fhe specific no-hindsight
methodology urged by the ATCO Utilities.

65 While there are undoubtedly situations in which a failure to apply a no-hindsight methodology may result is unjust
outcomes for utilities, and thus violate die statutory requirement fh&t rates must strike a just and reasonable balance between
consumer and utility interests, the Commission did not act unreasonably in this case. The disallowed costs were forecast
costs. Accordingly, it was reasonable in this case for the Commission to evaluate the ATCO Utilities' proposed revenue
requirement in light of all relevant circumstances. Further, because the Commission did not use impemussible methodology, it
was not unreasonable for the Commission to direct the ATCO Utilities to reduce fheir pension costs incorporated into revenue
requirements by restricting annual COLA to 50 percent of CPI (up to a maximum, of 3 percent) for current service costs &om
2012 onward and for special payments addressing the unfunded liability from 2013 onward.

66 For these reasons, I would dismiss the appeal.
Appeal dismissed.

Pourvoi rejete.

Footnotes

This provision has since been replaced by s. 35(2) of the Employment Pension Plans Act, S.A. 2012, c. E-8.1.

2 These provisions have since been replaced by s. 13 of the Employment Pension Plans Act, (2012).

3 These provisions have since been replaced by ss. 48 and 49 of the Employment Pension Plans Regwlatwn^ Alta. Reg. 154/2014.

4 This provision has since been replaced lay s. 52(2)(b) of fhe Employment Pension Plans Act (2012).

5 The GUA does provide some methodological guidance to the Commission with regard to calculating a utility's return on its rate base
by specifying -what urfmmation may be considered in this process: "In fixing the fair return that an owner of a gas utility is entitled to
earn on the rate base, the Commission shall (pve due consideration to all facts (fast in its opinion are relevant"; (s. 37(3)). HOWCVCT,
it does not provide any further methodological guidance for assessing the recoverability of a utility's costs.

6 These provisions have since been replaced by s. 13 of the Employment Pension Plans Act (2012).

7 These provisions have since been replaced by ss. 48 and 49 of the Employment Pension Plans Regulation (2014).

For clarity, the 2009 Actuarial Report and the DB plan use two separate teams to describe annual pension benefit increases, fhough
they are conceptually linked: the DB plan refers to cost of living adjustment (or COLA), while the 2009 Actuarial Report refers to
"post retirement pension increases". The 2009 Actuarial Report's post retirement pension increase figure of 2.25 percent was based
cm the DB plan's formula for COLA and the actuarial report's assumption for inflation.

9 This provision has since been replaced toy ss. 60(2)(b) and 60(3) of Ifae Employment Pension Plans Regulation (2014).

10 Regulators may, however, take into account the impact of rates on consumers in deciding how a utility is to recover its costs. Sudden
and significant increases in rates may, for example, justify a regulator in phasing in rate increases to avoid "rate shock", provided the

..* ^ Î' ..^-
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utility is compensated for the economic impact of defemng its recovery: TrcmsCanada Pipelines Ltd. v. Canada (National Energy
Board), 2004 FCA 149,319 N.R. 171 (F.C.A.), at pars. 43.

J»- ^-t.

End uf Document Copyright © Thomson Renters Canada Limited or its licensors (cxchidiTig individual court documents). AH rights
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Present: McLachIin C.J. and AbeUa, Rothstein, Cromwell, Moldaver, Karakatsanis and Gascon JJ.

on appeal from the court of appeal for Ontario

Public utilities - Electricity - Rate-setting decision by utilities regulator - Utility seeking to recover incurred or committed
c^pen^n^ in ^ ratesy by Ontario Enersy Boa^WHether Board ^ -to ap^ partic^r^e^^i in

T!uatmiutil!tyws^:mletherBoard'sdecision to disal!ow$145mi!lwnm labour ^Pensatum costs related to'utUity's
nuclear operations reasonable-Ontario Energy Board, 1998, S.O. 1998. c. 15, Sch. B. ss. 781(5)(6).

^?ln^atl^e.^..j .]soards.awf tribwwls' Appeals - Standing - Whether Ontario Energy Board acted improperly in
pursuing appeal and in arguing in favour of reasonableness of its o^n decision - Whether Board attempted to^e 'appeal 'to

bootstrap " its original decision by making additional arguments on appeal.

la -?n^ri0'. .?tiu!y rates arc ;'eSulated duDugh a process by which a utility seeks approval from the Ontario Energy Board for
^s^^^?^jl^.ulre.dore? ?ts ^ c1?. a specified Period of tune. Where the Board ^proves of tfiecosts7&fiy are
mco^orated mto utiUty n.tes such that Ac utility receives payment a^unts to cover the ^p^ed expends: TfaeBoard
^^^.^m^=^u^^o^^omeratiCT;^op^-artrf"-'^
^Sl^^onio,12-o?!Ia^period:SPecific?uy' theBoaId disallowed $145 miUion in'labour co^eDsation'ooste
^^^^i^a^^.p^^^^ws^.^ste^^^^^
^^ regulated power generation indus^y. A majority of the Ontario Divisional Court dismissed OPG^appeala^
upheld the decision of the Board. The Court of Appeal set aside (he decisions of the DivisionaTcourt'and Ae ?^ and
remitted the matter to the Board for redfiferminationm accordance with its reasons.

The cn» ofOPG-s^mient here is that the Board is legaUy required to compensate OPG for all of its prudeafly connnitted
or incun^ costs. OPO as^te_prude^e in this context has a particular metodological me^g to .^s^eBoari
to assess fhe reasonableness ofOPG's decision to incur or commit to costs at the time Ae dwisions to incur orcormmtto'the
coste were made and that OPG ought to benefit &om a presumption of prudence. The Board on fhe other hand argues thata
particular prudence test metiiodology is not compeUed by law, and that in any case the costs disallowed" to werenot
committed nuclear compensation costs, but arc better characterized as forecast costs.

S?^i?^^?.c.?lc??SIegalrdif1? die Board's role in acting as a party on appeal from its own decision, arguing (hat tfae
^^^G^^.a^GTS^a{ defence,ofits decision was impiopcr. ^nd Ae Board-atte^ted~to-use°the^ppeal'to
^^S^-bL^^^-smea-o^:TheBoasl a^^To?Se;
regulation in Ontario makes it necessary and important for it to argue Ifae merits of its decision on appeal.

ZS?.^beu?.J' dlssentms): Th® ^?peal should be allowed. The decision of (he Court of Appeal is set aside and fhe decision
of the Board is reinstated.

fj^S?c^a^^^t^st?u'c">nIW^1?' Moldaver' Kaiakateanis and Gascon JJ.: The first issue is the appropriateness
0{.^ BoaId'SPaIticiPatlon m the appeal. The concerns with regard to tribunal participation onappeal from the tribunS »

s

=-£SS£^-SS?^-=^^SE£±SS£"=£=ty and impartiality arc respected without sacrificing the ability of reviewing courts to hear useful
and important mfommtioa and amlysis. Because of their expertise md ftmilLrity widi'terelevan^lmmTtrative'sctoe;
WesUflwMext CANADA Copyright © Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). All rights reserved. 3
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^lu?1!..??? ?-nM?y.cas!s be w?1 positioned to help Ifae reviewing court reach a just outcome. Further, some cases mayanse in which there is sunply no other party to stand in opposition to the party chaUenging fhe faibumildecision.fa a situation
^^^?^^e?u?£^iS?y^?n^ofl^-ose?' S ^ence ofatribunal as an adveraariaTpaityu^y help Ae court
STeJ^!!h!!?.^b_ st.?^ofll s,"?es ofa <USPUte- The foUowing factors arc relevant in iD&immgAecouifs exercise of
lte discretion:,statutoryprovislons.addressmg the sfructure, processes and role oftheparticuiarfaibw^andfheDMundate of
?l.^bu^':^alit.?e??i?e_fimction ° ^ tribuaal is to adju<Ucate individual conjaictsbetw^pM-tiesorwtieACT it
^1G^ ^^^^^^Tl^^T^^v^l^or^ behalfofthe Public intCTest.'niemior^ceofSmess,
^!^2?"?11[e^7!i?L?10? heav^y aeamsttribuDal standing where fhe tribunal served an adjiuUcatoiy^ctioninAe
proceedmg: TribuDaI standing is a matter to be detenmned by tfae court conducting the firet-mstEmce renew ^accordance
^^^F^iS'c^i^gf^S^)^^Mf^^t^^^u^:^Si^ '^^
?^???i?l^t?ese.^tors m ?!conteKt °,f,(his cas! lea^ to.the conclusion that it was not myroper for the Board to
^i^^S^^reasoM^srf^cMononaPPeal-TlreBO^-^^^°^i^
iS ^eZ^!l<!e?i-s!(Ln^t-I!adI?) altemative.but to step m if the decision was tobedef^dfidtmAemerite.Ako, Ae
?^^!TS!iTLa-!???a!o!y")le by.settmg just and reasonable payment amounts to a utiiity.Si this case, Ae Board >s
participation in the instant appeal was not improper.

1?l?isue.ofitnb^200tetrappm?.'is °lSsely relatedto &e question of when it is proper for a tribunal to act as a party on

???^^Lji^c^.rcnewofits.?ecisiolL ThestandulS issue concerns the types ofa^umCTita tribunaTmaymake, whUefhe
!^^^^^LCSIC^..t?l?)nter?.^f.<:hos? argumen?- A tribuaal engag^uiboote^ppmgwhweitseSito
^l^^,t 7^^^°^^. ^a^?lTt^-T_m.-T&I ^_arS?meats. ai^e^i. A taibim3' may not de^d ite
£?T°LC^ !J!T^ld-t^.tt di? n0^rcly °? i?the decision lmder review- The principle of ^Uty dictol^ tihat onceaSbumd
Sa!^l<?e^?T.i!S ^eS^it_and p;ovkied Ieasonsfoi" its decision, absent apower to vaxyits decisionorreheanthe matter
'tcamot-me diciallreview,as a.chmce to amend' ^- 1vaKf' OT"Wlement its reasons: While a'p^s^'rtance
^^Ln^^^^^L^^L^n^e^l^L<Se-?^rc! ofju?? insofaraslt ensures that a reviewing courtis
S!!^Si ^ .?L!^!? -^uruumts ^ 70ur of botilsides'to pe"nit bootstrapping may undCTmme &e impor^ce of
^?^,.^~!^^J^?!2L teS!s"?s:.1? $?s casea &e Boardd?(? . imPermlssibly stepbeyond tiheboundsrfits.Mi^iS
declsion.mlts iuguments before the court- The "guments raised by Ae Board on app^ do not MnLounttoi^mmS
bootstrapping.

Th^mentejssue concerns whether the appropriate methodology was foUowed by the Board m its disallowance of $145
mUUonm labour compensation costs sought by OPG. Thejust^d-reasomblearoroachto~7eco'v;ayofihfi"c'osTrf services

pnmded^ya utility captures Ifae essential balance at (he heart of utilities regulation: to encourage mvestaeat m a~rote
utility mfiastoucture and to^protect consumer iatereste, utilides must be allowed, over &e~ioDgTunTto"eam"fh7ir"co"s^f
^)^i?^^eL^l?!L^^^r-^..enslwe_.dle bal^e betwe ? ut?ities' smd consimers'^^tTis sfruci^ jmt and
^!^?^^.S?^?^!^Le^1?e^CTls^?s arcPaymS^t tfae Boald expects it to cost to efficientiy^-ovidetihe
^^ ^nTne^'rS^^^^O^^?.?^^^T?.coste:^_^t^^c ^^Tyte^^^
^ ^^^^l^w^t is Dec.essaryfor the SCTVice they receive, andutiUtiesiMybeassuredofanoCTOrhmityto
earn a fair return for providing those services.

2L1?^^?^TS)1^^^. m.s does not prescribe &e methodology the Board must use to weigh utility and consumer

^ts^^^:^W^^^I-^^-"^^-^O^E,,^
f^?^f^?f5T?.l^eLt^.burdetl <m the a?pucant,u!?ity.to establish that payments mnoimte approved byAe Board areji^t
^llT<^l^'^tJ^^dK?^S^.SC?1? ^? 1pri!h.t^e !Dr? s<:heme to !"^lmLeAatudiitydec^onstouicwcoste were
pnuient The Board has broad discretion to determine the methods it may use to examine! costs- but it cannot shift diesbunien
of proof contrary to the statutory scheme.

TlKLissue.ls whether the Board was bound tojise a no hindsight, presumption of prudence test to detenmne whether labour
^p^atlm-coste^rc.^^d^^ble-pep^^tmvest^tte^orpmdmM^ew^av^d^^^^^
tool that regulators may use when assessingwhetfaer payments to a utility wouldbeJust: and rcasonabie.Howeverfhere *

is no
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^^rt.m.thf/^t?Q?J!chSme for,<he notion th?t ?e B?ard shou?d be re(iuired as a matter of law, under the Ontario Energy
Board Act, 1998 to an>ly (he prudence test such that the mere decision not to apply it when consKtoing'committedcoste
^^l^d^.^S?i^^^lS?St^.l?tsD!I?T?3?a^JA?erc.a S?rtute rc?uires ODly that ^®regi3atorset"ji^t and
rcasomble"pa^te'astheo"fa"'10 E"er8y^^ 1998 does in Ontario, (he regulator may mateuse'ofa'vanetyof
a^cal took m assessing Aejustness and reasonableness of a utility's proposed parent amoimts~This7s particuiarly so
where, as here, the regulator has been given express discretion over tfae methodology to be used in settmgpaymentamounts:

Where the regulator has discretion over its methodological approach, understandmg whether the costs at issue are "forecast"
or "conunitted" may be helpful in .viewing &e ^onablene. of a .gulator.s-choice of methodolo^ He,;: ^labour
WS^^COS^WU^to^u5'^ond^^^^^^^d^^^artiycommit^^~^d'p^ly~^
subject to^anagement d^tion. Hey ^ partly connnitted because they resulted fion, coU^e ag.e«e^t^-mto
belweenOPG^twoofitsumons, and partly subject to management discretion because OPG rct^edsomeflexibiUtiTto
manage total stafBng levels in Ught of, among other things, projected attrition of the workforce. It is not reasonable'tofreat
^ cr^ !!^!;LS^LH^er' ^^oald. ^as not.bouxid to apply a particular prudeace test mev^uating'fhese
;osts-.uls not^ ssariy»unreasoDable-m ^ofthe partic»lar ^^.-^ established by ^ On^En^
Board Act, 1998. for Ac Boari to eval^te connnitted costs usmg ,-n^hod oto &an , no^dsightpnxtoce rev^
Applyingapresumptionofpn^cewould^conflicted^thfheburdenofproofinfhe^^^^^c,/^
airi would therefore not have been reasonable. The question of whether it was reasonable to assess a prtTcuto cost using
hindsight should turn instead on the circumstances of that cost

In this case, fhe nature of the disputed costs and the environment in which they arose provide a sufficient basis to find fhat fhe
^^^=o^^n£J^^S--lte^d!temuu- ^-,-Tbleto conyensate OPGfo, these costs;a»i disallowing. Since to costs at issue ^ ope.ting"costs7therei;lM;
teigerte adisaltowm^e oftesecosts mil have a chilling effect on OPffs wiUmgnesstomcur-q,emfcg-costs'm'A;
future, because costs of the type disallowed_ here are an inescapable element of operating a utiUty:Furte,Ae°coste~at'issue
±^r^^^n^ea^^J?"pbrt-OPGandteeffl?lo-s- such aco^-^p^
reasonableness of a regulator's decirion to weight evideoce it finds relevant m striking a just and ^son^balanc;
between the utiUty ^consume., n,to than con&mg itself to a no-hindsight appn,ach.-The.isno<U^tecoU;cdv;
agreements are "immutable" between employees and the utility. However.'if the legislature had intended for costs'undeT
^^s^sl^^^m^mcow-^^oot^e.s nEtto^^^-^
utUity compensation costs. The Boards decisicm in no way puiports to force OPG to break its Sntmch^'commita^te to
umc^d employee It T not unreasonable for (he Board to adopt a nuxed approach that did not ielycm'quantifymg~tfae
^!te^=m^So^^^^tofeecartan<i^ocum«ed.cate^es- Such an approach ^^.
exercise of^ Board'smethodological discretion in addressmg a challengmg issue"where Aese coste^dnot fit'easiiymto
one category or the ofher.

Se.^^s ?iisali?^lnce vaAy have adversely impacted OPG's ability to earn its cost of capital in the short run.
^w-.-^^-^to ^^^ ^OPO .^^^^^
^'m-J^si^^m&e^w'^^-^.'I^to[w^.^^-^^^»
^ml^^^^SplmmL-s-^MJUS^^to^ferm^ie^^
such a signal is consistent with tfae Board's market proxy role and its objectives under s. 1 oftfae Ontario Energy Board f Act,
1998.

per Abeua J- (dissenting): The Board's decision was unreasonable because the Board failed to apply Ae mefhodology set out
fer itself for evaluatmg just and reasonable parent, amounte. It both ignored d» legaUy bhd«g ^offhe-°»llective
aErcemmts between ontario power oeaeration and the unions and &iled to ^^ between-committed compensation
costs and those that were reducible.

^^arlf^tedr^?J^!SSS £?! -1! ^o^?.?se-tS^mds^f.revi?w inol<ler.to determine just and reasonable payment
=l^^%re»8t^lto-^-,^i^^^.te<^.^-^^'^^-s^
Board explained tfaat it would review suchi costs using a wide range of evidence, and Ifaatfhe onus would be <m theiutiiityto
WpsttawNext OINADA Copyright © Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). All rights reserved. 5
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demonstrate that its forecast costs were reasonable. A different approach, however, would be applied to those costs the
co^a^coul^not-.<^JCtion.to rcduce". These costs'. so^mescaUed "conmiitted cost7); represent "bmdmg
^^^Tl^T^t^^^u?US.,^^o^llS!o^o?l^!?^ tor?a^.^e.?a3^Tt: T?le Board CTPlmned (hat ft WWMevaluate tee costs using a "prudence review". The application of a pmdence'review does not~shield~Aese~coste"^m
scrutiny, but it does include a presumption fhat the costs were prudently mcurred.

^^^^^^^,?^^^5Iit^e!^5filtsJ-lfLho-^eve['_1ile.50ard assesseda// compensation costs in Ontario Power
Ge^tion.s coUective agents as adjustable forecast coste, without de_g whether ^ofAe»-^co;ts for
vAich tee is no opportunity for fhe company to take action to reduce. The Board's failui? te>-sepamtely"as'sess the
compensation costs^committed as a^sult of the collective agreements from oto compensation costs, ignored not onlyTts
own methodological template, but labour law as well.

Ihe.c<imF.eI^?ti^ ci)sts foraPPrDximately 90 per cmt of Ontario Power Generation^ regulated workforce were established
thTgh,legd-Iy-bnlding_.rouectiYe.agreementswlucll.obligated <he utility.to Pay fix.ed^evekof-compamtion:~reguhtod
staffing levels, ^d provided unionized Joyces with employment security. -The obligations contained in Aese conect^
^T^I^m^utIS.eand.lel?lly binding commitm^ts. The agreements therefore did not just leave Ae utiUtywith
UIUited,.fl^ubili^ re8Srdmf! °veraU compensation or stafiGng levels, they made it illegal for the Futility'to alter tfie
compensation and staffing levels of 90 per cent of its regulated workforce m a manner" that was inconsistent wiA Tte
commitments under the agreements.

The Board, however, applying the methodology it_said it would use for fhe utility's forecast costs, put the onus on Ontario
v-.l^Lto^^^-mwm^6m costs and eluded ^it had failed to p^
compeUmgevidence; or documentation or analysis to justify compensation levek. Had the Board used Aea^roach i^dit
:^:lr^^e^mLMno^^.^re-ltwddtovewedm^r-a-teP^-;.:^-.-
rebuttable presumption that the utility's expenditures were reasonable. ^

It my well be to Ontario Power Generation 1ms the ability to manage some staffing levels through attrition or other
mechanimis that did not breach Ifae utility's commitments und^ its coUective agreements:and that Aesecosts'maytfaerefore
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^23^%^~<^^;SS^^:SS'2,^=^=.-x"^Generation's compensation costs were fixed and what proportion remained subject to die
utUity's discretioit Given Aat coUective agreements are legaUy binding, it was unreasonable for'&etoard to assume that
Ontario Power Generation could reduce the costs fixed by Aese contracts m the absence of any evid^cetoAateffiict

l^ l(lt??!L£L?SLn?S ^?orc-.likely to co?firm ^e Board's assumption that coUectively-baigained costs are excessive,
m8CODcen,es the pomt of flw excise immely, to determine whether Aose costs were m &ct »cessive. Bkmi^ collective
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
:^^^l^^lm^^^m^^-^eeRwmwl dmdeaKcastwsts^^'-^
which are co^vdy beamed and those wUch are not While die Board has mde discretion to fapaymeat"amounts'Aat
^^^^^8^tocCTtamum^^^shto^^u^todet-'^^^
fhe Board establishes a methodology, it is, at the very least, required to faifhfully ^ply it.

Absent methodological clarity and predictability, Ontario Power Generation would be unable to know how to detemune what
e^eadit^and investmente to ^a»d how to present them to the Board for review. Wandering spo^caUy^-
S??.to.!I?!°^-,or ^^ to a??ly the methodology it declares itself to be following, creates u^tamtyand leads;
'"vtably, to n^Uessfy wasting pubUc teand resources m constently having to anticipate and-respmd to'mov^
I??at?ry.tT?e?' wh^tfaCT OT DDt one can fault the Board for failing to use a particular methodology, what die BoMd can

=tiomuLbeJndyfeauyfaulted for-"enl^.au comPea8afen ^ ^ "V coUec.vTa^^ts-as-bei,:
amenable to adjustment Treating these compensation costs as reducible -was unreasonable

^ t
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The appeal should accordingly be dismissed, the Board's decision set aside, and fce matter remitted to the Board for
reconsideration.
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John B. Laskin, Crawford Smith, Myrwm Seers and Carlton Matftias, for the respondent Ontario Power Generation Inc.

Richard P. Stephenson and Emily Lawrence, for the respondent fhe Power Workers' Union, Canadian Union of Public
Employees, Local 1000.

Paul J. J. Cavalluzzo andAmanda Darrach, for the respondent the Society of Energy Professionals.

Mark Rubenstein, for the intervener.

The judgment ofMcLachlin C.J. and Rothstein, CromweU, Moldaver, Karakatsams and Gascon JJ.was deUvered by

Rofhstein J.

[1] In Ontano, utility rates are regulated dirough a process by which a utility seeks approval fi-om the Ontario Energy Board
("Board") for costs fhe utility has incurred or expects to incur in a specified period of time. Where the Board appioves of
costs, fhey are mcorpoiated into utility rates such that the utility receives payment amounts to cover (he approved
expenditures. This case concerns the decision of fhe Board to disallow certain payment amounts applied for by Ontario
Power Generation^ ("OPG") as part of its rate application covering the 2011-2012 operating pTd. Specifically, the
Board disallowed $145 millionin labour compensatiou costs related to OPG's nuclear operations on the grounds that OPG's
labour costs were out of step with those of comparable entities in the regulated power generation industry

[2] OPG appealed the Board's decision to (he Ontario Divisional Court A majority offhe court dismissed the appeal and
upheld tfae decision of (he Boaid. OPG then appealed that decision to fhe Ontario Court of Appeal, which set'aside the
decisions of the Divisional Court and the Board and remitted fhe matter to the Board for redetemunation in accordance with
its reasons. The Board now appeals to this Court.

[3] OPG asserts that fhe Board's decision to disallow these labour compensation costs was unreasonable. The crux ofOPG's
argument is fhat the Board is legally required to compensate OPG for all of its prudeatly committed or incurred costs. OPG
asserts that prudence in this context has a particular metfaodological meamng fhat requires the Boaid to assess the
reasonableness ofOPG's decisions to incur or commit to costs at the time the decisions to incur or commit to the costs were
made and fhat_OPG ought to benefit fimn a presumption of prudence. Because the Board did not employ this prudence
methodology, OPG argues that its decision was unreasonable.

[4] The Board argues fhat a particular "prudence test" methodology is not compelled by law, and that in any case the costs
disallowed here were not "committed" nuclear compensation costs, but are better characterized as forecast costs.

[5] OPG also raises concerns regarding the Board's mle m acting as a party on appeal fi-om its own decision. OPG argues that
in this case, the Board's aggressive and adversarial defence of its original decision was improper, and that the Board
attempted to use the appeal to "bootstrap" its original decision by making additional arguments on appeal.

[6] The Board asserts that the scope of its aufhority to argue on appeal was setded when it was granted full party rights in
connection with the granting of leave by (his Court. Alternatively, the Board argues that the structure of utilities regulation in
Ontario makes it necessary and important for it to argue the merits of its decisions on appeal.

[7] In my opinion, tiie labour compensation costs which led to the $145 million disallowance are best understood as partly
committed costs and partly costs subject to mmmgement discretionj'heyareparflycommitted because they resulted from
"./estl3WNe)rt CANADA Copyright® Thomson Reuters Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). All rights reserved. r^
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collective agreements entered into between OPG and two of its unions, and partly subject to management discretion because
OPG retained some flexibility to manage total staffing levels in light of, among other tfamgs, projected attrition of the
workforce. It is not reasonable to treat these costs as entirely forecast. However, I do not agree witfa OPG fhat the Board was
bound to appiy a particular prudence test in evaluating these costs. The Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, S.O. 1998, c. 15,
Sch. B, and associated regulations give the Board broad latitude to determine tfae methodology it uses in assessing utility
costs, subject to the Board' s ultimate duty to ensure that payment amounts it orders be just and reasonable to both the utility
and consumers.

[8] In this case, the nature of the disputed costs and the environment in which they arose provide a sufGcient basis to find fhat
the Board did not act unreasonably in disallowing the costs.

[9] Regarding the Board's role on appeal, I do not find that tfae Board acted improperly in argumg the merits oftfais case, nor
do I find that the arguments raised on appeal amount to impennissible "bootstrapping".

[10] Accordingly, I would allow the appeal, set aside fhe decision offhe Court of Appeal, and reinstate fhe'decision of the
Board.

I. Reeulatorv Framework

[11] The Ontario Energy Board Act, 7995 establishes the Board as a regulatory body with authority to oversee, among other
things, electricity generation in the province of Ontario. Section 1 sets out the objectives of the Board in regulating
electricity, which include:

l.(l)

1. To protect the interests of consumers with respect to prices and the adequacy, reliability and quality of electricity service.

2. To promote economic efficiency and cost effectiveness in the generation, transmission, distribution, sale and demand
management of electricity and to facilitate fhe maintenance of a financially viable electricity industry.

Accordingly, fhe Boaid must ensure that it regulates wifh an eye to balancing both consumer interests and die efRciency and
financial viability of fhe electricity mdustry. The Board's role has also been described as that of a "market proxy": 2012
ONSC 729,109 O.R. (3d) 576, at para. 54; 2013 ONCA 359,116 O.R. (3d) 793, at para. 38. In this sense, the Board's role is
to emulate as best as possible the forces to which a utility would be subject in a competitive landscape: Toronto
Hydro-Electric System Ltd. v. Ontario (Energy Board). 2010 ONCA 284, 99 O.R. (3d) 481, at para. 48.

[12] One offhe Board's most powerful tools to achieve its objectives is its authority to fix the amount of payments utilities
receive in exchange for the provision of service. Section 78.1(5) of (he Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 provides in relevant
part:

(5) The Board may fix such other payment amounts as it finds to be just and reasonable,

(a) on an application for an order under this section, if the Board is not satisfied that fhe amount applied for is just and
reasonable;...

..^"*. -<f" .^Vl
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[21] OPG is Ontario's largest energy generator, and is subject to rate regulation by fhe Board. OPG came into being in 1999
as one of the successor corporations to Ontario Hydro. It operates Board-regulated nuclear and hydroelectnc facUitiesthat
generate approximately half of Ontario's electricity. Its sole shareholder is tfae Province of Ontario.

[22] It employs approximately 10,000 people in connection with its regulated facilities, 95 percent of whom work in its
nuclear business. Approximately 90 percent of its employees in its regulated businesses are unionized, with approxunately
T^ds.^'uuomzedemptoyees.I?rcse»tedbJ&e.power ^^,^^ Union ofPubUc En.ployees.Local
1000 ("PWU"), and one third represented by the Society of Energy Professionals ("Society").

[23] Since early in its existence as an independent utility, OPG has been aware of the importance of improving its corporate
performance. As part of a general effort to improve its business, OPG undertook efforts to benchmark its nuclear
performance against comparablepower plants around the world. In a memorandum of agreement ("MOA") witfa the Province
of Ontario dated August 17,2005, OPG committed to tfae following:

OPG will seek continuous improvement in its nuclear generation business and internal services. OPG will benchmark its
^l^^^iS ^1^^^^Tn<^?^^l^^?^^?d^^^^e^^!^^t..^_?p.qI!l?;^e.ofp .?
publicly-owned nuclear electricity generators m Norifa America. OPG's top operational priority mil be to improve die
operation of its existing nuclear fleet

(A.R.,vol.m,atp.215)

£24] As part of OPG's first-ever rate application with the Board in 2007, for a test period covering tfae years 2008 and 2009,
OPG sought approval for a $6.4 billion "revenue requirement'; fUs term refers to "the total revmue that is required l^ fhe
^^^T!?,,p^.^^^^??^b!?-^??se^aua^?s?.feD,reS).ver.au coslts assoclated with ite invested capital": L. Reid and J.
T^UNW,DW^-tem^De^torw^ mtols"-m &Kai8er and B.He^' cds., ^^z^,
Policy (2011), 519, at p. 521. This constituted an increase of $1 billion over the revenue requirement fhat it had sought and
SFSS»^?t?^^ul?er .<^le rcSulatoIy scheme in place prior to the Board's assumption of regulatory authority over OPG:
EB-2007-0905, Decision with Reasons, November 3,2008 (fhe "Board 2008-2009 Decision") (online), at pp. 5-6).

[25] The Board found that OPG was not meeting fhe nuclear perfommnce expectations of its sole shareholder and that it had

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^0^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
p^rs. The Board found that OPG had not acted on the recommendations of the Navigant Report and had not commissioned
subsequent benchmarkmg studies to assess its performance (Board 2008-2009 Decision, at pp. 27 and 30). The Board also
found^ operating cos^atOTG.s Pickering «uclear &ciUties ^ .far above indus^ averages" (p. 29). The Boari to
disallowed $35 million of OPG's proposed revenue requirement and directed OPG to prepare benchmarking studies for use
in future applications (p. 31).

^^T^^^J^S^?^^f^c^?lSS^L^^^^to^:^7^?r?mD^^?^MOA ea^)hasized b alchmarians
was because suchsmdies ca. and do shine a light on inefficiencies and lack ofpn>ductivity in^oven.enr poard-2008^0W
Decision, at p. 30).

[27] On May 5, 2010, shortly before OPG was set to file its second rate application, which is the subject oftfais appeal, tfae
Ontario Minister of Energy and In&astructure wrote to the President and CEO of OPG to ensure that OPG would demonstrate
^n^iS^^fli^T <^^c^^c^^!^ ??l?^i^^lS^S^^??PJ)Jr^!Si!s..a?d.focus.^, .^^^^
application o, those items te_are essential to the safe and .liable ope^ion-of [its] existi^ assets^ ^ec^eady
under development" (A.R, vol. TV, at p.38).

",
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[28]on M£/26;2010> OPG.fi1^its payment ^o^appUcation for the 201 1-2012 test period. As part of its evidence
brf°reJlblB°aId-.OT.G.-submitted.tworeports,by smtMaddal Iac-a 8eneral .°»agemem 'consultmg firm spec~ialTig1 m

^l^?r^^^?-??T!?lf!?D?u^ f(! u? facilities: The Plme 1 report compared OPG'smulearopca^tional and
fi^°Up"f°T"cea^tflmt of external peere using mdustey performance metrics. The Ptosei'M i^rt"dis^
performance mipmvement targets with fhe intent of improving OP'G's nuclear business. OPGcoUaborated^AScot£Mad£i
on the Phase 1 and 2 reports, which were released on July 2,2009 and September 11,2009, resp^vely:

E29L?PG!sra? aspu^o.n?ertamed to a testperiod beginmng on January 1, 2011 and ending on December 31, 2012. OPG
sought approval of a $6.9 billion revenue requirement, which represented an increase of6:2p^cent-overOPG-s"then-~c«Tent
=SD^Precedffl8year:s asrored uti^ ratra.w?6fc9 bmkm - re^e.so^; byOPG^
billion pertained to compensation costs, of which appmximately $2.4 billion concerned OPG'snuciear busies;

.^?!^ ST^???S £?"S^..^°^?ls_^flge and comPensatioa CTPeDses were fixed by OPG's collective agreements with the
=^^^^S^ ^o ai^a&DLOrcwas£Tto^ctwea-m-^-u:^-
fom-April.2009_dlrou?.Marchm2:while .ite c<)llective a8reement with the Society expiredonD-ec-e^31;'2010"These
^:"^Md^m'sm^^K^3^^^^^^
"K'we!OLStopvoe[{ssuws md Pron'°t"""°f uniomzed staff. FoUowing the BoaTd-shearing"m-fu7c^an Sntert
arbi^ro^d , new coUective ,g~t betweenOPG a«d fhe Socie^, effective Fd^ 3:2011 :T^Ue^
agreement provided wage increases that varied between I percent and 3 percent.

ffl. Judicial History

A. Ontario Energy Board: EB-2010-0008, Decision With Reasons, March 10,2011 (the "Board Decision") (Online)

!^llS-i?-de?lT?.co^c^g»opc?'s.ratfLa??u??ioa for ^? 2011-2012 test period, die Board stated that it enjoyed broad
^mr^to^o^^a^^-^s^78-^AE^^^oS^^
^^^.ra^Aenwham-l»s.a^matem settm^ md -o^e ^^ .,^B^
=z<^ffi~ -dd^y<W^-^^ anal^co.^ ^,^,of^. ^,-a,;
afta-Ae-fact rev.ew of costs ahe^y incu^d. m this rate appUcatio^-it was appiopnate-totatointo'consid.ration all
evidence fhat the Board deemed relevant to assess fhe reasonableness ofOPG's revenue requircmenL

^l^e^i^^c<!^^P^^P^T^l.;rc^T^-r3I?re^eI? of$6'.9 bluion' reducing k by $145 mimon over the test period
S ^L?'fl^,^?Sl^lSP,?.?^!^^T^^b^?forimprovmg ?s performaace" <p- 86). K^toite (Usdiovrance was
Ac Board's finding that OPG was overstaffod and that its compensation levels were excessive.

£^5!,^?15i.?!?^ie!-^^ta?L?e^oSrd.poi??d oulthat..a benchmaridngstudy commissioned by OPG itself, tfae
sc^a^p^2M_^8»^^tecert-8taffPositioD8co^>'e.^uced-oreli^atcd^ote-The-Boa,S
msETd Aat.opGcmId reSwit8 or8amzatioml structure and reassign or dimmate positioDsm&e~coSng"yeare"as'20
PCTCmtto_25J'CTCCTt.°ftastaffwere setto retire between 2010_md 2014 and it vras possible to makegreateiSeofextoai
rontactora:-RegErimg.compCTSation-fhe Boud fomd te oroha<' °°' ^d compel^ e^e7usti^-A;
bmdmarkmg of its salanes of_non-managTent employees to (he 75th peicentile of a survey ofM^hysdanes'c^ctod
^^^w^^^^^^w^50^^-~^^
^c^?i?,!I^ni^ ^a?SI?e? ^?^tio?:«*?!?l]IS?lng the aPpIOPnate.^sallowmce7tileBO,ardadcnowIedged
^ l^ ^bew^eto^e&e ^^- ^ ^ ^ Penod ^^^^^
compensation levels alone because of its collective agreements with the unions.

B. Ontario Superior Court of Justice, Divisional Court: 2012 ONSC 729, 109 O.R. (3d) 576

F'^I ri
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^L(?^?.-??!!!?^-BO?^D^ion on th? basl.s that i?wa?u]areasonable and that the reasons provided were inadequate.
ore-aIEU£d.tta&eBoarishonldhave conducted apmdmt mvestment te8t -that i8.it diouldhaveresbicted'ite're^w'd
^l?!^^J^Ste^.acomideratalonof,^AF the couective agreements that prescribed Ae compensation costs were
prudent at the time they were entered into. OPG also aigued that the Board should have presuned that tecoste were pmdmt

[35],The panel offhree Divisional co°rtJ"<l^ T spUt. Justice Hoy (as she then was), for the majority. &>md the Board
Decision reasonabk because mamgement had (he ability to reduce total compensation costs-mth7faturT»<tiim~Ae
framework of the collective agreement Applying a strict prudent investment test would not pennUthe'Board'to'firifillte
statutory-objectiveofpromotmg cost.effecti^ness in the generation of electricity. It was particularly important for theBoari
to exercise its authority to set just and reasonable rates given the "double monopoly" dynamic at play:

?JLC!S.e.(?Yl-a???le1?! ^ere concluded, between a regulated monopoly, wbich passes costs on to consumers, not a
^^aTnstmdt--^^Ttfeyroxim^90Per^of<l--ployeesanda^nt.anea.
! mdT-DOP°ly-..based.ontem5 .mhmted..&om ontario Hydro »d i" face of the redity 'temnning'a nucW op^to
without the employees would be extremely difficult, [para. 54]

[36] Justice Aitken dissented, finding fhat,

to Ae extent that [nuclear compensation^ costs were predetermmed, in the sense that they were locked m as a result of
c°"ectiw.a8reTmt5 entered Prior to the date ofthe aPP"">ti°° ">d (he test period, OPG only hadtopiwe tt.eir'pmd' enceor

rea80nal"eness.l>ased °n,dlecircumslaDces that T"; to)T or (hat reasonably could have-bem'aat£patedaTae'time-the
decision to enter those collective agreements was made. [para. 83]

^i^^?^^!?t^t^?o^lL?,l^^^^^^.!!p!^_T^?PJ?c?.p_'^ence review, for the committed portionof nuclear con^ensation costs^coupled ^th its consideration-of hindsight &to,s m assessing Ac ^onabienes;"af'd,e;
costs, rendered the Board Decision unreasonable.

C. Ontario Court of Appeal: 2013 ONCA 359,116 O.R. (3d) 793

?7:* The,°?ltario c?urt of A^peal reversed tihie Divisional Court's decision and remitted the case to the Board. The court
drew a distinction between forecast costs and committed costs, with committed costs being tfaosefhat the utility"i IS

CTmnu'tedtopaym etest I'enod]" and.that ;camot be mamsed or rcduced bythe "tilifrm-Aat toe fimne,~un>aUy
^^w^^o^^^2^^^^wtt^-^^^^^^^^,
^^^^^y^^^^^^^^^^^
^^p^^^mCT.-e^-hco^c^hddtotAeBo^m-'^^apn^^;^a;
d mb^.mE"bmlgeGas.DKtrilMt""1. Inc:v: ontano.E"erS1 Board (20°6). 210 O.A:C: 4~(p^.l5'.\~6)~Vy'^ ^
fouow.til"jurispludmce and by re(luim«fhat OPG "mana8e costs dmt. by law. it caimor^age-.'dhe'Boaid^ted
unreasonably (para. 37).

IV. Issues

[38] The Board raises two issues on appeal:

1. What is fhe appropriate standard of review?

2. Was the Board's decision to disallow $145 million ofOPG's revenue requirement reasonable?
.».*». .I'll
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^1 ?lf?.^^.^^.:?^(lhT?gu?dthi?,t!le B?ard stepped beyond &® appropriate role of a tribunal in an appeal from its
own decision, which raises tfae following additional issue:

3. Did the Board act impemussibly in pursuing its appeal in this case?

V. Analysis

?°lIt."i.lo.gic.aLto ?e8,m ?y considetIDf the appropriateness pftheBoaid's participation m the appeal. I wiU next consider
the appropriate standard of review, and then the merits issue of whether the Board's decision mtihis case was reasonable.

A. The Appropriate Role of the Board in This Appeal

(1) Tribunal Standing

S^r?^^^^^!^^'^^^h^^^^^(^^n'I^tr^^!Ia^^^^^^^f^^L^J'^'^?,^n^^^. ^^1>^"^^"^^'^^^^'^^^'^*T?>'^.? P^^^^^y ^** ^^Court first discu^ed how an admmistrative deasion-maker-s participation m the appeal or review of its o^d^'ions'^
^l^^^^^A^^^^a:^^.'^SS^^^ttl^^c^^ven~as^sivGP^^C^a^wcm^vGnoG^er
f^t^^^^l^>f?a?^ofSadTus^ativeteibIT1 either mAe^~wherc the imtter^ref^^ bade tort;
orm fatare proceedings mvolving similar interests and issues or the same parties" (p. 709). He fiuAerobs^vedteUbm^
^L^^ ^S^^to ^theirvlews clear m their ongM decisions:'" .. it abuses o^'s notion of7ropnetyto
countenance its participation as a full-fledged litigant in this Court" (p.709).

£?J-Zh^?-TirtJ?.A??^?tem, Utilities ultimately held that the Alberta Public UtiUties Board - which, like the Ontario
S.!T^?.T;h^8?to.beh?TId ?nj;?dicu? a?)e^ (^Ontono ^^ Board Act. 7PP5,T'33(3))"was
limited in the scope of fhe submissions it could make. Specifically, Estey J. observed that

^^s^!.?l.?ejS^ ulLtiusc;:ourt to l-u:mt the role ofanadmuustratiye tribune whose decision is at issue before the Court,
^^^?t^spear.^.iveu by sta?te.; to ? ffl?kumtoryrole with rcferen^ to the record before the Boarf andto
the making of representations relating to jurisdiction. [p.709]

^S^flS^l ^£l^ic^S^?^*^S!?S.°Jr^-T^S?IId?D8 V^^A^MA^V' paccar °f canadaLtd^ [1989] 2 S.C.R. 983,
SJ^^^-ofa^co^^.-te^^^-^^"^^J^
?^in?1 ^ca?G ^id Dot en<}orsea Particula1' approach to the issue, La Forest J., DicksonCJ.roncurring, accepted thata
tdnmalhad standing U> explam d;e ^ord and-adva^e its view ofthe app.priate s^ard-of^-ew^; ad^o^-to
argue that its decision was reasonable.

?5LS ^di??-v?s,su[?°fte^5Lt^^eed ^ makesurc Ae Court's deciaon on review of the tribunal's decision was fully
"&m^_^F°"^ cited AC.G.fiU v. Axte. &/. Co»d;_(1988), 26 B.C.L.R. (2d)T45~(CA:): at~p~'153;forAe
proposition that the tribunal is the party best equipped to draw the Court's attention to

(tios^considerations, looted in the specialized jurisdiction or expertise of fhe tribunal, which may render reasonable what
would otherwise appear unreasonable to someone not versed in the intricacies of the specialized area.

(Paccar, at p. 1016)

II LI »IU b
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^.??J}: ^^t^^^dt^am^I^b*^^^^'^ ?°^)?oSiSrff^t^a^is^^ci^^t<^s^I]2id^^S
with the substance of La Forest J/s analysis (p. 1026).

[45] Trial and^appellate courts have struggled to reconcile this Court's statements in Northwestern Utilities and Paccar.
?r^^.^^e^?o^.^nTyCTe^rc^lyoveriMmed^o?Awe5te!n^Ari^'onso^oc<^i0^
^^!??I?t^!? ^?-p^?.es witfaout comment: see, e.g., McLean v. British Columbia (Securities Commission), 2013 SCC 67,
[2013] 3 STR. 895; Ellis-Don Ltd. v. ontano (Labow R^wm 'Board^ 2001 SCC 4, [2001] 1 S.C.R. 22'1; Tremblay v.
^b.ec.^ommifs^°! \des^aires. >90c?^'Jlf???J ,?'?'?;-9^2;. ^^lso..c>"tonb (chiidren's Lawyer) v Ontario
(Information and Privacy Commissioner) (2005), 75 O.R. (3d) 309 (C.A.) ("Goorfu"), at para. 24.

S?n^l^Si^^pt^l^h(!^i^ ^^??^^^^S^^^l'^Ltill^?^?!-??v[ <??la?.a ?lorc rclaxed <attitude
^ul?wi£gSS^S'Si5^^^S^J^^i^iSe^^^(^^^^,s£t^^r^IH^^C?5dlrtPle^TA^^?oftoTO
appellate decisions suffices to establish tfae rationale behind this shift.

?71^_?°orfw' lfae children's Lawyer wged Ifae court to refuse or limit the standing of the Information and Privacy
c,onmus"mCT:w^e-dec!!ionwasmderreview.Tlle ontario court°f Appeal declmed to apply any fonnal, fixed rule tot
would ^ the U to cer^n clones of submissions ^ instead adopted , conteKtual, disc^o^ ^oach:
M ,t pan.. 32-34. The court found no principled ba.is for the categorical appn.ach, and observed to such an^proach
may lead to undesirable consequences:

F? e?a?PIe? acatesorical rule denyuig stending ifAe attack asserts a denial of natural justice could deprive the court of vital
su?m^slons ^ dlf att?°k i? based on allesed deficiencies m the structure or operation of the tribunal, since fhese me
submissions that Ae tribunal is uniquely placed to make. Similarly, a rule that would permit a tribunal standing to defeadTte
decision against fhe standard of reasonableness but not against one of correctness, would allow unnecessary and vrevest
useful argument. Because the best argument that a decision is reasonable may be (hat it is correct, a rule based on flus
distmction seems tenuously founded at best as Robertson/_A. said in United ^Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America, Local 1386 v. Bransen Construction Ltd., [2002] N.BJ. No. 114,249 NBA. (2d) 93 (C.A.)fat para. 32.

(Goodis, at para. 34)

[48] The court held that Northwestern Utilities and Paccar should be read as the source of "fundamental considerations" (hat
should guide the court's exercise of discretion in Ae context of the case: Goodis, at para. 35. The two most^ importani
considerations, drawn from fhose cases, were tihe "mqiortance of having a fully informed adjudication of the issues before tfae
court- (par. 37), and -&e unponance of mamta»i=g tribunal mipartidity-: pan. 38.-The court Aould lunit tibund
participation if it wiU undermine future confidence in ite objectivity. The court identified a Ust offactois, discussed furfher
below, that may aid in determining whefher and to what extent the tribunal should be permitted to make submissions: paras.
36-38.

[49] In Canada (Attorney General) v. Quadrini, 2010 FCA 246, E2012] 2 F.C.R. 3, Strates JA. identified two common law
restrictions that, in his view, restricted tfae scope of a tribunal's participation on appeal fi-om its own decision: finality and
imPartiality- Finality, the principle whereby a tribunal may not speak on a matter again once it has decided upon it and
provided reasons for its decision, is discussed in greater detail below, as it is more directly related to concerns sunounding
'bootstrappmg" ra.tfaer tiian agency standing itself.

^^tSdetpiS^lSta^ainlSIMi^^r iro^lS^L*'it^^m^a^[S^i^°"^^i^^m^y<^l^^i^r^ii^ j^Sda^^
proceeding that descend too far, too intensely, or too aggressively into tfae menteofAemattCTbeforefhe tnbumfmay dis^le
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the tribunal from conducting an impartial redetermmation offhe merits later": Quadrini, at para. 16. However, he ultimately
found that these principles did not mandate "hard and fast rules", and endorsed fhe discretionary approach set out by the
Ontario Court of Appeal in Goodis: Quadrini, at paras. 19-20.

[51] A third example of recent judicial consideration of this issue may be found in Lean's Furniture Ltd. v. Information anrf
Privacy Commissioner (Alta.\ 2011 ABCA 94, 502 A.R. 110. Indus case. Lean's Furniture challenged the Commissioner's
standing to make submissions on tfae merits of the appeal (para. 16). The Alberta Court of Appeal, too, adopted the position
that the law should respond to the fundamental concerns raised in Northwestern Utilities but should nonetheless approach the
question of tribunal standing with discretion, to be exercised in view of relevant contextual considerations: paras. 28-29.

[52] The considerations set forth by this Court in Northwestern Utilities reflect fundamental concerns with regard to tnbunal
participation on appeal from fhe tdbunal's own decision. However, these concerns should not be read to establish a
categorical ban on tribunal participation on appeal. A discretionary approach, as discussed by the courts in Goodis, Lean's
Furniture, and Quadrini, provides the best means of ensuring that the principles of finality and myartiality arc respected
without sacrificing tfae ability of reviewing courts to hear useful and important information and analysis: see N. Semple, 'The
Case for Tribunal Standing in Canada" (2007), 20 CJ.A.L.P. 305; L. A. Jacobs and T. S. Kuttaer, "Discovering What
Tribunals Do: Tribunal Standing Before the Courts" (2002), 81 Can. Bar Rev. 616; F. A. V. Falzon, 'Tribunal Standing on
Judicial Review" (2008), 21 C.J.A.L.P. 21.

[53] Several considerations argue in favour of a discretionary approach. Notably, because of their expertise and familiarity
with fhe relevant administrative scheme, tribunals may in many cases be well positioned to help the reviewmg court reach a
just outcome. For example, a tribunal may be able to explain how one inteiprctation of a statutory provision might impact
other provisions wifhia (he regulatory scheme, or to the factual and legal realities of the specialized field in which fhey work.
Submissions of this type may be harder for other parties to present

[54] Some cases may arise in which fhere is simply no other party to stand in opposition to the party challenging fhe tribunal
decision. Our judicial review processes are designed to function best when both sides of a dispute are argued vigorously
before the reviewing court. In a situation where no other well-informed party stands opposed, the presence of a tribunal as an
adversarial party may help the court ensure it has heard the best of both sides of a dispute.

[55] Canadian tribunals occupy many different roles in the various contexts m which they operate. This variation means Aat
concerns regarding tribunal partiality may be more or less salient depending on fhe case at issue and the tribunal's structure
and statutory mandate. As such, statutory provisions addressing the structure, processes and role of the particular tribunal are
key aspects of the analysis.

[56] The mandate of fhe Board, and similarly situated regulatory tribunals, sets them apart firom those tribunals whose
function it is to adjudicate individual conflicts between two or more parties. For tribunals tasked with this latter
responsibility, "(he importance of fairness, real and perceived, weighs more heavily" against tribunal standing: Henthome v.
British Columbia Ferry Services Inc., 2011 BCCA 476,344 D.LA. (4&) 292, at para. 42.

[57] I am thus of the opinion that tribunal standing is a matter to be determined by the court conducting the first-instance
review in accordance with the principled exercise of that court's discretion. In exercising its discretion, fhe court is required
to balance the need for fully mformed adjudication against the importance ofmaintaming tribunal impartiality.

[58] In this case, as an initial matter, the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 expressly provides that "[t]he Board is entitled to
be heard by counsel upon the argument of an appeal" to the Divisional Court: s. 33(3). This provision neither expressly grants
the Board standing to argue fhe merits of the decision on appeal, nor does it expressly limit the Board to junsdictional or
standard-of-review arguments as was the case for the relevant statutory provision in Quadrinv. see para. 2.

isf
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[^}^Tf ^^cl^!^^aG^y?g dlscussion of tribunal standing, whsre the statute does not clearly resolve tfae issue, fhe
Tng court must rely o, tedisc^ion to_deft>e fhe tribu«al.sn>le on apped. WhUe not exha»sdve,Two-uid-fi»d Ac
lowing fac^, identified by the courts a^ acadenuc connnent,to. cited-above, are .levanTminfon^g^To-urt- )

s
exercise of this discretion:

s.??-????1 or rcview werc to be otllerwise unopposed, a reviewing court may benefit by exercising its discretion to grant
tribunal standing.

?ll^?fij? TLOther<parti? available to °PPOse an appeal or review, and those parties have the necessary knowledge and
e?atisetofauy make md respond to iu»uments on apped or review. tribunal 8tamimE -y be less important ine^
just outcomes.

?^?h^T?e-^u?aladJU?cates mdividual conflicts between two adversarial parties, or whether it instead serves a

policy^g, regulator o, mvestigative n>le, o, ac^on behalf of the public interes, beacon Ac- deg^to-^
^&"=^are^^S<-^^-^^rete.t^^-ad,udi^^
mfheproc^dmgfhatis the subject of the appeal, while apioceeding in which the tribunal adopts a morereguiatory role may
not raise such concerns.

[602c?ODSideration ofthe^e factols m Ae context oftiiiscaseleaxls me to conclude that it was not improper for the Board to
^^te^rg^^^o^?^lm^te^mmi^al-I^theB^-^^^^»
fhemitial review of its decision. Thus, it had no alternative but to step in If Ae decision was to bedrfended onSe~ments:
^^otopw^.2^^mdesi^^comadvocate.w^^^Bo^^-by^e
with acting to safeguard the public interest - with few alternatives but to participate as a party.

[61]^econd, the Board is tasked with regulating te activities of utilities, includmg Uiose m (he electricity market Its
^lT5Jna??tLiL^ Amcme its many,^s: it licensesmarket participants; approve Ae developm<^of "new
tnmsmissicm and distribution facilities, and authori^s rates to be charged to consumers. In fhis case, A^Board was
exe.is;ng a regular n>le by settog just and reasonable parent amounts to a utUity. This is uriike situations in whicha
tibunal^adjudicate disputes between two parties, in which case the intents of unparfaUtymay weigh more h^Uy
against full party standing.

^^^.^^e.°^VS^iGS. regl?lattion.,furtfaer.argu? m faTOUr ^f ?lu p^'ty stE^ for Ae Board here, as concerns about the
appearance of partiality are muted in (Us context As noted by Dotety J.A., "[l]ike aU regulated bodies, I am sure Bibnd7e
mmsome md loses »T b^ the JBoard] I am confident that Eabridge faUy understands theioleofttereguiateari
^^fl^harariS" deadedmlte ownmmte ^Po^£"^ atp^^AccoMW-do^
fad ftat the Boari-s participation m the mstant appeal was improper. It remams to"considerwhethCT"the~c^tait ofAe
Board's arguments was appropriate.

(2) Bootstrapping

[63] The issue of tribunal "bootstrapping" is closely related to the question of when it is proper for a tribunal to act as a party
^S^ri^dLC^J^^its-dSis^n-,The standmg .issue concemswhat tyPes "(argument a tribimal'may^kej.e.
jurisdictional or merits arguments, whUe the bootstrappmg issue concerns Ifae content of those argmnents:

[??-^s Ae team has been lmdCTStood by <he courts who have considered it m the context of tribunal standing, a tribunal
engages n.bootstrappinewhae it seeks to supplement what would otherwise be a deficient decision with aewa^mentsm
a5p^al: ^G^UnitedBrotherhood°LcarPenters and3^^ of America. Local 1386 v. Bransen Construct Ltd^im
NBCA27,249N.B.R.(2d)93.Put differently, it has been stated-that a tribunal may »,t "defen[d]-itedeci,7onon"a'po,md

.'I I 'U hi
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hi-

fhat it did not rely on in the decision under review": Goodis, at para. 42.

!£!L^eS^1! ^L^?L^?T^t!S-cmce_a,tribu?al has. deci<ied the.issues before it aad provided reasons for its
sls. '^al a^°^-<? ^?.1^ decis^ or reheiu'the matter'ithas SPOkea finaUy on tfie^tteranditsjobis done^
^^7?l?IT^6:-^??-5^a"?CT'.v' Al!>ert? Associatwn of Architects, [1989]2S.C.R.848.UhdCTttus^mcipl^Ae
^^^l?n?^ltri^uTlsr^?Sot_l?!eju^,ci?1 rTV!ew as a c?Tce to "amead' vary' qimiify or su^emeatits ».reasons

?-t^S!'_at^.a?' -16' .^ £?">y J;Tura^rc'slatter JA- reasoned that a tribunal could "oS^terprctotionsofite reasons or

ronclusio^M.ramot atteT to rewaaSae <»-ens, add ar^^ not p^iously^:;; make :ub^sTo;
about matters of fact not abeady engaged by the record": para. 29.

^^L^TTJL^?^LS(^d?e_J:^fol?l?ODbehal,fofauDammous cou? ^at ^hi!e the Commissioner had relied on an

^^"?^^?^.^l^p°^^ ^iSnSsd^S^S^SA£ ^d^i^ed^Amato^ facomfa
^^h^hT?)^lTj,^^!,' !!!!SL^T^^^-rc^Dsto.sq>p?r<.ite decislon ^^a-42)'Goudge J.A. ulti^tely
STL^L^!J?^s£n!L^ !!^e^tS.raifea..,ar?lm?eIlt onJudicid review. The new^argummt presented was

^=ten<^teSm^mdle.d- I^ed .<-" be said . be^Uc. ^p^ 55-^ ,.;
^fo^^>^M^iSSm1ia^b5e8pe"mtted to Tse tllis ar8ument before AeDmstond Court and eqiidiy propCT

[!I]iJ^k^^il^^o?J?lsii^^.o?i.^e-issl?-O^.OTta"ypi^' on.tile one l?aad»a Pelmissive stance toward new

!??T^^y^^JLO?_a2)eaI seryfs t?e ";terests of justice iMofar as it ensures fhat a revienmg court is presented with
^l^'<?g^fli^IS'smo^gi^? ^fa^. s^esthes^^e'tem? ^l^eiSrto^^mfaem^unrimninPA»,^^e.^hand. to permit bootstrapping may imdemune tfie mqwrtance of
^^LZe?.^Ti ?!iiS^-cll?ons^The?.is,al;5(;the posslbmtytfmt a tnbuMl,suTpriamgtihie parties wijth new

??^?!liJS,a^La!?^^J^^al^T_?R?i^,uli^al,decisioD'may l<!ad Ae parties to see~1^ Process "as'uafair. liTs may
bLparticulariy.tTe wherca tribunal is tasked with. adjudicating matters between two pnvate Utig"ante7asAemtodu^m"o'f
mZ^^^m^-L^s^ace.ib-it .-^-"P-^onep^d^
however, it maybe less appropriate in general for a tribunal sitting in this type of role to participate as a party on appeal.

^L^^^^^e?+^^eoi^^?^^aT^!s-S-a-?£UI^°^.ar?e^ thatmteIPret or werc impUcit but not
^s^af!St^?J2Sa^isuon °ffTOds Ae PnnciP'le of finality. SimUarly,itd^es~not'offeDd~'finality"to permit a

1ri^uDal to expi??its estabushed Policies and practices to tfae reviewing court, evaiiftfiosewereDotd cribed£ Ae reasons

^^^^^^^e^^^'^'?Im^^&^c^iF^^Somr^CT.Ata^^maydTOTO^to^^^te
S?^ ^T?^t^^gA^^g^^^^ewOT^^T<?efcSoa^resAofAeorigtodE^
Zl$!JS^S!SJ;Jen tfa tribunal seeks to uphold that~effect by Providing an mteiprctationo'fitoron^ui^mpUci't »

mfhe original decisioiL

?ilL?^.^.h^^^ ?-?e_?pmion that tnbunals should have &e unfettered ability to raise entirely new arguments on

judicial.view.To^doson.y raise con^about Ac appear of »^essand-ie-need-for^^deci"^^^U
^lI^^?!^l^^i,L^l^^t?!.J?r?f?b<al^om! of.these mtercstsa£ainst&e~re^ewmg"co'mtermter te
?ff^^JL^S^g!?*?Tl?^arglmlfmts ? fa °^each s.ide ofa diiutelsstmck^^tnbumisdorct^ifhe abStyto
^!L??^???oniLofJ?leu,.reas or conclusions and to make arguments implicit witfamtfifiirmi^reiBons:see7eon^
Furniture, at para. 29; Goodis, at para. 55.

[70J^a-tbiLTSe\I,.do.nat fmd.,that the^BoaI'd ""Permissibly stepped beyond the bounds of its original decision in its
rontsbeforctlu8CCT]rt-In.ifs ^ fictum. ^"^ p°^»* - co^^in.ny-vTe.-. -^;Hbn=Wo:
dus Court simply highlight what is apparent on the face of the record, or respond to aigumente raised by tiiere^ondaats.
F^» -TT' .^I^H-
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^SJTS1^ ?e-Board- mdteb'nml Parties m 8en^ to be cognizant of the tone they adopt on ^view oftheir decisions. As Goudge J.A. noted in Goodis'.

S^.T^:^e^bmulle:ksto*mke.8?.msslonsm a.^udicial rcview of ite. d-isio°. .< CW Pay "arefel
^im^^m&. :!m:hJt.do?-8a-Aithough.flus is not ""-ete basis upon wiu^^dinT^t^l^^
t^^^^^e^t^^^m^wpmn^^^icw^^^^^^^
S^s^to^ai^^ew.?etionmubeof¥5^;to"to'co^^^'^^zz: are^^S!d^^^l??lr!hu-id^n oftfae issues' ulfomledby its speciated position, rathfftoibyAe .

aggressivepartisanship of an adversary, [para. 61]

^t^^,^^oS^La^^ti^tou^ZaBot^r^l^^rS^to^^Z'^irtinreS^imposition of the prudent investment

principle of impartiality such that a court would be justified
in exercising its discretion to limit Uibunal standing so as to safeguard'lfaispnndpie.

B. Standard of Review

=t^rcS^^SJ^l^m^mte^-^"^^^^^^Se-=^

j^^^^^^^^^jl^^^^^^^^('^^^^^^^^^^i"^^Hg^6^2^^3
35. Nothing in dus case suggests the presumption should be rebutted.

Atdeaslon^s-mto^arange ofP°ssible' accq)table outcomes ^dci arc defensiUe m respect of the tos and ^?
^^^^LP^^^iI^^eb^w^^i^l^o^S^^to^t^n^effiaamai^l»H^Fh>^^.^^lf.'..-J^utflity and consumer intereste. These reasons wfll attempt totoepdietwousesrfthe term distinct

C. Choice of Methodology Under the Ontario Eneigy Board Act, 1998

^.ne^tion ouf;?eto.fte.Boa^decisionto .^"°-°-y ofcertamcos^ was ^onable turn, on how that
d^onrcbte^toteBO^S8te^^^^pow^toap^vepaym^-to~uta^^d':ZveTes'e paymentsK^^^^bLc^a^-^BWd's^^^^^y^^^^^^^^^v^^
Regulatory Framework" heading.

protect consumer interests,utilities must be allowed, over the long run, to earn fheir cost of capital, no more, m> less.

E^S^US^^?m5^e^o=:?^o-otit:^esz^ep^s
^^^±K2WWLWL^^Wd-s^^^^^
establish the form, meAodolo^, assumptions and caiculations usedmmEjd^anoidertihiatdeteimincspa^iCTt amounts
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for the purpose of section 78. 1 of the Act".

^81^f<LT^^e^?£Il^-6^2L^-of.(?:Re^ 53/05.establishes a q>ecific methodology for^fce when the Board
^-^^^^^^^-^tla^m&Emwse^]aaam^^-^^^^of proposed new nuclear generation facilities". When reviewing such costs, the Board must be sa^Sed that "thecosts were

prud^dv incurred" and that "the financial commitmente were Erssdesfemads":-8: 6(2)4 J:TheJo^orfhu^sShe7a
iipecificcolltext mwhichthe Board)s amlysis is focusedon Ae prudence of the decision to m9& or commit to CCTt^n costs
Si^s^c^^-S?^gJLmJfae ?° g?Dfiral s:6(1? Provides furfher reason.to i^d tfa^reguiationas prodding broad
mfitfaodological discretion to the Board in making orders for payment amounts where Ac sno&fic provisions of s 6(2) do not
apply.

[791Reiard"?.wheto a PresumPtion of prudence must be applied to OPG's decisions to incur costs, neifher fhe Ontario
f^^if^dct^!! D^r 2'-R?;.?3/0.5 _es??SSIy est^b,lis?lefsuch a PrcsumPtioa WeGd^he Ontario Energy Board Act,
i^^eso ^ ?S?^^^ !?Sa?..u -1?.1?. estabush that. P,ayment amounts approved, by Ae Board are just and
^T,?^!LSLZ.8-!-(6^!?d ^'n would thus s mconsistent with tfie statutory scheme to presiune^atutUitydecisionsto
incur costs were prudent

^e^s^ueiSi^Ulr^^p^mB^d'Ar^y°f ^SdSs t^<irS^;m^ft^f "^a^^^^^c; ce

utility's expenditures ware reasonable": para. 150. Such an approach is
contouy to the stotutory scheme. whllethe Bo^l has considerable methodological Ascretion, it do^ not have Ac freed^ to
£p«l!!^^!n^!i?iSLestab.lished, by.,s:78tl(6) ?fJ?^ ontaw EnerSy Board Act, 1998 "...^e burden of prooFi is on

!!^T^^tJ^:SU!iS?..I?a?euIlthis &^ ^'ofcourse'this doGS notmiplyfhatfhe applicant must systematicaUy
^Le;^t!^T^Ie-clTt"L-Ert,an? re?sonable- rhe Board has broad discrelionto determme&emeAodsTmayuseto
examine costs - it just cannot shift the burden of proof contrary to the statutory scheme.

.[lli^j^ci^LI!l!?!l?%.a^!cisi  °,f,the Boardto allow or disallow payments to a utility, the court's role is to assess

^^^e^p?1i^^^^^£!^^^lc^^^a2^^L^^^s^, ^
r=JUAanappIwdBCOD5i8tentwitfl dus CCTlrt's rate-seu^ ^T»^ mod.e^egu^don.in^^
^f r^^^SV^ ^!£^°^?^^!^ti^ ^??!.^ha^ ^en.?b e? ^. ,[t]he obll8ationtoact is a question of law,
^!^cho^7^^??l^^7^!<S?^is. ^<luestio? of disc^tT^^i?1^^^1^ ?estehlte'no comt oflaw may
^S^Lf^L^"^ v^^nt.^ eSionalcommunications. 2009 SCC 40, [2009] 2 S.C.R. 764, at para. 40 (conceimng
telecommumcation rate-setting), quoting Ac General Increase in Freight Rates (1954), 76 CR^.C.\2(S^.C^atv^3
£!n^^r!^^3?trate,s)' ofcourse'todaytius statoanent must be understood to permit mtervention by a court whae
Aeiexercise ofdlscretlon,rcDdered a decision unreasoMble. Accordingly, it rcnmins to detCTmne^eAerAe Board t s

^^L!5^?-^sauowmg the costs at isslie m tfais case rcnderedthe Board sdecisionunrcasombleimdCTAe "just
and reasonable" standard.

D. Characterization of Costs at Issue

[82]..FOrccast costs arccoste which tile utility has not yet P^d. and over which fhe utiUty stiU retains discretion as to whether
?l;^!r!^^t^ll^!na?.:.A_disauow^lce ofsuch costs presents a^utility withQ ^hmce:itmay change its plms md
^^^y^^i^>^^'uSi^'T^^^l^'^^Tr^'u^n^,^^lsBy^^^.^^^^ge^tef^^11ratq>ayers. By contrast, committed costs are those for which,
ifaiegulatoiy board disallows recovery of the costs in approved payments, die-utiUty^d'its~^ar5ioitewwiU'havle no

^o^^^e^,^b^^/i°^? ^S-t^^!LTh?_]result. f ° becausethe^utility Irasaiready^ent the fimds,
or-l-Aeuti^entered mto a bm^. -ent or ^ subject to-oto^-obHga.To^^i^ no
discretion as to whether to make the payment in the future.

[83] There is disagreement between the parties as to how the costs disallowed by the Board in fhis matter should be
^

.^^
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characterized. The Board asserts fhat compensation costs for the test period arc forecast insofar as they have not yet been
disbursed, while OPG asserts tfaat the costs should be characterized as committed, because OPG is under a contractual
obligation to pay those amounts when they become due. This disagreement is important because a "no hind-sight" prudence
review, which is discussed in detail below, has developed in the context of "committed" costs. Indeed, it makes no sense to
apply such a test where a utility still retams discretion over whefher the costs wQl ultimately be mcurred; fhe decision to
commit the utility to such costs has not yet been made. Accordingly, where the regulator has discretion over its
methodological approach, understanding whether the costs at issue are "forecast" or "committed" may be helpful in
rcviewiug (he reasonableness of a regulator's choice ofmefhodology.

[84] In fhis case, at least some of the compensation costs that the Board found to be excessive were driven by collective
agreements to which OPG. had committed before the application at issue, and which established compensation costs that
were, in aggregate, above the 75th percentile for comparable positions at other utilities. The collective agreements left OPG
wifh limited flexibility regarding overall compensation rates or staffing levels - OPG was required to abide by wage and
staffing levels established by collective agreements, and retained flexibility only over terms outside the bounds of those
agreements - and thus fhose portions ofOPG's compensation rates and stafRng levels fhat were dictated by the terms of the
collective agreements were committed costs.

[85] However, the Board found that OPG's compensation costs for tfae test period were not entirely driven by the collective
agreements, and thus were not entirely committed, because OPG retained some flexibility to manage total staffing levels in
light of projected attrition of a mature workforce. The Board Decision did not, however, inchide detailed forecasts regarding
exactly how much of the $145 million in disallowed compensation costs could be recovered through natural reduction in
employee numbers or other adjustments, and how much would necessarily be borne by the utility and its shareholder.
Accordingly, the disallowed costs at issue must b& understood as bemg at least partially committed. It is unreasonable to
characterize them as entirely forecast in view offhe constraints placed on OPG by the collective agreements.

[86] Having established that fhe disallowed costs are at least partially committed, it is necessary to consider whether the
Board acted reasonably in not applying a no-hindsight prudent uwestment test in assessing those costs. Accordingly, I now
turn to fhejurisprudential history and methodological details of the prudent investment test.

E. The Prudent Investment Test

[87] In order to assess whether fhe Boards methodology was reasonable in this case, it is necessary to provide some
background on tfae prudent investment test (sometimes referred to as "pmdence review" or the "prudence test") in order to
identify its origins, place it m context, and explore how it has been understood by utilities, regulators, and legislators.

(1) American Jurisprudence

[88] American jurisprudence has played a significant role iu the history of the prudent investment test in utilities regulation.
In discussing this history, I would first reiterate fhis Court's observation that "[w]hile fhe American jurisprudence and texts in
this area should be considered with caution given that Canada and the United States have very dififerent political and
constitutional-legal regimes, they do shed some light on the issue": ATCO Gas and Pipelines Ltd. v. Alberta (Energy and
Utilities Board), 2006 SCC4, [2006] 1 S.C.R. 140, at para. 54.

[89] The origins of the prudent investment test in the context of utilities regulation may be traced to Justice Brandeis of the
Supreme Court of the United States, who wrote a concurring opinion in 1923 to observe fhat utilities should receive
deference in seeking to recover "investments which, under ordinary circumstances, would be deemed reasonable": State of
Missouri ex rel. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Service Commission of Missouri, 262 U.S. 276 (1923), at p. 289,
fcl.

AW,*-^ 1.-^- N
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[90]^ In fhe decades tfaat followed, American utiUty regulators tasked with reviewing past-mcmred utility costs generally
employed one .of two standards: fhe "used and useful" test or the ''prudent investment" test (J. Kalm, "Keep Hope Alive:
Updating the Prudent Investment Standard for Allocating Nuclear Plant Cancellation Costs" (2010), 22 Fordkam Envtl. L.
Rev. 43, at p_49). These tests took diffoent approaches to detenmning what costs could Justly and reasonably be passed on to
ratepayers. The used and useful test allowed utilities to earn returns only on those investments that were actuaUy used and
useful to the utility's operations, on the principle that ratepayers should not be compeUed to pay for mvestmeats that do not
benefit them.

[91] By contrast, the prudent investment test followed Justice Brandeis's preferred approach by allowing for recovery of
costs proyidedAeywere not impmdent based on v^iat was known at the time the investment or expense was mcuned: Kahn,
at pp. 49-50. Though it may seem problematic fi-om the perspective of consumer interests to adopt &e prudent investment test
- a test that allows for payments related to investments that may not be used or useful - it gives regulators a tool to soften fhe
potentially harsh effects ofthe used and useful test, which may place onerous burdens on utilities. Disallowing recovery of
the cost of failed mvestments fliat appeared reasonable at fhe time, for example, may imperil the financial health of utilities,
and may chill the incentive to make such investments in fhe first place. This effect may then have negative implications for
consumers, whose long-nm interests will be best served by a dynamicaUy efficient and viable electricity industry. Thus, the
prudent mvestoient test may_be en^loyed by regulators to strike the appropriate balance between consumer and utility
interests: see Kahn, at pp. 53-54.

[92] The states diffemi m tfieir ^proaches to setting the statutory foundation for utility regulation. Regulators in some states
were freefo apply the prudentinvestment test, while olfaer states enacted statutory provisions disallowing compensation in
respect of capital investments that were not <lused and useful in service to the public": Duquesne Light Co. v. Barasch, 488
U.S.299 (1989), at p. 302. Notably, when asked in Duquesne to consider whether "just and reasonable" payments to utilities
required, as a constitutional matter, that the prudent investment test be applied to past-incuired costs, the U.S. Supreme Court
held Aat "[t]he designation of a single theory of ratemaking as a constitutional requirement would unnecessarily foreclose
alternatives which could benefit botii consumers and investors": p. 316.

[93] American courts have also recognized that there may exist some contexts in which certain features of the prudent
investment test may be less justifiable. For example, the Supreme Court of Utah considered whether a presumption of
reasonableness was justified when reviewing costs passed to a utility by an unregulated affiliate entity, and concluded that it
was not appropriate:

... we do not think an affiliate expense should carry a presumption of reasonableness. While the pressures of a competitive
market might allow us to_assume, in the absence of a showing to the contrary, fhat nonafEUiate expenses arc reasonable, tfae
same cannot be said of affiliate expenses not incurred in an ann's laigfh transaction.

(U.S. West Communications, Inc. v. Public Service Commission of Utah, 901 P.2d 270 (Utah 1995), p. 274)

[94] Treatment of the prudent investment test in American jurisprudence thus indicates that tfae test has been employed as a
tool that may be useful in arnving at just and reasonable outcomes, rafher than a mandatoiy feature of utilities regulation fhat
must be applied regardless of whether there is statutory language to that effect

(2) Canadian Jurisprudence

[95] Following its emergence in American jurispmdence, several Canadian utility regulators and courts have also considered
die role of prudence review and, in some cases, applied a form of the prudent investoient test. I provide a review of some of
these cases here not in an attempt to exhaustively catalogue all uses of the test, but rather to set out the way in which fhe test
has been invoked in various contexts.

r^u
^^-
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^^e^^S^^S^^^"- [1960] S-C-R- 837'
(a)... shall consider all matters which it deems proper as affecting the rate: [and]

^Sl^^^^ete^^^ww^^^e?^of^^^^^^^
reasonably acquired, to enable the public utility to furnish fhe service, [p. 852]

(Quoting Public Utilities Act, R.S.B.C. 1948, s. 16(1)(A) (repealed S.B.C. 1973, c. 29, s. 187).

,[,!i^T^rf^Ttato^imS-.MartlmdJ:teld' was fhat the "^r./.when dealing with a rate case, ^

^^t^^^.o^^^^^}ec}^es'^^^ut^swwT^^^^^^P^
PZ^, ^pm!en^wsowb'yacquired-vms. exPre.88 ^to^ P^o, foTAe";co7^fp^tl7maS:
s^^^o^e^!^^^±^^^^capital expenditures that were either used or prudently acquired.

^^ioolthe. ^cotia.u^.and-ReviewBoard("NSUARB") (;o»sidered md ^°P^ a definition of te pn.dent
investment test articulated by the Illinois Commerce Commission:

1:prudeace is that.standafd of carc which a reasonable person would be expected to exercise under tfae.

same circumstances
m^mt^by^tT"8^t:rtALtoete"roMMtoto^---:H^tua°^^^^^p^^^^^
^A«utaity:sdeuslmup"ldent.if it was.widun the ranie of decisions ^ona^p^o^mighri^e'^e1:1'"^
prudmre,stod!ud.recogmzes fhat rea80mble P- canhave-honest-diffe^eTo-f^or^ronTo:^ o^
necessarily being impmdent

(Nova Scotia Power Inc, Re, 2005 NSUARB 27 (UNova Scotia Power 2005"), at para. 84 (CanUI))

SLe*^^ ^^?^^<?n?_wj?g a review ??Ae cases:the B?ard finds that the de£"ution ofimprudence as set outby the Dlinois Commeree Comnussion is-a reasonable test to'i>e-appiied m'No^S'cotia"^ para. 90. The NSUARB then

not: para. 188.

P^Ll,2001fte.totanlcourtofAppeal.considered ?e meimn8 offlle Pr»dmt inve8<m«t ^ ^nbridse. This case is of
paSTJnterest.fOTtwo"ason8:Fsst-&e ontario court °fAppeaTendo^mite';^°a^'fficTto^rofZ
prudent investment test framework:
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Decisions made by the utility's management should generally be presumed to be prudent unless chaUenged on reasonable
grounds.

To be prudent, a decision must have been reasonable under die circumstances fhat were known or ought to have been known
to the utility at fhe time the decision was made.

Hindsight should not be used in determining prudence, although consideration of the outcome of tfae decision may
legitimately be used to overcome the presumption of prudence.

Prudence must be determined in a retrospective factual inquiry, in that die evidence must be concerned with the time the
decision was made and must be based on facts about the elements that could or did enter into the decision at fhe time. [para.
10]

[100] Second) the Court of Appeal in Enbridge made certain statements that suggest fhat the prudent investment test was a
necessary approach to reviewing committed costs. Specifically, it noted that in deciding whether Enbridge's requested rate
increase was just and reasonable,

the [Board] was required to balance the competing interests of Enbridge and its consumers. That balancing process is
achieved by fhe application of what is known in fhe utility rate regulation field as fbe t'prudeacew test Enbridge was entitled
to recover its costs by way of a rate increase only if those costs were "prudently" incurred, [para. 8]

The Court of Appeal also noted that fhe Board had applied the <'propertesf'; para. 18. These statements tend to suggest that
fhe Court of Appeal was of the opinion that prudence review is an inherent ami necessaiy part of ensuring just and reasonable
payments.

[101] However, fhe question of whether the prudence test was a required feature of just-and-reasonable analysis in this
context was not squarely before die Court of Appeal in Enbridge. Rather, the parties in that case "were in substantial
agreement on the general approach the Board should take to reviewing the prudence of a utility's decision" (para. 10), and the
question at issue was whether the Board had reasonably applied that agreed-upon approach. In fhis sense, Enbridge is similar
to Nova Scotia Power 2012'. both cases involved the application of prudence analysis in contesxts where there was no dispute
over whether an alternative methodology could reasonably have been applied.

(3) Conclusion Regarding tiae Prudent Investment Test

[102] The prudent investment test, or prudence review, is a valid and widely accepted tool (hat regulators may use when
assessing whether payments to a utility would be just and reasonable. While there exists different articulations of prudence
review, Enbridge presents one express statement of how a regulatory board might structure its review to assess the prudence
of utility expenditures at the time they were incurred or committed. A no-hindsight prudence review has most frequently been
applied in fhe ccxntext of capital costs, but Enbridge and Nova Scotia Power (both 2005 and 2012) provide examples of its
application to decisions regarding operating costs as well. I see no reason in principle why a regulatory board should be
barred from applying the prudence test to operating costs.

[103] However, I do not find support in the stahitoiy scheme or the relevant jurisprudence for (he notion that Ifae Board
should be required as a matter of law, under the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, to apply the prudence test as outlined m
EnbHdge such diat the mere decision not to appfy it when. considering committed costs would render its decision on payment
amounts unreasonable. Nor is (he creation of such an obligation by this Court justified. As discussed above, where a statute
requires only that the regulator set "just and reasonable" payments, as the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 does in Ontario,
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fhe regulator may make use of a variety of analytical tools in assessing the justness and reasonableness of a utiUty*s proposed
payment amounts. This is particularly so where, as here, the regulator has been given express discretion over fhe
mefhodology to be used in setting payment amounts: 0. Reg. 53/05, s. 6(1).

[104] To summarize, it is not necessarily unreasonable, in light of fhe particular regulatory structure established by the
Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998, for fhe Board to evaluate committed costs using a method other than a no-hindsight
prudence review. As noted above, applying a presumption of prudence would have conflicted with tfae burden of proof in (he
Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998 and would therefore not have been reasonable. The question ofwhefher it was reasonable to
assess a particular cost using hindsight should turn instead on the circumstances of that cost. I emphasize, however, that this
decision should not be read to give regulators carte blanche to disallow a utility's committed costs at will. Pmdence review
of committed costs may iu many cases be a sound way of ensuring tfaat utilities arc treated fairly and remain able to secure
required levels of investment capital. As wiU be explained, particularly with regard to committed capital costs, prudence
review will often provide a reasonable means of striking the balance of fairness between consumers and utilities.

[105] This conclusion regarding fhe BoanTs ability to select its fflefhodology rests on the particulars of the statutory scheme
under which tfae Board operates. There exist other statutory schemes m which regulators are expressly required to
compensate utilities for certain costs prudenfly incurred: see British Columbia Electric Railway Co. Under such a framework,
die regulator's methodological discretion may be more constrained.

(4) Application to tiae Board's Decision

[106] &i dus case, the Board disallowed a total of $145 million m compensation costs associated with OPG's nuclear
operations, over two years. As discussed above, these costs are brat understood as at least partly committed. In view of the
nature of these particular costs and the circumstances in which they became committed, I do not find that the Board acted
unreasonably in not applying the prudent mvestment test m detenmning whether it would be just and reasonable to
compensate OPG for these costs.

[107] First, the costs at issue are operating costs, rather fhaa capital costs. Capital costs, particularly those pertaimng to areas
such as capacity expansion or upgrades to existing facilities, often entail some amount of risk, and may not always be strictly
necessary to the short-term ongoing production of the utility. Nevertheless, such costs may often be a wise investment in (he
utility's future health and viability. As such, prudence review, includmg a no-hmdsight approach (with or without a
presumption of prudence, depending on the applicable statutory context), may play a particularly important role in ensuring
that utilities are not discouraged from making the optimal level of investment in the development of their facilities.

[108] Operating costs, like those at issue here, are different in kind irom capital costs. There is little danger in tfais case that a
disallowance of these costs wiU have a chiUing effect on OPG's willingness to incur operating costs in the future, because
costs of the type disallowed here are an inescapable element of operating a utility. It is true fhat a decision such as (he
Board's in this case may have the effect of making OPG more hesitant about committmg to relatively high compensation
costs, but that was precisely the intended effect of the BoarcTs decision.

[109] Second, the costs at issue arise in tfae context of an ongoing, "repeat-player" relationship between OPG and its
employees. Prudence review has its origins m Ihe examination of decisions to pursue particular mvestments, such as a
decision to invest in capacity expansion; these are often one-time decisions made in view of a particular set of circumstances
known or assumed at the time the decision was made.

[110] By contrast, OPG's committed compensation costs arise in the context of an ongoing relationship in wfaich OPG will
have to negotiate compensation costs with the same parties in tire future. Such a context supports the reasonableness of a
regulator's decision to weigh all evidence it finds relevant in striking a just and reasonable balance between die utility and
c9J:l!5t???rs'_^^ls?* 1^a& coufimsg itself to a no-hindsight approach. Prudence review is simply less relevant when. fhe Board's
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[117] It was not unreasonable for the Board to proceed on the basis that predicting staff attrition rates is an mherendy
uncertain exercise, and that it is not equipped to micromanage business decisions wiflun the purview of OPG management.
These considerations mean fhat any attempt to predict the exact degree to which OPG would be able to reduce compensation
costs (in other words, what share of the costs were forecast) would be fraught witii uncertainty. Accordingly, it was not
unreasonable for the Board to adopt a mixed approach that did not rely on quantifying die exact share of compensation costs
that fell into the forecast and committed categories. Such an approach is not inconsistent wifh the Board's discussion at pp.
18-19, but rafher represents an exercise of fhe Board's metfaodological discretion in addressing a chaUengmg issue where
(hese costs did not fit easily into the categories discussed in that passage.

[118] Justice Abella emphasizes throughout her reasons that fhe costs established by the collective agreements were not
adjustable. I do not dispute flus point However, to the extent that she relies on the observation that the collective agreements
"made it illegal for fhe utility to alter the compensation and staffing levek" of the umonized workforce (para. 149 (emphasis
in original)), one might conclude fhat the Board was in some way trying to interfere with OPG's obligations under its
collective agreements. It is important not to lose sight of the fact that fhe Board decision ia no way purports to force OPG to
break its contractual commitments to unionized employees.
[119] Finally, her observation that fhe Canadian. Nuclear Safety Commission ("CNSC") "has .. . imposed staffing lewels on
Ontario Power Generation to ensure safe and reliable operation of its nuclear stations" (para. 127) is irrelevant to the issues
raised in this case. While the regime put in place by the CNSC surely imposes operational and staffing restraints on nuclear
utilities (see OPG record, at pp. 43-46), fhere is nothing in the Board's reasons, and no argument presented before this Court,
suggesting fhat the Board's disallowance will result in a violation of the provisions of the Nuclear Safety and Control Act,
S.C. 1997, c. 9.

[120] I have noted above fhat it is essential for a utility to earn its cost of capital in the long run. The Board's disallowance
may have adversely impacted OPG's ability to earn its cost of capital in the short run. Nevertheless, fhe disallowance was
intended "to send a clear signal that OPG must take respoiisibility for improving its performance" (Board Decision, at p. 86).
Such a signal may, in the short run, provide the necessary impetus for OPG to bring its compensation caste in line with what,
in the Board's opinion, consumers should justly expect to pay for an efi&ciently provided service. Sending such a signal is
consistent with the Board's market proxy role and its objectives under s. 1 of the Ontario Energy BoardAct, 1998.

VI. Conclusion

[121] I do not find that the Board acted improperly m pursuing fhis matter on appeal; nor do I find that it acted umeasonably
in disallowing the compensation costs at issue. Accordingly, I would allow the appeal, set aside the decision oftfae Court of
Appeal, and reinstate As decision of the Board.

The following are the reasons delivered by

AbeUaJ.-

[122] The Ontario Energy Board was established in 1960 to set rates for the sale and storage of natural gas and to approve
pipeline construction projects. Over time, its powers and responsibilities evolved. In 1973, (he Board became responsible for
reviewing and reporting to the Minister of Energy on electricity rates. During this period, Ontario's electricity market was
lightly regulated, dominated by the govemment-owned Ontario Hydro, which owned power generation assets responsible for
about 90 per cent of electricity production in the province: Ron W. Clark, Scott A. Stoll and Fred D. Cass, Ontario Energy
Law: Electricity (2012), at p. 134; 2077 ^nnua/^ejwrt of fhe Office of the Auditor General of Ontario, at pp. 5 and 67.

[123] A series of legislative measures in &e late 1990s were adopted to transform the electricity industry into a market-based
one driven by competition. Ontario Hydro was unbundled into five entities. One oftfaem was Ontario Power Generation Inc.,
which was given responsibility for controlling the power geofiratiou assets offhLefonnfir Ontario Hydro. It was set up as a
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commercial corporation wifh one shareholder - the Province of Ontario: Clark, Stoll and Cass, at pp. 5-7 and 134.
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^°^^^^^Sd!rftoe ^°^d ^'loy^ ^^rcsmted'by-Aepow^wo^rT0^'^fhe Society of Energy Professionals.

^61B°th-ttep.owCT workeIS:U'"»° and the Society ofEoe^y Professionals had coUective agreements »i& Ontario
H^^^^^J^2^&m^.e^^^Ss^m^^~to^w^^^^^
^?ti^^S?^^.^!^f:?.T^^.j?l?lons_obl?a^SDS: OIrtario}Labow' RelatiMsAcU995\ S.O 1995, d,
?^^ t6^'J^!^^^L? tionts couective agreementewiA its unions prevent the utility from unHa^lyreducu^staffing or compensation levels.

!^J?l^(^^u<?_ar,s_i^ety commission' an"mdeP<mdent federal govermnent agency responsible for ensuring^^^^W^N^SfSanLcontrol.Act9 s;a i997>c- 9-has~aTso'imposed S£^ le^k^nAQatoi^^
Generation to ensure safe and reliable operation of its nuclear stations.

Snl^£^ ^R21602^1^?S^^^S^l^?a ?^i? ?^lBoaId _for a total rcvenue requirement of $6,909.6 milUon,^^w8^^0nmwm^timco^-^^^^^^^^^^^^'-T^U^
period fiom January 1,2011 to December 31,2012: EB:2010.0008, atpp: g^andio'

^^ST^B^ e?-IT^??:it.^d,use <<two ty?e? ofexammation" to assess the utility's expenditures.
SjvaS!!^Sr^T!uT^-LT^^t tSe utiuty l?s estimatedforaf^eP^"idwSch can sffll be reduced or
aTOldal:AeBoa!dsaldd]at ODtmo power Generation bears .he bu"ien °f showing te&ese'coste"a,e re^»aUe"^te
S^^aa.?eJB.°?i wo!^^.ev^m^g roste forwuch [t]h^KIM^
^^J)£^l^w^.^^T?ted co ' itsaid^thatit woiaduudfirtate«anafiCT-fhe-fact]pTudea .

ce review

^Slmth^manner which mcludes a PresumPtioa ofpmdence'',Aatis7apresu^ptofhatfheutiUlyTsexpeadifaires are
reasonable: p. 19.

ssr.^£sss==-^scs;sss=%'a
because it concluded that the utility's compensation rates and staffing levd7T"toohigh:

L13^aniaroealLamaJorityoftheD;visional court upheld Ae Board?s order-In dissentmg reasons, Aifken J. concluded that
dlBMr^,decMonwM'uueas°Tble beca»se it did not aPPly the PioperapproacT'toA^omp^fenToste ^h were, asa^Lofi,le8au3; bmdmg-couectiye aereements:fixed and not adjustable; fastead,fheBoa^lumped" aUcompensatiofl
^to8edlermdmade no ^tion bet^ee, ^ to ^ ^.s»ltofb»^-»n.^o-bi£io,s-»d"S^
were not. As she said:

f* '-I
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^l^^r^m^^^L ^SB ^^^^^CT^tl^^^^^^t^^^^n^^^^^^^^n^^?^!^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^1-^^m^^^^^^? costs on ago.&rwarib^, due to Unding coUective ag^ements i, effict prior to-Ae appUcation aod^tSt-p^od: .0 be cos;
PS^^.mKjma&et^fac^o-^^ea£e -Seoon.Uoo^^ oo^
^^^^^a^^-^^-^ml-s^^f^^-^<^
^^^^^^-sw^wmc^mes^^^
nucleaLcon?eusation cost.packa8e that -werc tnuy Projected and not P^te^^d- Thud, mmy^ew7Ae'~poard]'was
^qm;al.tomdergoa.?ud<mce review m regard to.those asPe(:'s of <be nuclear "'"P^sationp'actage ^^'^
bMmg contacts enteredpriortothe appUcafen and the test period, to regari to the balance of"facto mAmgupAeauctar
conre^tion package; Ac [Board] was free to deten^e: based on all avaUable evidence;whete7uA~to were

rea80mue-.FO^had a"rudence review been mdertaksD. ^.- -^ »P°° w^^e [Boardf-could^nAiy
have decided that the presumption of prudence had been rebutted in regard to those costfadoismmd~atedm~the'Sve
3S6we^\ unf°Tately',1 camlot find auywllere m the Decision of ^[Boanl] where such an^ysis ^^r^
^o^^^ra=a^-^^^talt^tenas!ffl-allem-^»^-^f
&cto'!md-noneJeflected con«»<=.toal obligations to which (he [Ontario Power Geneiationf^bounddue'torcoHe^ve
^^Lm^^to^a^^!m^test?.e^ Fm^ ? -^ ^ Po^con^fhe
reasonableness of die nuclear compensation package, it ened in comdermg evidence that"came mtomstoce'ateAe'date
mwhlch^e^onectiveagreements were entercd whfin it assessed the "^mableness ofthemtesofpaymdoAerbmdmg
provisions m the collective agreements. [para. 75]

Elle^^ ^^^fn^^tnl^^^l^a^^,^1^^1cio^llT^L^^^t.^e co^^atioll.cost? at issuebrf°retep°aTd]werecom°utted cost8"..wluch should therefore have been'assessed usmg^pr^mvtion~ofpu<teace"As
they both acknowledged, it was open to the Boari to find that the presumption had be^'rebuttedtocomectioT.riA'die
bindrng contractual obUgations, but the Board acted uorea.onably m failing to take the immutebIe'Datoeof&efcerf^
into consideration.

[^ L!S?^?e^^?ls,atioH_co,sts ,for approximately90 percentofOntono Poww Generation's regulated workforce
w^ es^Ushed tough l^gaUy binding collective agreemeats which obligated the utility to-pa;'fixed ievdTof
^^^^tedjtaffing levds.ani?OTidedmimi2?d efflF^es mdl effl.^- secu^-On^o Po^
Gmerafenls.compensationrosts were therefore overwhelmingly predetamiaed a«l could no^be'^ted'b^&e uffity
d^LtiS ^e^l£^^Z?T»af!i)!!<iT^ ??--t5?-!.of^ ?l^t,?e B.oa^. rcfelTed.toml1s deaisionascoste for -Such
 ere.is °°°PP-^. ^ co,npany to take-acto to^uce" and ^ich nxust be 7ub,ec-ted-to~.,pn;d», .

,ce review
conducted in the manner which includes a presumption of prudence": p. 19.

[lj!4LIa my,respwtfal view> fauuig to acknowledge the legacy bmding, non-rcducible nature of the cost commitments
reflected in the coUective agreements and apply the review fc-Boari iteelf said should appfy'to'sud costs:r»de,^ta
decision unreasonable.

Anal IS
.

t>l?-5:LI?!u??t0^!'.7?'^5^of *?e ontono Energy Board Act, 1998, upon application from Ontario Power Generation, the

»Kfapaying Ac utiUty for_Ae public service it providesF ^^ G>^»^»^°7F^/ C^»^,»;
Com^n. 535 V.S. 467 (2002), at p. 481; see also North»e,tem Utilities Ltd. v. C,tyofEd»on,on,~[l929]S~C3L~m.'^
pp. 192-93.

[136] The methodology adopted by the Board to determme "just and reasonable" payments to Ontario Power Generation
;irawsulpartonthe regutaory.CODCept of."P"^nce". Pmdence is "a legal basis for adjudpng (he me7&gofutiiito~pubfe
interest obligatuns,^specifically m regard to rate proceedings": Robert E. Bums et al.. The 'Prudem t Investment Test . in the
1980s, report NRRI-84-16, The National Regulatory Research Institute, April 1985, at p. 20. The concept fanea^ed m die

-^ <-I
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early 20fh century as a judicial response to the "mmd-numbing compkmty" of other approaches being used by regulators to
determine "just and reasonable" amounts, and introduced a legal presumption tfaat a regulated utility has acted reasonably:
Verizon Communications, at p. 482. As Justice Brandeis famously explained in 1923:

The term prudent investment is not used in a critical sense. There should not be excluded from the finding of fhe base,
investments which, under ordinary circumstances, would be deemed reasonable. The term is applied for the purpose of
excluding what might be found to be dishonest or obviously wasteful or imprudent expenditures. 'Every myestmentmav be
assumed to have been made in fhe exercise of reasonable judement. unless the contrary is shown. [Emphasis added.]

{State of Missouri ex rel. Southwestern Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Service Commission of Missouri, 262 U.S. 276 (1923),
at p.289,fii. 1 , per Brandeis J-, dissenting).

[137] The presumption ofpmdence is the starting point for the type of examination, the Board calls a "prudence review". In
undertaking a prudence review, the Board applies a "well-established set of principles":

bull; Decisums made by the utility's management should generally be presumed to be prudent unless challenged on
reasonable grounds.

bull; To be prudent, a decision must have been reasonable under the circumstances that were Imown or ought to have been
knowu to the utility at the time the decision was made.

bull; Hindsight should not be used in determining prudence, although consideration of the outcome of the decision may
legitimately be used to overcome the presumption of prudence.

bull; Prudeaace must be determined in a retrospective factual inquiry, in tfaat the evidence must be concerned with Ae time the
decision was made and must be based on facts about the elements that could or did enter into the decision at the time.

(Enersource Hydro Mississauga Inc. (Re), 2012 LNONOEB 373 (QL), at para. 55, citing Enbridge Gas Distribution (Re),
2002 LNONOEB 4 (QL), at para. 3.12.2).

[138] This form of prudence review, including a presumption of prudence and a ban on hindsight, was endorsed by the Board
and by fhe Ontario Court of Appeal as an appropriate method to determine "just and reasonable" rates in Enbridge Gas
Distribution Inc. (Re), at paras. 3.12.1 to 3.12.5, afPd Enbridge Gas Distribution Inc. v. Ontario Energy Board (2006), 210
OA.C. 4, at paras. 8 and 10-12.

[139] In the case before us, however, the Board decided not to submit all costs to a prudence review. Instead, it stated that it
would, use two kinds of review. The first would apply to "forecast costs", fhat is, tiaose over which a utility retains discretion
and can still be reduced or avoided. It explained in its reasons fhat it would review such costs using a wide range of evidence,
and that the onus was on the utility to demonstrate that its forecast costs were reasonable:

When considering forecast costs, the onus is on the company to make its case and to support its claim (hat the forecast
expenditures are reasonable. The company provides a wide spectrum of such evidence, includmg business cases, trend
analysis, benchmarking data, etc. The test is not dishonesty, negligence, or wasteful loss; the test is reasonableness. And in
assessing reasonableness, the Board is not constrained to consider only factors pertaining to [Ontario Power Generation]. The
Board has the discretion to find forecast costs unreasonable based on the evidence - and that evidence may be related to the
cos^enefit analysis, tfae impact on ratepayers, comparisons with ofher entities, or other considerations.

w» FFf
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^l^^^^l ^ ^T!?J!^LA?-COS?lyhi!s ?e bene^ of ?e Bo^rd's decision m advance rcgatding Ae
Sr^rt^e^SsitoTp'l^e^^^. S;oteauTOr'£ ^r^^necms^my o^to^vi^hnSEEssarily any cost borne by shareholders (unlesstiie company decides to continue to spend at fhe higher level in any event), [p. 19]

^lt,T^S^Jl^^J!idLv^ld.^e.afZl?^those cos? thecomPany could not "take action to reduce"
^^^^lc^^^^m^'-tv ^bm^co^n^^tr^^^^^^^z^
^hedle!,lonmke Ae pa5mentiTlle Boald explamed tilat it evaluates these costs us^ a '^nidfficereww^^ch^clud^ apresmnption tfaat the costs were prudeatly incuired:

^mT^d;ffCTmLconaclmtioIBWi11 comemto playwhen undertakinem after-tiie-fact pn^nce review, m the ca.e of an
Eto-A^facLpmdence,review'tfthe Board disallows a cost,itisnecessariiybomebyAesWeholdeT.ThCTe *

IS DO

StuDityflrdle ci°mp.Tytoteke action to.reduce,the cost at Aat pomt For'tfus reason^ thfiuBuo^"c'otDZdes1^ is a

dlffarmclbetwemae two.tyPe8.°f examination, wi1h_Ae after.fhe-fact-review being7prudenc"e^vieT^u^'m"te
mannCT which includes a presumption of prudence. [p.19]
FJ11J ?,ST^! ^?l^T!!flu?°. ^ ^' f?r examPle'the Boald concluded fhat it had to conduct a pmden .

ce reviewwhen evaluating the costs tfaat Enersource had already incuired:

^sj!l^S?^n?..e5mditurcs wh?ch havelarfely already be®n mcuned by the company.. .. Given that fhe <

issue concerns
past expemiitures wUch are now in dispute, the Boari must'conduct a pmd»cereview"fcaia.'55^

[142] As the Board said in its reasons, the prudence review makes sense for committed costs because disallowing costs
^^G^rn°LTeioMLforc^to^topayT^ock?'f^-es""lm"a^^^.^
r^n^vtlffMt.on^° POWCT.Gma?tion'8 abaity tooPerate- l-^toutm^to-res^^T^e^^s ^
tefimm±lronm^^te-PK^Or-^^^^e;B.,setaL^^^^^
^^<^^^T^^l??i^^rai^_a^oveAeI?vels^two^deMstmAa^^^
Ontario consumers to pay higher electricity bUls: Bums et al., at p. vi.

[14,3].Ihelssuemflusappeal fherefore centres on dleBoiud assessmS a'! compensation costs m Ontario Power Generation ; s

EUO^^^^SE^^^^^i^^^^^^^^^^l^^^mfo^CT^totbys§
positions quickly" and that "changes to union contracts... wii

!alS.tmKf'.(pp'-85.and8_7)' ?e Board was clearly trcatm8 thanasreducible mftieory. MOTWver, Ae fact iS^it It failed to
^L^J^^L!^it said it would apply to Don-^^ftie coste ro^s te it saw AecoUfictiv^y bMg^ned
commitments as adjustable.

[14.4] ^e.B.o^dmLexpuDwhy_lconsyeredcamPensation coste m collectiye a^^^ to be adjustable forecast
SJ'lLtt^effwiofiteapproacllwas tode!lme onterio Power Gen^adonrf te'b^efit'rf Ac B3.':ua^"^;
m^dologIfllaLtrcate^Smmittedcoste differcntfy- Ia my ^Pectfid_view7Ae~Boani7s"^iureto^^tel7^sTZl
=SlT,=tte1asa..rcsdt-ofthe.couective a~s fiom o^-p^tion-cor^o^oTo^own methodological template, but labour law as well.

^LCtoteno-power.Generation was.a P"ty to bindmg coUective agreements with the Power Woikers' Union and the
^^l^^o^^^^^^^r^^^^^^^^^+^^^^!^!^^^^i^L^^T^^y^^^T--^^-^* -it nnnn .,-^-_--^^ flireiidy catitered
into a coUective agreement witfi the Power Workers' Union for tfie pCTiodof^H,2009 to Much 31.2012.

Sl^S ~mL"Lsocie<Lof.EnCTgy profes8ionris- wluch re<"med ^^ by bmding
S^^?^!?nJ? ^-e1?t of COD^act. ne80tiations df^utes, expired on Decea.berSl, 2010 ^a rcsidtrf
bargaimng ^^e^si ^Gfa_ww^^^G^^A^!^^\,20Uto^^^3^2012 were imposeS b^
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legally bmding arbitratiOQ: Ontario Power Generation v. Society of Energy Professionals, [2011] O.L.A.A. No. 1 17 (QL).

[147] The collective agreements with the Power Workers' Union and the Society of Energy Professionals prescribed the
compensation rates for staff positions held by represented employees, strictly regulated staff levels at Ontario Power
Generation's facilities, and limited the utility's ability to ujiilaterally reduce its compensation rates and staffing levels. The
collective agreement wifh the Power Workers' Union, for example, stipulated tfaat fhere would be no involuntary layoffs
during the term of fhe agreement Instead, Ontario Power Generation would be required either to relocate surplus staff or
ofifer severance in accordance with rates set out in predetermined agreements between the utiUty and the union: "Collective
Agreement between Ontario Power Generation Inc. and Power Worirers'Union", April 1, 2009 to March 31,2012, at art. 11.

[148] Similarly, Ontario Power Generation's collective agreement with the Society of Energy Professionals severely limited
the utility's bargaining power and control over compensatiou levels. When tfae contract between Ontario Power Generation
and the Society of Energy Professionals expired on December 31,2010, the utility's bargaining position had been (hat its sole
shareholder, fhe Province of Ontario, had directed that there be a zero net conapensatiou increase over tfae next two-year term.
The parties could not reach an agreement and (he dispute was therefore referred to binding arbitration as required by previous
negotiations. The resulting award by Kevin M. Burkett provided mandatory across-the-board wage increases of fbree per cent
on January 1,2011, two per cent on January 1,2012, and a furdier one per cent on April 1, 2012: Ontario Power Generation
v. Society of Energy Professionals, at paras* 1,9, and 28.

[149] The obligations contained in fhese collective agreements were immutable and legally binding commitments: Labour
Relations Act, 1995, s. 56. As a result, Ontario Power Generation was prohibited from unilaterally reducing the staffing
levels, wages, or benefits of its unionized workforce. These agreements therefore did not just leave the utility "with limited
flexibility regarding overall compensation rates or staffing levels", as the majority notes (at para. 84), they made it illegal for
the utility to alter the compensation and staffing levels of 90 per cent of its regulated workforce in a manner that was
inconsistent with its commitments under die agreements.

[150] Instead, the Board, appbrmS the methodology it said it would use for tfae utility's forecast costs, put the onus on Ontario
Power Generation to prove the reasonableness of its costs and concluded fhat it had failed to provide "compellmg evidence"
or "documentation or analysis" to justify compensation levels: p. 85. Had the Board used the approach it said it would use for
costs the company had "no opportunity... to reduce", it would have used an afier-fhe-fact prudence review, with a rebuttable
presumption fhat the utility's expeiulitures were reasonable.

[151] Applying a prudence review to fhese compensation costs would hardly, as the majority suggests, "have conflicted with
fhe burden of proof in the Ontario Energy Board Act, 1998". To interpret fhe burden of proof in s. 78.1(6) of the Ontario
Energy Board Act so strictly would essentially prevent fhe Board fiom ever conducting a prudence review, notwithstanding
that it has comfortably done so in the past and stated, even in its reasons in this case, that it would review committed costs
using an "after-fhe-fact prudence review" which "includes a presumption of prudence". Under fhe majority's logic, however,
since a prudence review always involves a presumption of prudence, the Board would not only be limiting its mefhodological
flexibility, it would be in breach of fhe Act.

[152] The application of a prudence review does not shield fhe utility's compensation costs fi-om scrutiny. As fbe Court of
Appeal observed, a prudence review

does not mean that the [Board] is powerless to review the compensation rates for [Ontario Power Generationj's unionized
sta£f positions or the number of those positions. In a prudence review, the evidence may show that the presumption of
prudently incurred costs should be set aside, and fhat the committed compensation rates and staffing levels were not
reasonable; however, fhe [Board] cannot resort to hindsight, and must consider what was known or ought to have been
known at the time. A prudence review allows for such an outcome, and permits the [Board] both to fulfill its statutory
mandate and to serve as a market proxy, while nmintauung a fair balance between [Ontario Power Generation] and its

*m
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customers, [para. 38]

[L53lT^^Sity^u8S!stion(atp^ll4)dlat<"if&e leSislature had intended for costs under coUective agreements to

^8sotsb,ei^^^.'^^i^ta^^t^^rm^ftssTb&"^S^e^id^^,^aiih^T^i^inevitably" imposed on consumers. What it intended
^fj^^ !?LESd,!?S!Lt?- d.e?^nme j^st .and reasonable Payment counts based on Quterio Power Gen^itiM's
e^s.^^^^^^^w^e^^^tw^ws^^ob^^^^^^
^^n^o^I^^TT^T^^J)lST?^LCO^^^J^e^^ ? l^p^^^ *.

uniquenature of binding commitments that the Board said it would impose a differentimd ofrcview on Aese costs.

L"lK.rr"^^ntanoupo^rGenOTtion^theabffity toma^e some steffin81^ toueh atUfen o, ofher
m^ha!"SSS^ldSd.aoLbrea?-?leutuity's commitments UDder.its coUectivTa^em^terSid'teteeu^sumayuto^
^y.beTdMracte"zelasforec"t.costs: But "° factual ^^-^byaeBoari^t'Z'e^^^^
S^tS; ^^p^J10^^^ ^record?noranyevidencecltedm^ Board's deciSoi4 setting out w-^t
^^^^S^^^^P^^^^a^^ro^p^^^^^tv^T^^t^^^t^^^AT,^^^^^?.t0^virtually no fadmgs of fact icganfag (he extent to ^hich the utility could reduce to
?^lv^i^i^j^^^^s^T^?n.?ecTto^'AeBO^^^J-Mted'^ costs
S!!^T^^^?!?<?at rcducmsthose m the coUective agreemmte would "take time" and'lbedifficirir, and dealt ^ri&
them as globally adjustable.

[ll5i2ven1?at. coneotiyeagrcements arc Iegauy bindins' itT unreasonable for fhe Boanl to assume that Ontario Power
^^w^^^w^^^o^^^ o^.e'^:to~^^^^^^^

^],D^10^8ndlaL(Sta"opo-WCTGmeration is le^ re?uired topay -a -uii of its coUective apeements,
^uld^&etut?ItyMd-Ae-provmce ofontari0' Ae sole si^hold^to~ma£'upAe deference ^herevT2£^3
^teS^a^^toi^i^^^tio^Jta^^^g^^^^e^"?^^if'^^^

financial viability" oftfae province's electricity industry, it could also imperiftiiieTasiSnmce of reliable elecfaicity .

service.

^^L^^OS^,SO^Sle?L^TT^?^^-?l£omis^l??o^p betwe.en ontario power Generation and the *

unions

?°^dswtheBO-arigrcaterl_atitude m disauowmg Ae coUectivelybargauedco^CTsatumcosteAamTwould have had tf
i^^-^^-^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^:^
Gene^coUeot.ely banned co»pe^a<ion cos. ^ be ^essive": a^d.^^S to S^S was

:=bLm.chSwmgtoOTOM&e.: ce>'..test m ordff to 80.fin<i- ^VP^ fincb",rsuuppo^e^"inZ
methodology tiie Board set out for itself for evaluating just and rcasonablepayment amounts.

^8^^!eT??^^' ^wti?ig/_^s!which is more likelyto confirm an assumption that coUectively bargained costs
exce^ conceives fhe point of the e^ise, namely, to detoune ^he, &ose costew^in te-.ce^are

^^c^^mb^SLon^ha"?s'^^d°tobteaP^pledm^olo^baselmadis^^te^an

between
committed and forecast costs, not between costs which are coUectively bargained and tfaose wiuch are not.

S^'ll^'r^^ld^<^^l^tTOro^li^^^^daP^^^v^rto^^^^^|^
"< ri *
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319 N.R. 171 (F.C.A.), at paras. 30-32, per Rothstein J.A. This does not mean fhat collective agreements "sfupersede" or
"trump" the Board's authority to fix payment amounts; it means that once the Board selects a methodology for itself for the
exercise of its discretion, it is required to follow it. Absent methodological clarity and predictability, Ontario Power
Cteneration. would be left in the dark about how to determine what expenditures and investments to make and how to present
them to fhe Board for review. Wandering sporadically fi'om approach to approach, or failing to apply the methodology it
declares itself to be following, creates mcertamty and leads, inevitably, to needlessly wasting public time and resources in
constantly having to anticipate and respond to moving regulatory targets.

[160] In disallowing $145 million of the compensation costs sought by Ontario Power Generation on fhe grounds that (he
utility could reduce salary and staffing levels, the Board ignored the legally binding nature of the collective agreements and
failed to distingtdsh between committed compensation costs and those fhat were reducible. Wheffaer or not one can fault the
Board for failing to use a particular methodology, what the Board can unquestionably be analytically faulted for, is evaluating
all compensation costs fixed by collective agreements as being amenable to adjustment Treating these compensation costs as
reducible was, in my respectful view, unreasonable.

[161] I would accordingly dismiss the appeal, set aside the Board's decision, and, like die Court of Appeal, remit the matter
to fhe Board for reconsideration in accordance with these reasons.

Appeal allowed, Abella J. dissenting.

Solicitors for tfae appellant: Stikeman Elliott, Toronto.

Solicitors for fhe respondent Ontario Power Generation Inc.: Torys, Tofonto; Ontario Power Generation Inc., Toronto.

Solicitors for die respondent the Power Workers' Union, Canadiaa Umon of Public Enq>loyees, Local 1000: Paliare Roland
Rosenberg Rofhstein, Toronto.

Solicitors for the respondent the Society of Energy Professionals: Cavalluzzo Shilton McLatyre Coraish, Toronto.

Solicitors for the intervener: Jay Shepherd Professional Corporation, Toronto.
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^o^^J^^LO!?lN^B^S?ck,c^ofA^0988)r84N\B'R-(2d)401'affinninSJUdgme"tofTumbulI
J. (1986), 40 C.C.L.T. 298 CN.B. Q.B.), finding defendant ophthalmologist liable in negligence

The judgment of the Court was delivered by Sopinka J. :

The issue of law in fhis case is whetherthe plaintiff in a malpractice suit must prove causation in accordance with traditional
S'?C^^^CTJ!<:!?-d^!lpmenlin.dle lawj^a findin? °fliability on dle basis of80mc less °nen>"s-stonda.d
raepracticdeffe<:t,ofa detennmation offhis is8ue wi" be whefller the TOdlant was liable fb, the loss by flierespondemd
the vision in her right eye.

Facts

2 The respondent, age 70 at the time of trial, consulted fhe appellant with respect to problems with her vision. The appellant
la^T1^ d^spe-dd.i:ri!g-i?^e.?l^°foI""ha"D?'ogy' nercsP°»<le»t T "legally blind" in herri^t eye.'She was

advised t^t she had a c.^ which should be s^icaUy ^oved. AfW the appeUant W explained ^"op^on-and'tHe
nsfa.mYO!ved'.tore8p°ndeIlt consented;.The ^epted procedure for eldeTly padente consisted of local anaestheti^ti^o
avoid risks associated with general anaesthetic, followed by removal of the catan.ct and implantation of a prostfarfcTensmto
the anterior chamber of the eye behind the comea.

3 'I!l!^!l(hI^is.?Lt!LTITthetize 1?le ^lid,to.prcvent blmkmg-Tllea a needle is ulserted undemeafh the eyeball to
inject anaesthetfc into fl,e ^.bulbar muscles behind the eyeball to prevent »ove»»t and pan,. Tl,ese musclJcontoi eye

^Tt.an^sl^unAA!_opti^'e'onecomPlicat'o». which ocorn in one to three per cent of cases, is haemonfa^mtiie
^uib-^,^^ms^Aen^le;nTO;8.m^mt.fcrs.uchh^oriwbrttolrtfttereASO'ted-n:^l^
A<»"»onresultofsuchhaemon-hageis pressure behind the eyeball, which can cause the contents of the eye to be expdled
when an incision is made m the comea during die pn)cedure to remove the cataract. Both experts testifying at'trial'sWe7toif
^bulbar h^°^eoccm., tfae opemtion should not be continued. They also testified that an mcision into Ae eye~would
remove the tamponade effect created by an intact eyeball, allowing a retiobulbar haemoniiage to flow more finely.

1 .The,c^c symptoms ofrctrobulbar haemorrhage are redness of the eyelids where they touch the eyeball, and hardness of
the eye. After injecting the ana.sthetic into the retrobulbar area of the eye, Doctor Panell noticed a small discolounAm;Tto2
cm in diameter, at the puncture site below the eye on the surface of the skin. On discovery he stated that this was a very small
^?.UI^-ble^'^?.p.alp?ted Ae e^el,fm.d?n?that ft was^ot hard' and therc were no. er si8ns ofretrobulbar haemorr^e.
After waiting 30 minutes he proceeded wifh the surgeiy. The operation went normally. The trial Judge acceptedIMrs. SneU s

evidence that Dr. Farrell told another doctor assisting him that he would have to huny the operation.

Followingthesurg_eo', Nfe. SneU developed excruciating pain and was given pain killers. That evening Dr. Fandl removed5

^e patch on^.S,elPs eye, finding.no.blood^atU.et^e of su^.A^robulb. bleed had obviouslyocc^D.
Fan.llfo»>dthe.<obep^un,o, the eye, ^though itwa.nottoo^and he didnotaccun^ly^u.itu^ramonft
later. Here was blood in the anterior chamber, which cleared rapidly, and blood in the vitreous chamber, which took some

^"-s.^.^ss-sssr1-""'-"--1---"---
<^^SS>"M.U?1?(^ aJoss.ofthe °?tic.n,e7e s^d s^?l^'.(?le ]possible cause is Pressure due to retrobulbar haemorrhage.
T^ Plaintiffs e^ert. Dr. Saaus, exmiined Nte. SneUin 1985 (about 17 months after the operation) finding new blood ves^d
s^^^^^^tehads^"shd[em&ebackofthe-atsomepoiDt.H-"-"^
^l^ld^^e:.?^fied^T^aj^useofop!!c.ne"\^y\s/s^k^mAe^eitee^
^e^^?^^i^^d!!!!!e!^?^?.PT^^rd?etes\TS\snell,Tf^^m_a^^o<CT^tw^
°"ly to the extent that they were contmlled by diet rather than medication. Nta. Snell also suffered to severe glaucoma;
which over a long period can also cause optic nerve atmphy. The plaintiffs expert testified that it was unusual to ha^chnmi;
glaucoma in just one eye, like Mrs. SneU, unless Acre has been an intervention of some type. The only intervention of which
the expert was aware was the operation itself.
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Neither expert was able to express with certainty an opinion as to what caused the atrophy in this case or when it occurred.7

t^^^T^?-s!cc-^ed_m.T.!l?km ass?lst Ae ??^allt-in.^ecolul ofoueen<s BeDch of New Brunswick, the trial
J^!&dmiArttheweIlimtwaslab!einnegli8ence-: (1986)- 4° C-C'L-T-2W- n': aPPeuant's appealtofteCourtofApped
of New Brunswick was dismissed, (1988), 84 N3 R. (2d) 401.

Judgments

Court of Queen's Bench CTumbuUJ.)

L, ^ere^ondent^ued ?ai,ming b.?th iD negligence and battery- Considering his conclusion with respect to negligence, the
trial Judge did not make a finding with respect to batteiy.

10 The trial Judge accepted the appellant's evidence that the respondent did not develop the hardening of the eye ordmarilv
associated with a rehobulbar bleed. He concluded, however, that the appellant had thought that there was a small retobulba,
^d^^hm^S^^-t-^pre-mftea>ntentofd-eT-Here»-^^ppe,>- s

^T_'T-nt-lTndljld^elI:aIl° ^d h!accepted tlle. endence oftl'e expert Dr-samis that- where-there'i7bleedi,g
other ftan the obvious pinprick of (he needle, the operation should be aborted as it is impossible to detemiinethe iocatYon^f
the bleeding.

11 ^i^liJdJ^eo^^^^i^^s^i^a^e^ml^^^.el^^^is^,,^t^°ri:,e^;Zi^e.°^^^?!. onus
shifted LPS!Ll?qui!uriIn so concludms'he relied UPOn the decision of the Supreme Court of
Canadain FWay^, [1975] 1 S.C.H 338, 6 N.S.R. (2d) 2(1,43 D.L.R. (3d) 216, 1 N.R. 1. Hoover: ^tedrfendanf
could provide an e^lanationoftheoccurence equally consistent wfth there being no negligence, fteplaintiff'couldnot7uc»ed
under this doctrine.

12 Although neitiieroffhe expert witnesses called by the parties could say whether fhe operation had caused the . »

uyuiy,
the trial Judge was satisfied that the facts of the case at Bar brought it "within an emerging branch of the law of causation"
wherebytheonustodisp.vecausationshmsto^defentotmcertainci^nsta.ces.mto^d.he.Uedonthe^io,
of (he House oflxmfe in McOA^ v. National Coal Board, [1972] 3 All E.R. 1008. [1973] I W.L.R: 1. He conduded'that'the
^P°"de"t had pnma fac^piwed to Ae appeUanfs actions had caused her injuiy and that the appellant had not satisfied Ae
onus that had shifted to him. Therefore causation, and negligence, was made out.

Court of Appeal (Sqyt J.A. for the Court)

13 ?^!^?-i^of^he.?"rtJ)f.Appea1,'the evidence suppQrted the trial Judge's conclusion that the appellant recognized
a_s«_all^>buIba,_l,ae»onha8e_f611o,i,glu,adnun,s^onofthea,a.^c.HoytJ.A.co.id^^^^7.;

^isr^^ss^^^^^-^s:
if the defendant engages m such conduct in breach of a common law duty, and if the i=j>ny is die kind to which to conduct
related to the defendant is takento have caused the injmy even though fhe existence and extent of the contribution made by
fheb.achcanno.beascertained.^Courtof Appeal foundthatTun.buHJ.^con.ctinappty.n^edecisionoffteHo.e
^^McO^^^M^^^^^^,^^^^^
whom the appellant owed a duty, would lose the sight in her right eye.

The Issues

14

1. Is the burden of proof of causation in a medical malpractice case on the plaintiff and if so, how is it satisfied?
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2. If die burden of proof of causation is on the plaintiff, did the trial Judge infer causation in this case and if not, ought
he to have done so?

Causation - Principles

15 Bofh the trial Judge and the Court of Appeal relied on McGhee, which (subject to its re-interpretation in Ac House of Lords
in Wither, supra) pmports to depart from tniditional principles m the law of torts that the plaintiff must prove on a balance of
probabilities that, but forfhe tortious conduct of the defendant, the plaintifif would not have sustained the injiuy complained of.
In view of the fact that McGhee has been applied by a number of courts in Canada to reverse the onlinaiy burden of proof with
respect to causation, it is important to examine recent developments in the law relating to causation and to detemiine whether
a departure from well-established principles is necessary for the resolution of this appeal.

16 The traditional approach to causation has oome under attack in a number of cases in which there is concern fhat due
to the complexities of proof, die probable victim of tortious conduct will be deprived of relief. This concern is strongest i m

circumstances in which, on the basis of some percentage of statistical probability, the plaintififis the likely victim of the combined
tortious conduct of a number of defendants, but cannot prove causation against a specific defendant or defendants on the basis of
particularized evidence in accordance with traditional principles. The challenge to the traditional approach has manifested itself
in cases dealing with non-traumadc injuries such as man-made diseases resulting from the widespread diffusion of chemical
products, including product liability cases in which a product which can cause injmy is widely manufechired and mariceted
by alarge number of coiporations. The developments in this area are admirably surveyed by Professor John G. Fleming in
"Probabilistic Causation in Tort Law" (1989). 68 Can. Bar Rev. 661. Except for the United States, this challenge has had Uttle
impact in the common law jurisdictions. Even in the United States, its effect^ been sporadic. In die area nrfened to above,
courts m some states have experimented with a theoiy of probability which requires proof on the basis ofprobabUity at less than
51 per cent, and apportionment of liability among defendant manufacturers of the product in question on the basis of market
share. See: Fleming and Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories, 607 P.2d 924 (Cal. S.C. 1980).

17 Althoush> to d^e'these developments have had little impact in other common law countries, it has long been recognized
thattiie allocation ofthe burden ofproofis not immutable. Hie legal orultimate burden of pioof is detenninedby the substantive
Iaw "ypon broad reasons of experience and fairness": 9 Wigmore on Evidence, 4fh ed. (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1981), s.
2486,at p.292. In a civil case, the two broad principles are:

1. tfaat the onus is on the party who asserts a proposition, usually fhe plaintiff; and

2. that where the subject matter offhe allegation lies particularly within the knowledge of one party, that party may be
required to prove it

18 This Court has not hesitated to alter the incidence of the ultimate burden of proof when the underlying rationale for its
allocation is absent in a particular case: see National Trust Co. v. Wong Aviation Ltd, , [1969] S.C.R. 481.3 DJ..R. (3d) 55. This
flexibility extends to the issue of causation. In Cookv. Lewis, [1951] S.C.R. 830, [1952] 1 DJ..R. 1, the plaintifiFwas struck by a
bullet fired ftom the gun of one of his two companions. The evidence supported the theory fhatthey fired simultaneously in fhe
plaintiffs direction when they knew his location. The plaintiff could not prove which shot struck him and therefore on traditional
rules, he would fail. The basic premises referred to above did not make good legal sense in this instance. Both defendants were

negligent and each asserted that his negligence did not cause the mjwy. Since the plaintiff could establish that one of them
caused the injury, why should not the defendants be required to exculpate themselves by proving their assertions, and failing
that, be held equally liable? Applying the reasoning in Summers v. Tice (1948), 5 A.L.R. (2d) 91, this Court concluded that if
it could not be determmed which defendant fired the shot which struck the plaintiff, both defendants must be found liable.

19 Proof of causation in medical malpractice cases is often difficult for the patient. The physician is usually in a better
position to know the cause of the injury than the patient. On the basis of the second basic principle referred to above, there is an

argument that the burden of proof should be allocated to the defendant. In some jurisdictions, this has occuired to an extent by
operation of the principle of res ipsa loquitur: Cross on Evidence, 6th ed. (London: Butterworths, 1985), at p. 138. In Canada,
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the rule has been generally regarded as a piece of circumstantial evidence which does not shift the burden of proof: see Interlake
TissueMills Co. v. Salmon, [1948] O.R. 950, [1949] 1 D.L.R. 207 (C.A.); Cudneyv. Clements Motor Sales Ltd, [1969] 2 O.R.
209, 5 D.L.R. (3d) 3 (C.A^ Kirk v.McLaughlin Coal & Supplies Ltd, [196S} 1 O.R. 311, 66 D.L.R. (2d) 321 (C.A.); and
Jackson v. MUtar (1972), [1973] 1 O.R. 399, 31 D.L.R. (3d) 263 (C.A.). As the mle was properly held not to be applicable i,
this case and no argument was directed to this issue, I will refrain from commenting further upon it.

20 Tliis brings me to the McGhee case and its influence on subsequent cases, particularly in the medical malpractice field.
The appellant contracted dermatitis while employed as a labourer emptying pipe kilns. This work exposed him to clouds of
abrasive dust. His employer provided no washing facilities with the result &at the appellant would ride home on his bicycle
caked with grime and sweat. He sued his employer, the respondent, for negligence. The medical evidence showed that the
demiatitis was caused by the working conditions and that the longer the exposure to dust, the greater the chance of developing
dennatitis. The medical evidence could not attribute the dermatitis to the additional exposure after work. The appellant's expert
could not say that if washing facilities had been provided, the appellant would not have contracted the disease. A breach of
duty was found with respect to the failure to provide washing facilities but not with respect to the conditions under which the
kilns were operated. The Lord Ordhuuy dismissed the action on (he ground that it had not been shovm that the breach of duty
caused or contributed to the injury. An appeal to the First Division of the Court of Session failed but an appeal was allowed
by fhe House of Lords.

21 Of the five speeches in the House of Lords, only Lord Wilberforce advocated a reversal of the burden of proof. He
did so in the following passage which has been the basis of decisions in a number of cases both in Canada and in Britain. He
states [at p. 1012, All E.R.]:

First, it is a sound principle that where a person has, by breach of a duty of care, created a risk, and injury occurs within
tfae area of that risk, the loss should be borne by him unless he shows that it had some other cause.

He added [at p. 1013]:

And I must say that, at least in the present case, to bridge the evidential gap by inference seems to me something of a
fiction, since it was precisely this inference which the medical expert declined to make.

22 Two theories of causation emerge fium an analysis of the speeches offhe Lords in Ais case. The first, firmly espoused
by Lord Wilberforce, is that the plaintiff need only prove that the defendant created a risk of harm and that die injury occurred
within the area of the risk. The second is that in these circumstances, an inference of causation was warranted in that there 1

IS

no practical difference between materially contributing to the risk of harm and materially contributing to the harm itself.

23 The speeches were subjected to a careful examination and interpretation in Wilsher v. Essex Area Health Authority, [1988]
1 All E.R. 871, [1988] 2 W.L.R. 557, by Lord Bridge when some 15 years later, the House of Lords revisited the issue. The
plaintiffclaimed damages from the defendant health authority for negligence in medical treatment which resulted in a condition
of the eyes leading to blindness. A likely cause of the condition, but not a definite one m the opinion of medical experts, was too
much oxygen. The plaintiff proved that for a period of time he was supersaturated wifh oxygen. A number ofdifiFerent factors
other than excesshw oxygen could have caused or contributed to the injury. The expert evidence was conflicting. The trial
Judge applied McGhee and held the defendant liable since it had failed to prove that the plaintiffs condition had not resulted
from its negligence. The Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal by a majority judgment witfa the Vioe-Chancellor dissenting.
The House of Lords allowed the appeal and directed a new trial. Lord Bridge, delivering the unanimous judgment of the Court,
reaffu-med the principle that the burden of proving causation rested on the plaintifiE: Since the trial Judge had not made the
relevant finding of fact to sort out the conflicting evidence, a new trial was directed on this basis. Lord Bridge interpreted
McGhee as espousing no new principle. Instead, McGhee was explained as promoting a robust and pragmatic approach to the
facts to enable an inference of negligence to be drawn even though medical or scientific expertise cannot arrive at a definitive
conclusion. In the course of his reasons. Lord Bridge stated [at pp. 881-882, All E.R.]:
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The conclusion I draw from these passages is that McGhee v. National Coal Board laid down no new principle of law
whatever. On fhe oontraiy, it affirmed fhe principle that the onus of proving causation lies on the purauer or plaintiff.
Adopting a robust and pragmatic approach to the undisputed primary facts ofAe case, the majority concluded that it was a
legitimate inference of fact that fhe defenders' negligence had materially contributed to the pursuer's injuiy. The decision,
in my opinion, is of no greater significance tiian that and the attempt to exb-act from it some esoteric principle which in
some way modifies, as a matter of law, the nature of fhe burden of proof of causation which a plaintiff or pursuer must
discharge once he has established a relevant breach of duty is a fruitless one.

Earlier, he stated [at p. 880]:

But where the layman is told by tiie doctors that the longer the brick dust remains on the body, the greater the risk of
dermatitis, although the doctors cannot identify the process of causation scientifically, there seems to be nothing irrational
in drawing the inference, as a matter of common sense, that the consecutive periods when brick dust remained on the body
probably contributed cumulatively to the causation of the dermatitis. I believe that a process ofinferential reasoning on
these general lines underlies the decision of the majority in McGhee's case.

Lord Bridge concluded with a caution [at p. 883]:

But, whether we like it or not, the law, which only Parliament can change, requires proof of fault causing damage as the
basis of liability in tort. We should do society nothing but disservice if we made the forensic process still more unpredictable
and hazardous by distorting the law to accommodate fhe exigencies of what may seem hard cases.

24 Canadian cases decided after McGhee but before Wilsher tended to follow McGhee by adopting either the reversal of onus
or fhe inference interpretation. Which interpretation was adopted made no practical difiference because even when the latter
approach was applied, tiae creation offhe risk by the defendant's breach of duty was deemed to have established a prima facie
case, thus shifting the onus to the defendant. Pawell v. Guttman (No. 2), 6 C.CL.T. 183, [1978] 5 W.W.R. 228, 89 D.L.R. (3d)
180,2 L. Med. Q. 279 at 291 (Man. C.A.) and Letnik v. Metropolitan Toronto (Municipality), [1988] 2 F.C. 399, 44 C.CI..T.
69,49 D1..R. (4th) 707, 82 N.R. 261 (C.A.), applied the reversal of proof fheory. In Dalpe v. Edmundston (1979), 25 N.B.R.
(2d) 102, 51 A.P.R. 102, the New Brunswick Court of Appeal, in a flooding case in which negligence was alleged against a
municipal authority, held that in circumstances in which a risk of the type of harm which in fact occmred had been created,
causation should be inferred in the absence of evidence to the contraay on the part of fhe defendant. In Nawsco Well Service
Ltd. v. Canadian Propane Gas & Oil Ltd. (1981), 16 C.CI..T. 23,7 Sask. R. 291, 122 D.L.R. (3d) 228, the Saskatehewan Court
of Appeal applied McGhee on tfae basis that proof that the breach of duty which gave rise to the risk "isprima facie proof that
the fire was caused by the escape ofpropane gas" (p. 248, D.L.R.).

25 Decisions in Canada after Witsher accept its interpretation otMcGhee. In fhe circumstances in which McGhee had
been previously interpreted to support a reversal of the burden of proof, an inference was now permissible to find causation,
notwithstanding that causation was not proved by positive evidence: see Rendall v. Ewerf, 38 B.C.L.R. (2d) 1,36 C.P.C. (2d)
117, [1989] 6 W.W.R. 97,60 DX.R. (4th) 513 (CA.), leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused, [1990] 1 W.W.R. bocii (note); Kitchen
v. McMullen (1989), 50 C.C.L.T. 213, 62 DX.R. (4fh) 481, 100 N.B.R. (2d) 91, 252 A.R. 91 (C.A.): Westco Storage Ltd. v.
Inter-City Gas Utilities Ltd., [1989] 4 W.W.R. 289, 59 Man. R. (2d) 37 (C.A.), leave to appeal to S.C.C. refused, [1989]6
W.W.R. bcviii (note), 102 N.R. 400 (note) (Man. C.A.); and Haag v. Marshall (1989), 1 C.CL.T. (2d) 99, 39 B.C1/.R. (2d)
205, [1990] 1 W.W.R. 361, 61 D.L.R. (4th) 371 (C.A.).

26 The question that this Court must decide is whether the traditional approach to causation is no longer satisfactory m that
plaintiffs in malpractice cases are being deprived of compensation because they cannot prove causation where it in fact exists.

27 Causation is an expression of the relationship that must be found to exist between the tortious act of the wrongdoer and
the mjury to the victim in order to justify compensation of the latter out of the pocket offhe former. Is the requirement that the
plaintiff prove that the defendant's tortious conduct caused or contributed to the plaintifFs injury too onerous? Is some lesser
relationship sufficient to Justify compensation? I have examined the alternatives arising out of the McGhee case. They were fhat
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the plaintiff simply prove that the defendant created a risk that the injury which occurred would occur. Or, what amounts to the
same thing, that the defendant has the burden of disproving causation. If I were convinced that defendants who have a substantial
connection to the injury were escaping liability because plaintifife camiot prove causation under cuirently applied principles,
I would not hesitate to adopt one of these alternatives, la my opinion, however, properly applied, the principles relating to
causation are adequate to the task. Adoption of either of the proposed alternatives would have the effect of compensating
plaintiffs where a substantial connection between the injuiy and the defendant's conduct is absent. Reversing the burden of
proof may be justified where two defendants negligently fire in the direction of the plaintiff and then by their tortious conduct
destroy the means of proof at his disposal. In such a case it is clear fhat the injwy was not caused by neutral conduct. It is quite
a different matter to compensate a plaintififby reversing the burden of proof for an injury that may veiy well be due to factor
unconnected to the defendant and not fhe fault of anyone.

28 The experience in the United States tells us that liberalization of mles for recovery in malpractice suits contributed
to the medical malpractice crisis of the 1970's: See Glen 0. Robinsoa, "The Medical Malpractice Crisis of the 1970's: A
Retrospective", (Spring 1986) 49 Law and Contemporary Problems 5 at 18. Insurance premiums in some states increased up to
500 per cent. Some major commercial insurers withdrew from the market entirely, creating serious problems of availability of
insurance. See James R. Posner, "Trends in Medical Malpractice Insurance, 1970-85" (Spring 1986) 49 Law & Contemporaiy
Problems 37 at 38.

29 In Britain, proposals to reverse the burden of proof in malpractice cases which gained momentum by virtue offhe AfcGhee
case were not adopted, bi 1978, the Royal Commission on Civil Liability and Compensation for Personal Injuiy (Pearson
Report, vol. 1) (London: H.M. Stationery Off., 1978) reported as follows [at p. 285]:

Some witnesses suggested fhat, if the burden ofprctofwere reversed, the patient's difficulties in obtaining and presenting
his evidence would be largely overcome. It was said that doctors were m a better position to prove absence of negligence
than patients were to establish liability. At fhe Council of Europe colloquy, however, although it was agreed that the patient
was at a disadvantage when he sought to establish a claim, serious doubts were expressed on the desirability of making a
radical change in the burden of proof. We share these doubts. We think that there might well be a large increase in claims,
and although many would be groundless, each one would have to be investigated and answered. The result would almost
certainly be an increase in defensive medicine.

The Wilsher decision in the Home of Lords which followed ensured fhat fhe common law did not undermine this
recommendation.

30 I am of the opinion that the dissatisfaction with the traditional approach to causation stems to a large extent fi"om its too
rigid application by the courts in many cases. Causation need not be detennmed by scientific precision. It is, as stated by Lord
Salmon mAlphacell Ltd v. Woodward, [1972] A.C. 824, [1972] 2 All E.R. 475 at 490 (ELL.):

essentially a practical question of fact which can best be answered by ordinary common sense rather than abstract
metaphysical theory.

Furthermore, as I observed earlier, fhe allocation of the burden of proof is not immutable. Both the burden and the standard of
proof are flexible concepts. In Blatch v. Archer (1774), 1 Cowp. 63,98 E.R. 969 at 970, Lord Mansfield stated:

It is certainly amaximthatall evidence is to be weighed according to tfae proof which it was in the power of one side to
have produced, and in the power of the ofher to have contradicted.

31 In many malpractice cases, the facts lie particularly within the knowledge of the defendant. In these circumstances, very
little affirmative evidence on the part of the plaintiff will justify the drawing of an inference of causation in the absence of
evidence to the contrary. This has been expressed in terms of shifting Ifae burden of proof. In Cummings v. Vancouver (191 1),
16 B.C.R. 494,1 W.W.R. 31 at 34 (C.A.), Irving J.A. stated:

Stephens in his Digest (Evidence Act, 1896) says:
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^^nsi?^ingtl?e,amount ofeyidence aecessary to shift fhe burden of proof, the Court has regard to the opportunities
of knowledge witii respect to the fact to be proved, which may be possessed by the parties respectively;

^oliis..v -y,ouns (190?) l ^B",62?' illustrates the rule that vely Httle affi""ative evidence will be sufficient where the
facts lie almost entirely within the knowledge of the other side.

32,,... ^seDU"top H<'wnss Lld '' Apl"'ca"0"-[1979] R-p-c-523 at 544 (C-A')- BuckleyLJ. affin»«l th" Principle in <h.
following tenns:

^l?^l!^?^L^P^a^!t?"I ti!e_^wl^ge ofoneparty'itls perhaps relevant to have in mind the rule
as stated in Stephen's Digest, which is cited at page 86 of Cross on Evidence [3rd ed.]:

Il^nsi<?e?lg the.amount ofeyidence "ecessary to shift tiie burden of proof, the court has regard to the opportunities
of knowledge with respect to the facts to be proved which may be possessed by the parties respective^

'This does not mean'. Sir Rupert continues, 'that the peculiar means of knowledge of one ofthepcyties relieves the other o, ?/
theburder.ofa^cinssomeevi^e^hresardtothefaclsi^esli^althoughverysHghevi^e^ll'often'suffi^.

[Emphasis added.] See also Diamondv. British Columbia Thoroughbred Breeders'Society (1965), 52 D.L.R. (2d) 146 at 158
(B.CS.C.); Fleet,. Canadian Northern Quebec Smlway (1921), 50 O.L.R. 223, 26 C.R.C. 227, 64 D.L.R. 316 at 319- 320
(C.A.); and Guaranty Trust Co. v. Mail Medical Group, [1969] S.C.R. 541 at 545.4 D.L.R. (3d)l.

i3 ,T11T r?re"ces !pea^ofthe shifting ofthe secon(fcuy or evidential burden of proof or the burden of adducing evidence.
^ ^T^l^T-^"!! .T_o^ngAeT .s.reQDd7 OT mdentid. b^en-n is not ^^TOmte^
of the burden shifting to the defendant ,rf>en what i, meant is that evidence adduced by the plamtiffmay ^s'ult inaninfe.nce
being drawn adverse to the defendant. Whether an inference is or is not drawn is a matter of weighing evidence. Thedefendart
runs the risk of an adverse inference in fhe absence of evidence to the contnuy. This is sometimes referred to . .

as imposing 01

^^e^tl^^^J.la^^^^ ^e!lc^s_s^the.d'^at,p: \29' ? ^y opinion'this is not atme bunimrof proof
and use of an additional label to describe what is an ordinaiy step in the fact-finding process is unwammted.

^-_.<l?-leg.alOTUltim?e burdenremams with the plaintifF, but in the absence of evidence to the contraiy adduced by the
defendant an inference of causation may be drawn al&ough positive or scientific proof of causation has notb^adduced'If
son>eevidence^econ^isadducedbythedefendan,t>,etri^udgeis^edtotakeaccou.ofLoMM»sfie,d.sfanou,
precept. Tins is, I believe, what Lord Bridge had in mind in Wilsher when he referred to a "robust and pragmatic approach to
the ...facts" (at p. 881).

35 It is not therefore essential that the medical experts provide a firm opinion supporting the plaintiffs fteoiy of causation.
Medical experts oriinarily detennine causation in terms of certainties whereas a lesser standard is demanded byftehw~As
S^nI=,^^MS^^!(Ne^-Bend-1977-l^the^--
opinion with a reasonable degree of medical certainty," which is the standard form of question to a medical expert, is often
misunderstood. The author explains that [at pp. 25-57]:

Many doctors do not understand the phrase... as they usually deal in 'certainties' that are 100% sure, whereas 'reasonable
certainties which the law requires need only be more probably so, i.e., 51%.

36 In David M. Harvey, Medical Malpractice (Indianapolis: A. Smith, 1973), die learned author states [at p. 169]:

^!,^IT^^ ^!.T^J^^!?J!!iL?)^eJl^T?gi^at_tile.medic^ expertstate conclusively that a certain
act caused a given result. Medical testimony does not lend itself to precise conclusions because medicine is not an exact
science.
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37 The respective functions of the trier of fact and fhe expert witness are distinguished by Justice Brennan of the United
States Supreme Court in the following passage in Sentilles v. Inter-Caribbean Shipping Corp., 361 U.S. 107 at 109-110 (1959);

The jury's power to draw the inference that the aggravation of petitioner's tubercular condition, evident so shortly after tfae
accident, was in fact caused by that accident, was not impaired by the failure of any medical witness to testify that it was in
fact the cause. Neither can it be impaired by tfae lack of medical unanimity as to fhe respective likelihood of the potential
causes of the aggravation, or by the fact that other potential causes of the aggravation existed and were not conclusively
negated by the proofs. The matter does not turn on the use of a particular form of words by the physicians in giving their
testimony. The members of the jury, not the medical witnesses, were sworn to make a legal determination of the question
of causation. They were entitled to take all the circumstances, including the medical testimony, into consideration.

With respect, it was fhe failure to appreciate this distinction which led Lord Wilberforce in McGhee to suggest bridging the
evidential gap by reversing the burden of proof. He writes [at p.1013]:

[T]o bridge Ifae evidential gap by inference seems to me something of a fiction, since it was precisely this inference which
the medical expert declined to make.

38 In WUsher, Lord Bridge gave effect to this difference when he explained McGhee [at p. 880]:

[W]here the layman is told by the doctors that the longer the brick dust remains on the body, the greater the risk of
dermatitis, although fhe doctors cannot identify the process of causation scientifically, there seems to be nothing irrational
in drawing the inference, as a matter of common sense, that the consecutive periods when brick dust remained on the body
probably contributed cumulatively to the causation of the dermatitis. I believe that a process ofinferential reasoning on
these general lines underlies the decision of the majority in McGhee's case.

[Emphasis added.]

39 The issue, then, in this case is whetherthe trial Judge drew an inference that the appellant's negligence caused or contributed
to the respondent's mjuiy, or whether, applying the above principles, he would or ought to have drawn such an inference.

Causation in this Case

40 The trial Judge found that the appellant was negligent in continuing with die operation when retrobulbar bleeding occurred.
This finding is not contested and is fully supported by Ae evidence. An opinion expressed by both the appellant and his assistant,
Dr. Quinn, that what occurred was a "lid bleed" was rejected by the Hal Judge. It was common ground that tfae respondent's
blindness.occurred due to atrophy or death of the optic nerve which was occasioned by a stroke. A stroke is (he destruction of a
blood vessel due to an interruption of the blood supply. There were two possible causes of the stroke, one of which was natural
and the other due to continuing the operation. Dr. Regan, the appellant's expert, testified as follows on cross-examiaation:

Q. But if s not the only thing. As you indicated earlier in your testimony a retrobulbar haemorrhage can also place pressure
on die optic nerve.

A. Yes.

Q. And if it becomes aggravated for whatever reason or in whatever -fashion it can eventually harm the optic nerve, even
cause stoke?

A. Could.

Q. Well the stroke could occur due to some systemic disease of the patient as well, couldn't it?

A. By stroke you're talking about destruction of a vessel?
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Q. Yes.

A. Yes.

Q. That could happen either as a result of a retrobulbar bleed which continued or got aggravated, or naturally. It could
occur naturally without any traumatic interference.

A. Thafs correct.

Earlier in chief. Dr. Regan gave the following answer:

Q. Is it possible to tell what cased the atrophy of the optic nerve in your opinion?

^'_I.woul.dihmkp^ob?ly the base.,ca^seAS th.e rctrobulbar haemorrhage, Ae fact that there was enough pressure behind
^eyeatso^epo.nt^^edaU this bleed.g,<ha.flus_«ay have bee, sufficie.to^^isefl.bloodsupply.o
the optic nerve and result in the optic damage, but I cant tell you this for sure, if s just a... in reading the charts this mav
well be what it is. Certainly Acre are people that have retrobulbar haemorAages who do not have any compromise of the
vascular supply and do not end up with nerve damage.

The appellant testified in cross-examination as follows:

Q. Right But we're on common ground that the most likely cause ofblindness in Mrs. Snell's case was an ocular occlusion
or an occlusion, a stroke, affecting the blood supply to the optic nerve.

A. Yes.

Q. The most reasonable explanation.

In re-examination he gave the following answer:

Q. The question, doctor, is that there's no evidence, is there, that anything olfaer fhan the operation, the whole operation,
was a factor in causing the stroke which Mrs. Snell suffered. There's no evidence of anything external to the operation
that caused that stroke, is fhere?

A. Well, it's partiaUy semantics here but there's a very ... in medical terms there's a very distinct definition or distinction

?^ie^r^e^^ti^^l^e^'^T^i^Jf^t^mlp^hEo^^tto^'^^gee^^IJ^°j^^'^!^^
a problem with the stroke. There are the other systemic problems that Mrs. Snell has fhat may possibly have caused fhe
stroke but there's no indication that they did.

[Emphasis added.]

41 _ The anaesfhetic, of course, was the needle which caused (he retrobulbar bleeding. The trial Judge found that it should
have been recognized as such and the operation terminated. If it had, the bleeding would have been stanched. Continuing with
the operation permitted the bleeding to continue undetected because the eye was occluded by blood and patched. Palpation
of the eye to test for hardness apparently failed to disclose the haemonhaging. A crucial fmding of&e trial Judge was the
following [at p. 303]:

Neither Dr. Samis nor Dr. Regan could give an opinion as to what caused the atrophy to the optic nerve. Neither doctor
could state when Ae atrophy occuired since it was some eight months before Dr. Farrell could see the optic nerve because
of the blood in the anterior chamber. It was atrophied when he firet saw it in August 1984. Neither doctor was able to
express an opinion that the operation contributed to the alrophy except to the extent that the retrobulbar haemorrhase
which may have been stanchedmay have been reopened by the operation. Perhaps what eventually did happen was going
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to happen once the injection was completed. The retrobulbar bleeding commenced at that time. It may have been a slow
haemoirhage that had not stopped and was not going to stop. The haemorrhage wouidhaw been allowed to flow more
freety with the removal of the tamponade effect of opening the cornea. I cannot go beyond this smce neither doctor did
and I should not speculate in matters of medical opinion. Both doctors agree fhat the alrophy resulted from a loss of its
own blood supply. This may have been as a result of natural causes although I am not inclined to this view. The operation
.would assist bleeding while the comea remained open.

[Emphasis added.]

42 It is significant fhat this finding virtually mles out natural causes as did the appellant. The trial Judge then continued
[at pp. 312-313]:

Dr. Farrell greatly increased the risk of injury to Mrs. Snell's eye by operating when he knew she had a retrobulbar bleed.
Bleeding in the retrobulbar area was facilitated dvring the operation. No one can say what happened or with certainty
when it happened, because the bleeding from the cataract removal prohibited the doctors j&om seeing the optic nerve. I am
of the opinion that the defendant was 'asking for trouble' by operating when he knew his patient had a retrobulbar bleed
and that the increased risk was followed by injury in the same area of risk.

/ am of the opinion thaf the plaintiff has prima facie proved that the defendanf's actiorts caused the plcantiffs injwy and
that the defendant has not satisfied the onus that shifted to him.

[Emphasis added.]

43 The finding in the last paragraph can be read as a finding of causation inferred from the circumstances and in the absence of
evidence to fhe contraiy in satisfaction of the evidential burden cast upon the defendant. Or it could be imeipreted as accepting
Lord Wilberforce's formulation in McGhee which reverses the ultimate burden upain finding that a risk was created and an
injury occurred within the area of the risk. If the former was intended, I am of the opinion that such an inference was fully
warranted on the evidence. On the other hand, if the latter is the interpretation to be placed on that statement, and I am inclmed
to think that it is, then I am satisfied that had the trial Judge applied the principles refeired to above he would have drawn an
inference of causation between the appellant's negligence and the injury to the respondent.

44 The appellant was present during the operation and was in a better position to observe what occured. Furthermore, he
was able to inteipret from a medical standpoint what he saw. In addition, by continuing the operation which has been found to
constitute negligence, he made it impossible for the respondent or anyone else to detect the bleeding which is alleged to have
caused the injury, hi these circumstances, it was open to the trial Judge to draw fhe inference tiiat the injuiy was caused by the
retrobulbar bleeding. There was no evidence to rebut this inference. The fact that testing tiie eye for hardness did not disclose
bleeding is insufficient for this purpose. If there was any rebutting evidence it was weak, and it was open to the trial Judge to
find causation, applying the principles to which I have referred.

45 I am confident that had the trial Judge not stated that '1 cannot go beyond this since neither doctor did and I should not
speculate", he would bave drawn the necessary inference, hi stating the above, he failed to appreciate that ft is not essential
to have a positive medical opinion to support a finding of causation. Furfhermore, it is not speculation but the application of
common sense to draw such an inference where, as here, the circumstances, other than a positive medical opinion, pemiit.

46 While this Court does not ordinarily make findings effect, this course is fully justified in this case. Firet, I am of the opinion
that the trial Judge either made the necessary finding or would have but for error of law. Second, it would be a disservice to all
to send this case back for a new trial when the evidence is not essentially in conflict. I note that in Wilsher, the House of Lords
refrained fi-om deciding the case only because the evidence of the experts was seriously m conflict. That is not the case here.

47 In the result, I would dismiss the appeal with costs.
Appeal dismissed
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Torts - Negligence - Strict liability (rule in Rylands v. FIetcher) - Product liability - Duty to warn (product
labelling)

Plaintiff operator ofice-surfacing machine placed water hose into gasoline tank of machine -Hot water overfiUed gasoline
tank, releasing vaporized gasoline into air which tiien ignited causing explosion and fire - Plaintiff was badly burned as
result - Plaintiff brought action for damages against manufacturer and distributor of machine - Plaintiff alleged gasoline
and water tanks were similar in appearance and placed together on machme, making it easy to confuse two - Trial judge
dismissed plaintiffs action - Court of Appeal set aside trial judgment and ordered new trial - Defendants appealed -
Appeal allowed; trial judgment restored - No error of law or palpable and overriding error of fact or mixed fact and }aw
was established in trial's judge's approach or conclusion on foreseeability - There was evidence supporting trial judge's
conclusion fhat plaintiffwas not confused by two tanks - Seriousness of plaintiffs injury and relative financial position
of parties were not relevant to foreseeability - Trial judge did not need to engage in contributory negligence analysis as
he found not only fhat plaintiffs carelessness was responsible for injuries, but also that alleged design defects were not
responsible for those injuries - Court of Appeal erred in applying "material contribution" test - Basic test for causation
remains "but for" test.

D^Iits civils - Negligence - Lien de causaUK - Pr^visibiUtf et <loignement

Demandeur, l'op6rateur d'une surfaceuse a glace, a plac6 un boyau d'arros^e dans 1c reservoir & essence de la machine
- Eau chaude a fait deborder Ie r&ervoir b essence, ce qui a r^pandu de la vapeur d'essence dass l*air; la vapeur s'est
par la suite enflammee et a caus6 une explosion et im incendie - Demandeur a 6t6 grievement brOle - Demandeur a
intente une action en dommages-intergts contre Ie fabricant et Ie distributeur de la machine - Demandeur soutenait qu'il
6tait facile de confondre les reservoirs d*essence et d*eau chaude en raison de leur ressemblance et de leur proximite -
Premier juge a rcjete 1'action du demandeur - Cour d'^pfpel a infinn6 Ie jugement de premifere instance et a ordonne la
tenue d*un nouveau proc6s - Defenderesses ont mterjete appel - Pourvoi accueilli;jugem t de iMremiere instance retabli
- Premier Juge n'a pas commis d'erreur de droit, d'erreur de fait manifeste et dominante ou d'erreur mixte de fiat et de droit
dans sa d&narche ou dans sa conclusion sur la pr6visibilit6 - Conclusion dujuge que Ie demandeur ne pouvait confondre
les deux riservoirs trouvait un appw dans la preuve - Gravity du prejudice caus6 au demandeur et situation financi&re
relative des parties n'6taient pas pertmentes en matifere de pr6visibilit6 - Premier Juge ntavait pas & examiner la question
de la negligence oontributive 6tant donnd sa conclusion que Ie demandeur 6tait responsable de ses blessures en raison de
son imprudence et que ces blessures n'etaient pas attribuables aux vices de conception alleguds - Cour d'appel a commis
une erreur eu appliquant Ie entire de la « contribution appreciable » - Crit^re de base en matiere de lien de causalit6
demeure celui du « facteur detenuinant».

Delits civils - Negligence - Responsabilitt stricte (regle de Rylands v. Fletcher) - RcsponsabiUtf du fait du
produit - Obligation de prevenir (^tiquetage du produit)

Demandeur, I'operateur d'une surfaceuse i glace, a plac^ un boyau d'arrosage dans Ie r&ervoir A essence de la machine
- Eau chaude a fait d6border Ie reservoir b essence, ce qui a r6pandu de la vapeur d'essence dans I'air; la vapeur s'est
par la suite enflamm6e et a caus6 une explosion et un incendie - Demandeur a 6t6 gri&vement brfll6 - Demandeur a
intente une action en dommages-inter8ts corrtre Ie fabricant et Ie distributeur de la machine - Demandeur soutenait qu'il
etait facile de confondre les r&ervoirs d'essence et d'eau chaude en raison de leur ressemblance et de leur proximity -
Premier juge a rejete I'action du demandeur - Cour d'appel a infinni Ie jugement de premiere instance et a otdoim6 la
tenue d'un nouveau proc6s - D^fenderesses ont urterjet6 appel - Pourvoi accueilli;jugement de premiere instance retabli
- Premier juge n'a pas oommis d'erreur de droit, d'erreur de fait manifeste et dominante ou d'erreurmbrte de fait et de droit
dans sa d6marche ou dans sa conclusion sur la pr6visibilite - Conclusion dujuge que Ie demandeur ne pouvait confondre
les deux reservoirs tr&uvait un appui dans la preuve - Gravit6 du prqudice caus6 au demandeur et situation financiere
relative des parties n'^taient pas pertinentes en matiere de pr6visibilhe - Premier juge n'avait pas a examiner la question
de la negligence contributive 6tant donn6 sa conclusion que Ie demandeur 6tait responsable de ses blessures en raison de
son imprudence et que ces blessures n'^taient pas attribuables aux vices de conception all^guds - Cour d'appel a conunis
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une eneur en appliquant Ie aritCTe de la « contribution appreciable » - Critfere de base en marine de lien de causalite
demeure celui du « facteur determinant».

The plaintiff, operator of an ice-surfacing machine, placed a water hose into Ihe gasoline tank of fhe machine. When hot
water overfilled the gasoline tank, vaporized gasoline was released into (he air which was then ignited by an overhead
heater, causing an explosion and fire. The plaintiff was badly burned as a result. The plaintiff brought an action against the
manufacturer and distributor of the machine for damages, alleging design defects. The plaintiff contended that tfae gasoline
and water tanks were similar in appearance and placed close together on the machine, making it easy to confuse the two.
The trial judge dismissed the action. He found that the plaintiff had not established that fhe accident was caused by the
negligence of tiie manufacturer or distributor. The Court of Appeal set aside fhe trial judgment and ordered a new trial.
The Court of Appeal concluded fhat the trial judge erred in both his foreseeability and causation analyses. Tfce defendants
appealed.

Held: The appeal was allowed and the trial judgment was restored.

While the Court of Appeal would have preferred a different approach to foreseeability, no error of law or palpable and
overriding error of fact or mbced fact and law was established in the trial judge's approach or conclusion. There was
evidence supporting the trial Judge's finding that the plaintiff was not confused by the two tanks, notably his own admission.
Further, the seriousness of the plaintiff's mjury and the relative financial position of fhe parties were not relevant to
foreseeability.

With respect to causation, the trial judge did not need to engage in a contributory negligence analysis because he found
not only that the plaintifPs carelessness was responsible for his injuries, but also ifaat tfae alleged design, defects were not
responsible for those injuries. The Court of Appeal erred in suggesting that, v/here there is more than one potential cause of
an injury, the "material contribution" test must be used. The Court of Appeal erred in applying the "material contribution"
test and in failing to recognize that the basic test for causation remains the "but for" test The "material contribution" test
only applies in special circumstances where factors outside the plaintiffs control make it impossible for the plaintiff to
prove that the defendant's negligence caused the plaintiffs injiuy using tfae "but for" test. Further, the plaintiff's injiuy must
fall within die ambit of the risk created by the defendant's breach of a duty of care.

Le demandeur, 1'operateur d'une surfaceuse h glace, a plac6 un boyau d'arrosage dans Ie reserroir & essence de la machine.
L'eau chaude a fait d^border Ie r&ervoir & essence, ce qui a repandu de la vapeur d'essence dans 1'air, la vapeur s'est par la
suite enflamm^e en raison d'un radiateur suspendu et a caus6 une explosion et un incendie. Le demandeur a et^ gri6vement
brtle. U a intent^ zme action en dommages-mt6rets centre Ie fabricant et Ie distributeur de la machine, alleguant des vices
de conception. II a soutenu qu'il 6tait facile de confondre les reservoirs & essence et & eau de la machine irarce qu'ils se
ressemblaient et Aaient a proximite I'un de 1'autre. Le premier Juge a rejet61'action. U a conclu que Ie demandeur n'avait
pas d6montr6 que 1'accident avait 6te caus6 par la negligence du fabricaat ou par celle du distanbuteur. La Cour d'appel a
mfirm6 lejugement de premiere instance et a ordonn6 latenue d'un aouveau procfes. Elle a conclu que Ie premier juge s'6tait
tromp6 tant dans son malyse de la pr^visibilite que dans celle du lien de causaJit6. Les d6fenderesses out interjet6 appel.

ArrSt: Le pourvoi a 6t6 accueilli et Ie jugement de premi6re instance a 6te r6tabli.

Mfane si la Cour d'iq)pel aurait privil^gie une d6marche diflF^rente en matifere de pr6visibilit6, il demeure que lejuge n'a
pas conunis dans sa demarche ou dans ses conclusions d'erreur de droit, d'erreur de fait manifeste et dommante ou d'erreur
mixte de fait et de droit. La conclusion du premier juge que Ie demandeur ne pouvait confondre les deux rdservoirs trouvait
appui dans la preuve, notamment son propre aveu. De plus, la gravity du prejudice subi par Ie demandeur et la situation
financifire relative des parties n'^taient pas pertinentes en matiere de pr6visibilit6.
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En ce qui concemait Ie lien de causalite. Ie premier juge n'avait pas A examiner la question de la negligence contributive
6tant donn6 sa conclusion que Ie demandeur 6tait responsable de ses blessures en raison de son imprudence et que ces
blessures n'etaient pas attribuables aux vices de conception alldgu^s. La Cour d'appel a err6 en 6non?ant qu'il fallait utiliser
Ie test de la « contribution apprtciable »lorsque Ie prejudice pouvait possiblement avoir plusieurs causes. Elle a commis
une erreur en appliquant Ie test de la « conta-ibution appr6ciable » et en omettant de reconnaitre que Ie test de base en matiere
de lien de causalit6 demeurait celui du « facteur determinant ». Le test de la « contribution appi^ciable » ne s'applique que
dans des circonstances particuli^re oik Ie demandeur, en raison de facteurs qui 6chappent b son confer6Ie, est incapable de
prouver & Faide du test du «facteur determinant» que la negligence du defendeur a causd Ie prejudice. De plus. Ie prejudice
subi par Ie demandeur doit deoouler du risque cie6 par Ie manquement du defendeur & son devoir de diligence.
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APPEAL by defendants fium judgment reported atffanke v. Resurfice Corp. (2005), 53 Alta. L.R. (4fh) 219, 380 A.R. 216,363
W.A.C. 216, 2005 ABCA 383, 2005 CarsweUAlta 1600 (Aha. CA.), allowing appeal by plaintiff fi-om judgment dismissing
action for damages.

POURVOI des defenderesses & 1'encontre de 1'arret public & HanAe v. Reswfice Corp. (2005), 53 Alta. L.R. (4th) 219, 380
A.R. 216,363 W.A.C. 216, 2005 ABCA 383,2005 CarswellAlta 1600 (Alta. C.A.), qui a accueiUi Ie pourvoi du demandeur i
Fencontre dujugement qui avail rejet6 son action en dommages-mter8ts.

McLachlinC.J.C.t

This case involves a tragic injury that befell a young man, Mr. Hanke, when a water hose was placed into the gasoline tank
of an ice-resurfacing machine rather than the water tank. When hot water overfilled the gasoline tank» vaporized gasoline was
released into fhe air. It was ignited by an overhead heater, causing an explosion and fire. Mr. Hanke, who was employed by the
City ofEdmonton to run the ice-resurfacing machine and look after fee ice-rink, was badly burned.

2 Mr. Hanke sued the manufacturer and distributor of the ice-resurfacing machine for damages, alleging design defects.
He contended that the gasoline tank and the water tank were similar in appearance and placed close together on the machine,
making it easy to confuse the two.

3 After a lengthy trial, fhe trial judge dismissed Mr. Hanke's action ((2003), 333 A.R. 371,2003 ABQB 616 (Alta. Q.B.)). He
found that Mr. Hanke had not discharged the plaintifFs burden of establishing that the accident was caused by the negligence
of the manufacturer or distributor. First, he had not established that it was reasonably foreseeable that an operator of the ice-
resurfacmg machine would mistake the ^as tank and tfae hot water tank. Second, he had not shown that the defendants caused
the accident. The trial judge concluded that the accident had been caused by Mr. Hanke's decision to turn the water on when
he knew, or should have known, fhat the water hose was in fhe gasoline tank, knowing full well, by his own admission, the
difiEerence between the two tanks. He found as a feet that Mr. Hanke was not confused by the placement sand character of the
tanks, and consequently that this had not caused the accident.

4 On appeal, the judgment was set aside and a new trial ordered ((2005), 53 Alta. L.R. (4th) 219,2005 ABCA 383 (Atta.
C.A.)). The Court of Appeal concluded that fhe trial judge had erred in both his foreseeabilily and causation analyses. The trial
judge's conclusion on foreseeability, the court found, was vitiated by a number of errors, namely: failure to give "adequate
analytical emphasis" to certain evidence concerning the placement and marking of the tanks and other workers who had made
the same mistake (para. 20); and failure to consider policy factors in determining foreseeability (para. 21). On causation, fhe
Court of Appeal held that the trial judge had erred by failing to consider the "comparative blameworthiness" of the plaintiff and
the defendants (paras. 15-16), and in applymg a "but for" test instead of a material contribution test (paras. 12-14).

5 The two issues that divided the Alberta courts - fbreseeabiUty and causation - dominate the appeal before us. I will
deal with each in turn.

A. Foreseeability

6 Liability for negligence requires breach of a duty of care arising from a reasonably foreseeable risk of harm to one person,
created by the act or omission of another: Menaw v. Honsberger (1973), [1974] S.C.R. 239 (S.C.C), at p. 247, per Laskin J.
(as he then was). By enforcing reasonable standards of conduct, so as to prevent the creation of reasonably foreseeable risks
of harm, tort law serves as a disincentive to risk-creating behaviour: Stewart v. Pettie, [1995] 1 S.C.R. 131 (S.C.C.), at para.
50, per Major J. The major elements of a tort action-duty, breach causing injury and cause -reflect "the principle of moral
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^^^ch/^.?? ^G^^^w"^' Klar'_luownsizin8 Torts"'i" ^ J. Mullany and A. M. Linden, eds.,
Torts Tomorrow: A Tribute to John Fleming (1998), 305, at p. 307.

L.^^!l^d?e^d_tl\atjt Yas not reasoaably foreseeable that an operator of the ice-resurfacing machme at i issue

^^T^S ^i^! ^l.^t!r;^T.d ^us-pkT(or ^ to remain) a watCT hose-m^ ga^ ^^
^^t^^^^l^^^^by an openflamea leadins to an explosion and fii^ The^al7udg7tos^
=^SS=^2-T,=£=^S-Only". He emphasized Mr. Hanke's admission that
he knew the difference between the two tanks, and found that he was not confused between them.
8 ^c^l^!.e!l'l^l^l^Z^m!!!e?,lli?_issuewas tilat tfle trialjudge failed to give sufficient "analytical
17S^ev^uds,^^,^splct^oTod^TtoItth^n^tfh^^^e^T^mci^^EI^E^E?revfewing aUeged design en., or faito to ^," (pan,.
^L!Sl^r^TLTl^T!Jliat^y^-rc^w a!?,?e desiga errorealleSedby the Plaintiff and to state'whyhe^ecteSftae
^ms^6^He^tw&^le^ono^^^^.^^^t^^^^^^^ gas tank,
fhe alleged similarity between the two tanks and the issue of waning signs, disposing ofeachonein-tum;

L ^^lZlu^^l?^j^lls^u?!d^.e ^idTce of.e?q),ert witaesses cal,led bythe Plaintiff on the design of
^T^LylT(*^e^b^^A^SsIl^ih^^^fc^a^^°are^e^^c^d,,En.^;F».fhe necessary conclusions on issues
of fact and responsibility without doing so: A v. Mohan, [1994] 2 S.C.R. 9 (S.C.C.). at pp. 23-24.
10 ^1!^!^^?^^! !?1i?!l:i!d^bouldh^ve PIac? ^ore wei8hton ihe ^dence of two ofeer woricera who
lffldAey hadmiri"imnarmstAes ffl the "T'- wl"le OPeratinE»"""'"'y ""fiP^ machines, ne Ualjudgediscounted"^
eva!Dce on.?e-basis-°fhi8.find"lg that i"ws case fhere l"dbeen ao con&8io»- » is said that this T~T,:gto,»eZ
T^w^^o{^wnw^^wm^ne-^^^^^ow^^^^.
^al^T^Liltfa?.th^ beey?dence to support Ae findmgs of fact he or she makes. The CourtofAppeal can mteifere
;lfirim :fto/^ffc"dju^"fflrieap.dpablemdovmdm^rmAresP^totem7^7^^^^
^^^^ ^^'^'^C^^S^^^f^^^v^iJ^^n^i'^n^c^^' '^a^?^^iv^^i<^^^^^ ^^?-su^^^. ^ ^^ ®^^^^ S ^<^^^
Hanke was not confused, notably his own admission. Tie trial judge's finding of no confiision therefore rannot"b7dTspto7
II ^ll^^ol^pe^l!!!o^ri,tic!!m-of?.e.frial_ju?g.ets rejection ofreasonable foreseeabiUty was that the trial judg e

^e^^idie^o«li^m-atte^ITe^the seriousness ofthe mJuy and the relative financial positions of Ae parties. TOe
Court ofAN>ealerredmsugges^gtethese matters are reIevanttoforeseeabiHly.ForeseeabilftydepCTdson~w^Urrea nabk
^^altlp^^--essofttep'^^s(-fflthiscas^*^ofthe^a,.spoc^
Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister of Forests), [2004] 3 S.C.R. 511. 2004 SCC 73 (S.C.C.),at para. 55.
12 I,^n!^d!.?S^hu-ethe <?Jurt.°fAPPealwould have Preferred a diflferent approach to foreseeability, no eiroroflaw
^^e.TlAd^^rid?! !ITO!°^a?or m!xed fact and law has bee"established m the trial Judge's approach'or conclusim"
The Court of Appeal erred in interfering on this ground.

B. Causation

13 i^taLai.julg^st?d.tl?_"[t]he.onus 1s on thepla"rtiffto estabUsh fhat the damage was caused by the negligence of
one o^ both of the Defendants to some degn... (pa,. 10). He also said: "I must find causation agato tee defentoltefae
considering contribution" (para. 46). He went on to conclude: "TliePlaintifFhasfailedtoestabUdithatAe . .

injuries were caused
by negHgent design ... That being the case, it is not necessaiy for this Court to consider the apportionment of fault undffAe
rules of contribution..." (para. 58).

14 ^Lfria^J^g! ?as.ed.these.con<?"si?ns.on the,evidence-He emPhasized Mr. Hanke's admission that "when he looked at
^lZi?/^Ta!)e^ile^i!w^^!!lLZh!? ^!LTl^a!er ^^d which was the gasolme tank" (para. 41),asweilashis
admission that t-he was fully familiar with the fact that hot water should not be introduced into the gasoline tank" (para 42).
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He noted that the caps on the two tanks as designed and delivered had been different, and had been replaced by similar caps by
the City. He also noted the absence of evidence fi-om Mr. Binette, who had prepped the machine before Mr. Hanke's amval.
Although he stated that he did not get to the point of "reviewing alleged design error or failure to warn", as noted above (para.
8), he also went on to consider the alleged design errors, disposing of each in turn (para. 65). He concluded that "there is no
evidence that would show to the balance of probabilities that fhis event was caused by the defendants" (para. 54).

15 The Court of Appeal stated that the trial judge had erred in failmg to conduct a proper contributory negligence analysis and
thus m not considering the comparative blameworthiness of the plaintiff and the defendants (paras. 15-16). The Court of Appeal
also found that the trial judge erred in applying a "but for" test for causation instead of a material contribution test (paras. 12-14).

1. Comparative Blameworthiness

16 The appellants argue that Ae Court of Appeal erred in suggesting that "comparative blameworthiness" is a necessary
component of the causation analysis. The suggestion attributed to the Court of Appeal is that a court must approach causation
not simply by asking whefher the defendant's negligent act caused the loss, but by looking globally at all possible causes.

17 It is true that the trial judgment contains some passages that suggest that the carelessness of Mr. Hanke automatically
absolves the respondent manufacturer and distributor of liability. That is not the case. An example, put to us in oral aigument,
illustrates fte point. If it is industay standard to design an iron with an automatic shut off switch, and an iron is manufactured
without such a switch, the manufacturer of the iron is not absolved of liability merely because the plaintiff was careless in
leaving the iron on, resulting in a fire and injuries to the plaintiff. However, I am satisfied that the trial judge found not onty
that Mr. Hanke's carelessness was responsible for his injuries, but also fhat the alleged design defects were not responsible for
Mr. Hanke's injuries. For example, the trial judge noted that "the accident was caused by operator error and had nothing to
do with the design or manufacture of the machine" (para. 56). In light of this finding Acre was no need for the trial judge to
engage in a contributoiy negligence analysis.

2 The Test for Causation

18 The Court of Appeal found, correctly, that the trial judge had applied a "but for" test in detennining causation, stating,
"the tiirust of the reasoning is that 'but for' the Appellant putting or leaving the hose in the gasoline tank, the explosion would
not have occurred" (para. 12). Referring to the observation in Athey v. Leonati, [1996] 3 S.C.R. 458 (S.C.C.), at para. 15,that
the "but for" test "is unworkable in some circumstances", the Court of Appeal concluded that this was such a case and that (he
trial judge should have used a "material contribution" test instead offhe 'Tmt for" test (para. 14).

19 The Court of Appeal erred in suggesting (hat, where there is more than one potential cause ofaninjmy, the "material
conlribution" test must be used. To accept tius conclusion is to do away with the 'Trot for" test altogether, given that there is
more than one potential cause in virtually all litigated cases of negligence. If the Court of Appeal's reasons in this regard arc
endorsed, tihe only conclusion that could be drawn is that the default test for cause-in-fact is now the material contribution test.
This is inconsistent wilfa this Court's judgments in Snell v. Farrell, [1990] 2 S.CR. 31 1 (S.C.C.), Athey v. Leonati, at paia. 14,
Walker Estate v. York-Finch General Hospital, [2001] 1 S.CA. 647, 2001 SCC 23 (S.C.C.), at paras. 87-88, and BZackwaler
v. PUnt, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 3,2005 SCC 58 (S.C.C.), at para. 78.

20 Much judicial and academic ink has been spilled over the proper test for causation in cases of negligence. It is neither
necessary nor helpful to catalogue the various debates. It suffices at this juncture to simply assert the general principles that
emerge from the cases.

21 First, the basic test for determinine causation remains the "but for" test This applies to multi-cause injuries . The plaintiff
bears the burden of showing that "but for" the negligent act or omission of each defendant, the injury would not have occurred.
Having done fhis, contributory negligence may be apportioned, as permitted by statute.

22 TTiis fundamental rule has never been displaced and remains the primaiy test for causation in negligence actions. As
stated in Athey v. Leonati, at para. 14, per Major J., "[t]he general, but not conclusive, test for causation is the Tbut for' test,
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^M^^^^^tiff^ho^ ^tl^mJ^J^1 ^(^^^:^^j^^^^e^^lw ^1^^1^^^^1^generally whether "but for' fhe defendant's acts,
fhe plaintiffs damages would have been incurred on a balance of probabilities."

23 The "but for" test recognizes that compensation for negligent conduct should only be made "where a substantial connection
between the mjuty and defendant's conduct" is present. It ensures that a defendant will not be held liable for the plaintiffs
injuries where they "may very well be due to factors unconnected to the defendant and not fhe fault of anyone": Snetl v. Farrell,
at p. 327, per Sopinka J.

;a^^^'+i-!l's^i^^^!!I!l^^*^Ll^^^^^^^"^!^-71-s_^-:?.^ba^?c "but for" tTst*an?! applied a24

terial contribution" test. Broadly speaking, the cases in which the "material contribution" test is properly applied mvobsII

two requirements.

? ,^F??^ llustbe imposslble for the Plaintiff to prove that the defendant's negligence caused the plaintiffs injmy using the
"but for" test The impos^lgrty must be due to factors that are outside of the plaintiffs control; for example, current limits of
scientific knowledge(S6cond^A must be clear tiaat the defendant breached a duty of care owed to the plaintifif, thereby exposing
the plaintififto an unreasonable risk ofmjiuy, and the plaintifif must have suffered that fonn ofmjury. In other words, the
plaintiffs injuiy must fall within the ambit of the risk created by Ifae defendant's breach. In those exceptional cases vfhere these
two requirements are satisfied, liability may be imposed, even though the "but for" test is not satisfied, because it would offend
basic notions of fairness and justice to deny liability by applying a "but for" approach.

26 These two requiremems are helpful in defining the situations in which an exception to the "but for" approach ought
to be permitted. Without dealing exhaustively with the jurisprudence, a few examples may assist in demonsbating the twin
principles just asserted.

27 One situation requiring an exception to the "but for" test is the situation where it is impossible to say which of two
tortious sources caused the injury, as where two shots are carelessly fired at fhe victim, but it is impossible to say which shot
injured him: L^^ook, [1951] S.C.R. 830 (S.C.C.). Provided that it is established that erii of the defendants carelessly
or negligently created an unreasonable risk of that type of injury that the plaintiff in fact suffered (i.e. carelessly or negligendy
fired a shot that could have caused the injury), a material contribution test may be appropriately applied.

28 A second situation requiring an exception to the "but for" test may be where it is impossible to prove what a particular
person in the causal chain would have done had the defendant not committed a negligent act or omission, fhus breaking fhe
"but for" chain of causation. For example, alfhough there was no need to rely on the "material contribution" test in Walker
Estate v York-Finch General Hospital, this Court indicated fhat it could be used where it was impossible to prove that fhe
donor whose tainted blood infected the plaintiff would not have given blood if the defendant had properly warned him against
donating blood. Once again, the impossibility of establishing causation and the element of mjury-related risk created by the
defendant are central.

29 In this case, the Court of Appeal erred in failing to recognize that fhe basic test for causation remains the "but for" test
It further enred in applying the material contribution test in circumstances where its use was neither necessaiy nor justified.
C. Conclusion

30 I would allow the appeal, set aside the order of the Court of Appeal and restore the trial judgment, with costs throughout.
Appeal allowed

Pourvoi accueilli.

End ofDocnment Copyright ^ Tliomson Reuters Canada Limited or its licensors (excluding individual court documents). AH righte
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chiropractic treatment.

L.R, ffoegg J^4.i

^1 ^,^CT.n^s.^h.!ther_the,appellant.chm)practor'Dr< Debbie Brake-Patten, is liable for injuries the respondent Mr.
Abraham Gallant suffered following chiropractic treatment he received from her.

Background

2 .-sho?/^.T.3 p^m' ?n M?ld!l?l'December 10> 2001' Mr- Gallant attended on Dr. Brake-Patten at the Bay St Georg e

aTact;camic in stephenville-NI- widl a compl!mt °fshouMer and neck Pam lle believed resulte" <">» hanging outdoBo;
Christmas lights.

3 Jl7^^J'^^LT^^fo!l.^rliB!?!~^tte^-^!mled J;ervic.al mampulationl which is a hish velocity low
amplitude tost to a specific area of the cemcal spine. Mr. Gallant experienced pain directly afterwaris, for which DnBrake-
pate;.ga''el"m an ice pack-Mr' Ga"mt lladco»SUIted wifh Dr: B'Ae-Patten on a sporadic bris for minortock and neck
complaints in the previous sbc or seven year.. It was not unusual for him to have neck pain following chimpractic treated
4 ^' Gail?ntwentdi^ctly home after t?,e CODSlritation'He developed lighAeadedness and a feeling that something was

not right, and he was unable to eat supper. His condition worsened, in fhat his hearing was muffled, he was dizzy - and off.
balaace, and he staggered when he walked. He sought medical attention around 9:30 timt evening at the Sir Thomas Roddick
Hospital in StephenviUe. After assessment, he was advised to go home and rest and to return later in the week to haveUs ears

^riT^?p-o^e^gAlh.Ttd,l;ebe^ to vomit:Tlus continued until tile following evenin8-His off-balancefeeling/and
the ringing and hearing reduction in his right ear persisted.

5 At te time of trial, Mr. Gallant was still suffering profound hearing loss and tinnitus in his right ear which have bee,
^o^pennane..Al^»p^ his balance gained co»p^d.He^d,sab,ed^Us.pe^joi;
at fhe newsprint mill.

6 :^-(!al^fil.!l.suit-a^T? I?r BI^~^tten:allegmg(hat she had failed to mform him of the risks of cervical manipulation
which^ed his inj^ and that she was liable to him for his ensumg damages. Mr.Gallant did not allege that^^^
^^.hJ!^T^S.''Lne^a.ne81^1ma1";^ Rather>'"? Ix'sition.was that the procedure itself, even whenpropdy
^^^^^^-MW. mamtemsdBttfDnBrak-prttCT.had^mfom--^^
he.wouldI art have had the cervical manipulation Thetwelve-daytrial concerned liability only. In addition to ^testimony of
the plaintiff and defendant, the court heard from the plaintiffs wife and expert medical and chiropractic witnesses.
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7 to his written judgment, Ga//wrf v. Brake-Patten, 2010 NLTD I, 292 Nfld. & P.E.I.R. 279 (N.L. T.D-), the trial judge
found that Mr. Gallant's injuries were caused by the cervical manipulation, and that Dr. Brake-Patten was negligent because
she had not properly informed him of the risks of the procedure and that if she had, he would not have consented to it.

Issues on Appeal

8 Dr. Brake-Patten appeals the trial judge's finding that the cervical manipulation caused Mr. Gallant's injury, and that
he would not have consented to the treatment had he been properly informed of its risks. She also argues that the trial judge
committed legal errors by admitting biased evidence on the causation issue and by not providing reasons for this part of his
decision.

9 Dr. Brake-Patten has not appealed the trial judge's finding that she was negligent by failing to obtain Mr. GaJlant's informed
consent to her treatment.

10 A medical professional may be held liable in tort when that professional is negligent in his or her duty to provide the
information necessary for the patient to give his or her informed consent to a medical procedure and the medical procedure
actually caused the injury. These cases are referred to as informed consent cases.

11 Every professional negligence case involves proving fhatfhe defendant has breached a duty of care owed to fhe plamtiffand
that the plaintiff has suffered damage which was caused by the defendant's breach. La tins case, Mr. OaUanfs causation burden
involved: 1) proving that Dr. Brake-Patten's manipulation of his cervical spine was the mechanism which actually caused his
injury; and 2) proving that he would not have consented to the cervical manipulation if he had been properly informed of its risks.

Causation: Did the cervical manipulation cause Mr. Gallant's injury?

The Law

12 Causation in law is sm expression offhe relationship that must be found to exist between the tortious act of fee defendant
and fhe injury to the plaintiff in order to justify the defendant compensating the plaintiff. It is established when a plaintiff proves,
on a balance of probabilities, that his or her injiuy was caused or contributed to by the defendant. (Snell v. Farrell^ 990] 2
S,CR 311 (S.C.C.), at3^-327, and Courtneyv. CJeary, 2010NLCA46 (NL. CA.).) In most cases, a plaintiff proves causation
by establishing that<ffButforh)the tortious conduct of the defendant, the plaintiffs injury would not have occurred. (Ssell; Athey
v. Leonati, [1996] 3 S.C.R. 458 (S.C.C.); Hanlw v. Resurfice Corp., 2007 SCC 7. [2007] I S.C.R. 333 (S.C.C); and Cleary.}

13 An exception arises when a defendant breaches a duty of care owed to a plsuntiff and thereby exposes fhat plamtiff to
an unreasonable risk of injury which the plaintiff has actually sustained, cfndit is impossible for the plaintiff to prove causatkn
on the "but for" test due to factors outside of his or her control but witiun the control of the defendant In these exceptiona
circumstances, the law permits a plaintiff to use ffifisSnaterial contributioir'Sst to prove causation, for the reason that it woulc
offend basic notions of fairness and justice to deny liability. (Afhey and ffimfo.) d

14 Determination of causation is "essentially a practical question of fact which can best be answered by ordinaiy common
sense". (Snell at 328. citing Alphacell Ltd. v. Woodward, [1972] 2 All E.R. 475 (UX. H.L.), at 490.) The plMirtiff always has
the burden of proving the necessary causal connection between his or her injuiy and the defendant's conduct. However, fhe law
does not require tiiat causation be established with certainty. Causation is established if a plaintiff proves, on the evidence, that
it is more likely fhan not that the defendant caused the plaintiffs injury. (SneU at 328 - 330.)

15 A trial court can take a robust and pragmatic approach to tfae evidence, and may draw inferences of causation even if
positive or scientific proof of causation has not been adduced. (Sneil at 330; asdAthey at paragraph 16.) Whether an inference
is or is not drawn is a matter for a trial judge to decide upon considering and weighing Ihe evidence. Where there is evidence
supporting causation, and a defendant has not adduced contraiy evidence, fhe defendant runs die risk of the court drawing an
inference adverse to die defendant's position. (Snetl, at 329-330.) A robust and pragmatic approach to the evidence is a way of
considering fhe evidence. It is not to be confused with speculation and conjecture, which are concepts not based on evidence.
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Analysis

16 _ Dr. BnAe-Patten argues that Ac trial judge en-ed in concluding that her manipulation of Mr. Oallanf, cervical <

spme
caused his mjuiy. Shesays tfiat the trial judge relied on speculation and conjecture in reaching his conclusion andaisTfhaThe
committed numerous factual errors and/or misdirected himself as to the evidence to support hTs conclusi^

^Jmad^^^l^a^d^^^^eo^n^ il^st^ ^t^^^a^^^m^t{^nKuls^atea^laL^e/trlaL^u^^eelt*ICT mlsstoted the *aw>Lp^ltLa1^^^! !^ i^TI!c^n-o!theevidT;ce orhis application ofthe"Iawto~fhe'facte~supporting
his finding that the manipulation of Mr. Gallant's cervical spine caused his injuiy.
18 ^^^p^^^l^!^UJ!lT^!^d!d-?e-ev^CTCe^sp,e^DgwhrthCTav^^
would t^ve beCTConductivem nature. At paragraph 120 of his decision, the trial judge stated that Doctor Q^n^
opined that a viral-initiated hearing loss should have been a conductive hearing loss.
19 Illl^T^ed^e^T?nce.was,?at/,v?al labyrintilitis .causes sensormeural, not conductive, hearing loss.
Therefore, the trial judge's statement is incorrect. Mr. Gallant concedes this mistake.

20 ^LTS1/! ^a!!^.sp^Lth^^^dg^!tatementat paragraphl J ° that the exPert evidence was fhat Mr. Gallant' s

^^",=-^s;s=-=,^"=r=^.^inflanunation-related sensorineural hearing
^s^o^l?li,?Ls^^llg.rcs-s-i^h!aring^ss v?lch isb,ilat^in about 80% ofcases-" This evidence was confumed by
the doctor in his trial testoony, and is supportive of the trial judge's statement that a viml-Mtiated hiring loss'shouidhm
^f?-d-bl-I!t^lty-^e.(TU!ethepro^abil.ities ofhearmg loss manifesting bilaterally favour this conclusion" Accordmgly,"fhe
trial judge cannot be said to have erred in this respect.

^Lr,.+^cB^^Tl^^g^!L^l^^?ge.-mi^preh!nded theexteatto which Pe°Ple wh0 suffer from viral
iab!yri?^^:orr.^eir h^anr^after trea?lent_with stCTOidal medication- Counsel refere to the trial judge7commentsi at
p^pb^.^ea^lt^c^{ -o^mvs' ^hsswm^itshw}d^e^mwh£^^^^^
to medication by the time he consulted with Dr. Swannie on January 10,2002.

.2^. ^(Lexp?,eT.dTe establishedthat °fPatients who suffer sudden seaisormeural deafiiess, onethinl will recover, one thinl

.W^^^^^n^^.^^^^^^^ s

heam810ss wouldbe recove"»E^ ^ b- P-cribed steroidal medication on atoely ba»,s. It would ,ffllbepo,siblefl,,;
M^^e^^^^^^-^m^-^^^
rc,T^glt^e^sw^ie's^u^?mAeprcbabu^istehewouldhavebeen^v^^ ŵas

Tn^fridJud8etofindhTmore!ikdyton°tftat^-Gdlmt'sheT80u*ttohavebeenmI"vingbytotoeh~e
^^'^!^:G^t^m.^^.^da^K^:ltwaf^t^&e^^w^e^^
^^^l^^^^^i^res-s-^w^his^(^Aat^'^l^s(^^tiTou^tto^wb^^^
.flle-p!!CThed^e?!ati°n.l?r the.time he .TOns?.6d with Dr-swanrie camot t'e supporte<i ^the ev"lence I'ecauseMr.Gaite
msnM^^s^dm^on- -wmtwPIescabed^^^^^^^^^b»e^^

recoveiyofvirallabyrinfhitis Accordingly, although (he trial Judge's characterization of the effect of evidence respecting fton
e

steroid medication was coirect, he eied in his assessment of the effect of the antibiotic medication on Mr. Gallanfasiturion;
23 Dr. Brake-Patten also aigues that the trial judge did not give sufficient consideration to certain questions raised by Dr.
^ln^^^!^l^p^ilcl !^^l^.,tl?-^!.c^-e.o^>.Gallantt,s .mj.^y wa! -"not an ischematic event involTg
his vestibularapp^s-andthaKhechiK.pn.ctic manipulation did not cause his Utaess. He supported^view'onAe-b.;
tha! _^fr.Gallantdid not suffer ^acute pain at the time of the manipulations and fhat there was no radiogi^hical evidence of
v^b^diss^o,. ^. King did no. e^s » option to the .use .as VM. Rath., he s^ed he-beiieved Mr.'Oallan;
?ad,a!1 i?Tth?c.sudden sensoly I!eural heanns loss. and suggested that a viral cause was equally as plausible an explanation
^:^^.^^.^^e^^-ededmhissTdrepOTtaDdnlusba d---p-
manipulation could have caused Mr. Oallanfs injmy. However, he continued to dispute the conclusiveness ofthepYamtiffs
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vascular theory for the reason that there was no radiological evidence supporting it, and maintained that Mr. Gallant could not

p^^ba^ofp^^^^seof^i^^v.cula.ln^onto^^of^o^p^^;
^^a"!nt^fer!d-a^?"_ev?_Dr'Kmg ^so Ncpressed the opmlon tilat the delay between Mr. GallanTs'ch^^tf c

r^^^^IU^=^^^^G^Ca^t^-^----
fhata^s could be equally causativeofMr.GaUanfs hearing loss, and that theoiy was Dr. Biake-Patten-Ifocus'mAeco^t
of her defence.

24 Medical conditions which "just happen" are always caused by something. Although a cause may not be known, established
le^sT^\dlel"^u-se; ^Lwo!d..°id;<"'afluc";as in Mi°patl"c sensomeural hearing loss, simply meanstefte
cause is unknown or undetermined. Both cervical manipulation, known to cause vascular events, and a virus, also known to
cause hearing damage, could be native of Mr. Gallant's hearing loss. It is for the court to detennine, on the evidence available:
ifP°^bIe,d.epn>bd)lecau,eofan injmy. This does not mean that a legal decision must be 100% scientificaUycoirect'If
a court detennines causation, it simply means that on the evidence presented, which was tested adversarially. the court was
convinced on a balance of probabilities of the likely cause.

25 In this case the trial judge rejected Dr. King's position that Mr. Gallant could not prove that he suffered a vascular event

as a result of the chiropi^c manipulation. On the evidence, it was open to him to do so. It is miportant to note that Ite is no

^^^^^-^"u^nwte;ngYiraltothe-lusionofavascular--^aH^
agree that viruses are known to cause hearing damage. Neither is there any evidence that the cause of his . *

mjmy was more
!?.eIyJi^^I^a!'uTi-Gallant had novv^ symptoms at the time of his injury. His lack of viral symptoms, aifhough
no. conclusive p.ofto^ loss ,as no. c^^avin.s, i, .,ev». .0 suppose of U, no. ha^a ^^
Also supportive ot  Gallant's vascular theoiy is that the course of his hearing damage was not slow to progress, a, is'fte
case with viral-induced hearing loss.

26 Dr. King maintained that Mr. Gallant ought to have been able to prove by radiography fhat he suffered a vascular event.

^d-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^
Batten, Stewart and Cion aU testifiedftat radiography at that time would not have shown evidence ofavascular ^ because
the blood would have been re-absorbed during the long delay since the manipulation. The same three expett witnesses said
that given the hair-like diameter of the labyrinthine arteiy to which they say the clot from the dissection was thrown-and which
m^!Tn^au.sed.?e-!s?em^ceventle?du;8 to ^- Ga!hntls deafaess and tmnitus'it was unlikely that Logical
equipment would hayedetected anything even ifraxliographs had been taken shortly after the cervical manipulation. EVCT Dr.
^^^^^w"on^^f-^^ed^.oa^sdisffi(tion.Dr.^^^
mo.deftritive^gativetooLMagneticIn.agingAngio^hyCMRA^luchn.hisvie.Dr.Ba^ought-to^eo^d
for I^'..^aIla!lt,1!?!nhe,sawJlT m ]^ay^002'could have Prcvided radiological evidence. Aside fium issues respecting Ae
^l^^[^t^£(^l^l^^ ^r^^al^i^'^^i^^e-^^^m^^ ^^^l^^^i^'n^^n^^!^l'^.«^^?^^. .lrl^^r^^ ^^ ^P®cific purpose of
detamining whether Mr. Gallant's injuries prevented him fi-om performing his supervisory job at the mill. Dr. Batten was not

^^=.^^TSSSSSS==S=s'
The fact that his physicians did not order radiological testing forthwifh upon Mr. Gallant's complaint of symptoms does not
prevent him fi-om making and/or succeedmg in a claim fhat could possibly have been conclusively proved by those tests.

27. - Dr-King als°based l"s opiric>°on the length oftlle <lelaybetwem ti'e *ime ofthe "T^ manipulation and the onset
of Mr. Gallant's symptoms, reasoning that if Mr. GaUant was injured by the cemcal manipulation, he would have suffered a
stroke, wifh serious pain and other consequences directly afterwards. Dr. King says that the two to three hour delay between
Aecervical^pulation^theonsetofMr.GalWs^ceandhe^s^msistoolongatune^efo^ec^cai
manipulation to be causative.

28 Temporality was an issue attrial'and it fig"red significantlyin the trid judge's causation analysis (see paragraphs 120-124
and 131 of the decision). Drs. Ox>n, Batten and Stewart explained that they did not reganl the vascular'event they say Mr^
Gallant suffered as a full vertebral artery dissection or stroke. Both Dr. Cron and Dr. Batten, who areENT specialists, would not
characterize Mr. Gdtofs injmy as a stroke because it did not involve the brain. Dr. Stewart, after hearing during the trial about
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the nature and severity of Mr. Gallanfs balance issues on the night of December 10,2001 , felt the . .

injury was more serious than
?_T-ita?ly^i.^A!!or(Ii?lgly'_Dn_stewart'.a.neurologist'fehthatMr- Gain's serious balance problems which mmtferted
in the hours following the chiropractic manipulation treatment demonstrated possible brain involvement.

i9- '?l^n^^ce.ofJ^O!s stewa!1> Batten and cron was that Mr. GalWs symptoms, which developed within
^ff^ ^^t^lS !LTln^rlt^!^a^A.^!ftCT^^ifest!d witibl.m a reasonable timefor tfa'e type'ofiiy'u^
he ^ffer^ T?e^ _eac?.explained that Mr-Gallant dld Dot suffer a fan dissection of his vertebnd arteiy. Rather, ^^^1^ a

t!arill^ft^e-mt"na<?le. iml.er layerofthe vertebral artely) which threw a clot to the labyrmthine artery (whichiL about-the
^.oitll^lam^°_f!.S).w^tTb.todte<1^ uo<"1 SUI"'ly-to the.cocueaton8 enough to causepennan»7heanng
damage. These doctor, explained thatthe dissection of the innennost oflhree laye^ ofthevertebml aite^ would (^eblo^
T^^mH^ca^'mCT^~asMr-Ga''mrtrafieredth-^-^^u^
A-^d?!.?n.!!^e^ert?ra^ ?rtlry;.as °!p?sed to !.tear ?l.dlemtima'may we"have caused Mr- Gallantto suffCT si^fic^t
and immediate symptoms, but Mr. Gallant did not suffer a full dissection.

3.°- -_'?e.r<xonl !n^deusion mdi?ate th?the trialJudSe aPPrcciated aDd considered the questions raised by Dr. King. But it
^!l^S?Lo^l!l!^ t^aci^LP!.?!^p.l^a!^.^ldw!.lI'reason,e,d evidenoe ofDoctors Batten, Cron and Stewart, proffered
S^^.L^^lDr:^s.^ems^. proof'.especiauy Biwn the absence of evidence supportng avM cause.

The trial judge's acceptance of the evidence of Doctors Batten, Cron and Stewart is neither speculation nor conjecture"
31 Dr. Brake^Patten also emphasises what she asserts is a change in Dr. Stewart's opinion as to the nature of Mr. GalWs
v^, ^t-..?lT^ Dr;-stewartlsTieIlce isatvanaDce with <hid:ofDoctors c"" "xl Batten, and ftatDr.'Stewart
changed his opinion during his cross-examination at trial irom that expressed in his report.

M^Idonotas.eteDr.Ste.art^iIedfiomhisorigindopmion.He did, however.expandupo, it after learning additiond
^o, about theb.ance p.bl»s Mr. G^ experienced »" a>e ev»ins ofDecen,.. 10,200,. D.S^tesffled
?!!?! ?r^of^e.mtimamay.haw alsothrown a bit °fc!ot.toMr- G^lantls ^bellum which would explam his severe

leaning to the right on his way into the hospital on December 10,2001. Dr. Stewart's evidence OH this point was:

The interestmg thmg is a dlssection gives rise to a dot that often goes in a spray. You dont just-you know, you may not
J^tgetonedotYou can have a series of dots. That's why most-there is what we call classical bnunstem'syndm mes.

rheyareme'nes.ale <y"ca"y.i'atehy; s° you Eet a little bitofanembolus gomg to one side, a little bitofananbotas
^gtth-e,^°--T;.^d^au;Lular!' you.lmow' potmtiai'yexplaine<i ^ y°" know, if he tew a UtUeclotto'fte
?<,s"ieoflusrercl>e!l'un md a little <:lot.to hi8.earmayl'e tha*'8 wha"vas Eomg °°. -He to that he was'stumblmgto
the right is sometfaing that just cant be overlooked. That's fhe first time I'd heaid of it.

33 ^LBfli?!J?S^g^ ^!J?!^d!^! lb!^Ir,^an^L^an^ P^GV^S <iame anecdotally fiDm the Plaintiffs
v"fedTgtfietri^ which was seven years post incident The plaintiff testified that his balance problems began a ^pl7of
fao""^ his treatment and the hospital record offhesamed^e references Mr. Gallant's dizziness and feeImg'offbJancZ
Mo.ove^e.portsofDo^S^ie.O.S^Ba^McCon.iskey.Oon.St^ and King a.^^^-nce,
^^^^^.K^^atureandd!£reerffteb?mce'robta--fi^flla*Mr:^-^
=^^^^"^^,--tow&mto1heho8pte'onthem*tofDecefflbCT".-.-"^
Stewart was either unaware of or did not fully appreciate before trial, which informed his expanded opinion.
34 It is tfaerefore not accurate to say that Dr. Stewart changed his opinion at trial by testifying that Mr. Gallant suffered
a stroke in the brain stem. Dr. Stewart was simply expandmg on the same theory as he. Dr. Cron and Dr. Batten had'hdd all
along concerning the etiology ofMr.GaIlant-s hearing loss, that being fhataclottovm^m the dissecdon of the intinmofhis
^^a^in.h.l^^nea^cau^ani^iceve.^ecocUea^u^^.G.l^heann^a^
With Ae new infennation. Dr. Stewart was merely explaining that at the time of the dissection another bit ofclot»uld^e
^T^a^^Ldi^n^i?-^de^ Mr- Gallimt'sbalancelssues- This is not anew causation Aeoiy; nor

is Dr. Stewart's evidence in this regard inconsistent with that of Dr. Cron and Dr. Batten. It is an expansion ofDr.Stewart' s
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original opinion based on information new to him, which had likely been obscured by the concentration of medical attention
on the more serious issue of Mr. Gallant's loss of hearing.

35 Trials involving complicated medical issues sometimes result in experts modifying or expanding their opinions at trial
beyond the four corners of their written reports. While the circumstances of each case must be evaluated so as to prevent
prejudice to a party who has relied on written reports in preparing for trial, (See Ross Estate v. ITiscock, 2007 NLCA 2,262
Nfld. & PE.LR. 343 (N.L. C.A.)) in this case there is no reason to disallow the evidence. Dr. Brake-Patten has not demonstrated
that she has been prejudiced by this evidence. The trial judge had the discretion to admit it and it was properly before the court.
In any event, the trial judge's decision does not indicate undue or exclusive reliance on this aspect of Dr. Stewarfs testimony.
Effect of identified errors

36 Dr. Brake-Patten has shown that the trial judge made two factual errors in tihe reasoning leading to his decision that
Mr. Gallanfs inj,»y was caused by the cervical manipulation. However, for Dr. Brate-Patten to succeed m he, appeal, she
must demonstrate that these factual errors are palpable and overriding. In other words, were they so material to the trial judge s

conclusion on causation that the finding cannot stand in tfaeir absence?

37 In my view, the preponderance of evidence demonstrates that fhe trial judge's decision on causation is supportable despit e

these errors. Doctors Cron, Batten and Stewart testified that it was highly probable that Mr. Gallant's injmy was caused by the
cervical manipulation. They explained the mechanism and progression of Mr. Gallanfs symptoms. Their evidence is not novel,
given that fhe chiropractic profession itself acknowledges the risk ofvascular damage associated with cervical manipulation
(see paragraphs 5,19 and 20 of the trial judge's decision) and medical literature has long recognized risk, of impaired vision,
sudden sensorineural hearing loss, loss of balance and death as a result of cervical manipulation (see paragraph 48). On die
evidence, it was open to the trial judge to accept the evidence of Doctors Cron. Batten and Stewart as satisfactorily answering
the questions raised by Dr. King's evidence and to eliminate a viral cause.

38 It is clear from the tidal judgment that the trial judge's decision on causation was heavily influenced by temporality, in
tiiat Mr. Gallant suffered symptoms ofinjuiy very soon after (he cervical manipulation. This temporality factor, which enjoyed
the support of Doctors Cron, Batten and Stewart, was significant to Ae trial judge's fmding of causation, as shown fiwn his
reliance on the following excerpft JErom Sentilles v. Inter-Caribbean Shipping Corp., 361 U.S. 107 (U.S. Fla. 1959), at 109-110:

Thejuy's power to draw the inference that the aggmvation of petitioner's tubercular condition, evident so shortly ate the
accident, was in fact caused by that accident, was not impaired by tiie failure of any medical witness to testify that it was in
fact the cause. Neither can it be impaired by the lack of medical unanimity as to the respective likelihood of the potential
causes of the aggravatian, or by the fact that other potential causes oflfae aggravation existed and were not conclusively
negated byfte proofs. TOe matter does not turn on the use of a particular fomi of words by the physicians in giving their
testimony. The members of the Jury, not the medical witnesses, were sworn to make a legal determination of the question
of causation. They were entitled to take all the circumstances, including the medical testimony into consideration.

39 Upon consideration of all of the evidence and the trial judge's decision, it cannot be said that his two factual errors

materially influenced his finding on causation. While they may be palpable m that they are obvious, they are not overriding.
As already explained, there was ample other evidence to support the trial judge's finding that Mr. Gallant's injury was caused
by the cervical manipulation.

40 Accordingly, fhe trial judge did not err in finding that Dr. Brake-Patten's cervical manipulation caused Mr. Gallants injury.

Causation: Would Mr. Gallant have consented to cervical manipulation if he had been property informal of its risks?

41 The trial1 Judge found that Mr. Gallant would have declined cervical manipulation if Dr. Brake-Batten had properly
informed him of its risks. Dr. Brake-Patten challenges that finding, arguing that the trial judge made a palpable and ovemdmg
error in reaching that conclusion.
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The Law

42 ^ faAWr v.S»rt, [1997] 2 S.C.R. 539 (S.C.C.), the Supreme Court of Canada set out the law govenung de.enn»ation>
ofwl^pa&rtwouuhaveco»sentedto treatment ^ .fflow^fts risks-At PW ^O ^ ^. C^].
discussed the tension between a purely objective test and a purely subjective test from Ae perspective of fairness to both parties,
and ultimately confirmed the use of the modified objective test as adopted by Laskin C.J. in Reiblv. Hughes,[19SO}2S.C.^
880 (S.C.C-).

43 The modified objective test favours a hi^i standard of disclosure whwh recognizes a patient's right to be given the
infonnation necessa^ make infbm.ed choices fiom his o, her teatoent provide.. .n,e test and its rtfonale were describd
by Cory J. at paragraph 16 ofArndt v. Smith:

The Reibl test has had the desired effect of ensuring that patients have all the requisite infonnation to make an informed
decision reganlingthe medical procedure they are contemplating Members of the medical and legal professions are

fiuniUar^.ts^^ents.Itstrikesa^nablebalance.^c^otbeobta.nedt^ugl.e.teapu.fyobjecbve
^ a^!ly^bj!S^r^LA.PIlI'elys"bjective,!es? couldserve as an mcitement for a disappointed^patient to bring
an action. The plaintiff will invariably state with all the confidence of hindsight and with all the enthusiasm of one

^te^^Ta^f^TSAatconTwouldneverhave.b ngivCT/fAed\sclQS^^TOdbymi^c^c
belief had been made. This would create an unfairness.that cannot be accepted. It would bring inequitable and unnecessaiy
pressure to bear upon the overburdened medical profession. On the other hand, a purely objective test which wouJdset
^^ndard by a reasonable person without the reasonable fears, concerns and circumstances of the particular plaintiff
would unduly favour the medical profession.

44 Dr. Brake-Patten relies on the Alberta decisions Olsen v. Jones, 2009 ABQB 371, 11 Alta. L.R. (5th) 203 (Aha. Q.B.),
andDickson v. Pimkr, 2010 ABQB 269 (Alta. Q.B.) to support her position on this ground of appeal.

45 In Olsen the^court found that the plaintiff, Mr. OIsen, had provided his informed consent to treatment by the defendant
chiropractor. Mr. OIsen was a knowledgeable and veteran patieot of several dififerent chiropractore, and had executed an

^^^^^lT^W^LhJ^o^iLt^!!^^hl^^di^d-^d^!rod^Additi0^ coyrt (*uestioned the
reliability of much of Mr. Olsen's evidence, especially in relation to his evidence concerning the symptoms he alleged were

caused by the chiropractor given that he suffered similar symptoms from the pre-existing condition he had prior to the impugned
treatment and also afterwards due to a subsequent injuiy.

,46.. ^Di^°"'^ Plaultlffsuffereda stroke after chiropractic treatment. The court found that the defendant chiropractor
had advised Ms. Dickson oftfie risk of stroke, but had failed to discharge his duty to infonn her of reasonable alternative
therapies. The court found that even if the defendant had emphasized fhe risks of stroke to Ms. Dickson and discussed witii her
alternatives to chiropracdc treatment, she would have consented to his treatment. The evidence showed that Ms. Dickson had
already mvesdgated other sources of pain relief and that she was veiy determined to get chitDpractic treatment. The fact that
she had knowingly assumed an increased risk of stroke by continuing to smoke also influenced tfae court. In short, the court
found that because Ms. Dickson was an experienced patient used to deciding treatment options Vfbo demonstrated a cavalier
attitude to risk, she would likely have had the chiropractic treatment regardless of the defendant's failure to properly inform her.
Analysis

47 -Thejacts offhe olson and Dicksan cas s arc distinguishable fiiom Mr. Gallant's case. Unlike the plaintiffs in (hose
cases, Mr. Gallant was not a perennial chiropractic patient who had signed a written consent to treatment. He did not have a
chronic neck condition nor was he in dire need of immediate relief. He chose to seek this treatment. He was not losing time
from work as a result of his condition. At the time of injury, he was 46 years old. He was physically active and enjoyed outdoor
activities His supervisoiy job at the mill required physical agility and he was pursuing fiuther training to enhance his work
opportunities. He and his wife had invested in a personal care home business for which he did the maintenance, which also
required him to be physically able. As well, other treatment options without serious risks were available and not discussed with
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[92] Applying the criteriato Dr. Stewart, the Court is satisfied that the evidence ofDr. Stewart is clearly relevant given the
neurotogical perspective on fh.e question of causation given by Dr. King in an area where the risks to fhe vertebral artery
from manipulation of the cervical spine are documented but are alleged to be rare in their occurrence.

[93] Dr. Stewarfs evidence is also relevant and necessaiy in assisting fhe Court with regard to the fact finding process. Dr,
Stewart has demonstrated that he has academic and clurical knowledge as a neurologist to give opinion evidence rcgardmg
strokes resulting from injury to the vertebral artery....

53 The trial judge determined that critical commentaiy found in Dr. Stewart's second report did not "detract fmm the value
offhe analysis and commentaty made fi-om a medical view-point in response to Dr. King's opinion. " The tnat judge ultimately
admitted Dr. Stewart's reports and permitted him to testify, although he excised "three strident and inappropriate" comments
fixun Dr. Stewart's second report:

[97] Notwithstanding Dr. Stewart's criticism of the chiropractic community and the issues surrounding the manner of his
retention, Ifae Court has determined that he was able to give useful testimony with regard to the probabilities surrounding
whether Mr. Gallant's symptoms occurred as the result of a vascular event or a viral condition. The criteria outlined in
Mohan [have] been met for the purpose of consideration of his testimony. In reaching this conclusion, I have considered
the core material of both of Dr. Stewarfs reports as well as his trial testimony, both o& direct and CToss-examination.
I am satisfied that Dr. Stewart was sufficiently neutral and objective in explaming and defending his opinion fhat the
admissibility of his evidence is justified.

54 It is clear from the decision that the trial judge assessed Dr. Stewart's evidence in his overall consideration of the e-vidence,
and that he relied on it, although by no means exclusively, to support his conclusion that Dr. Biake-Patten's manipulation of
Mr. Gallaufs cervical spine caused his injury.

The Appeal

55 Eh-. Brake-Patten asserts that Dr. Stewart's criticism of the chiropractic profession and his avowed desire to eradicate
chiropractic neck manipulations shows that he is neither independent nor objective, and that he is effectively an advocate for
Mr. Gallant. She maintains the doctor's views constitute a bias against the chiropractic profession so as to render his evidence
inadmissibk. Alternatively, she maintains that if Dr. Stewart's evidence is admissible, it is, for fhe same reasons, unreliable
and therefore worthy of little or no weight.

Issue

56 It is clear that Dr. Stewart does not approve ofchiropractic neck manipulation and that he is disparaging of what he
says is the chiropractic profession's response to warnings about complications arising from the procedure. The issue, however,
is whether his open and unapologetic position affects his neurological opinion evidence such that it ought not to be admitted,
or alternatively, if admitted, relied upon.

Standard of Review

57 To succeed in her ai^ument that the trial judge erred in admitting Dr. Stewart's evidence. Dr. Brake-Patten must
demonstrate that the trial judge made a legal error by misstating, misinterpreting or misapplying the law in admitting Dr.
Stewarfs evidence. To succeed m her argummt that the trial judge ought not to have relied on Dr. Stewart's evidence, Dr. Brake-
Patten must establish that the trial judge made a palpable and overriding error in his appreciation of Dr. Stewarfs evidence.
(Housen v. Nikolaisen, 2002 SCC 33, [2002] 2 S.C.R. 235 (S.C.C.).)

The Law

58 The receipt of evidence by trial courts is governed by rules and principles which have developed over time for the
purpose of increasing the likelihood that the evidence received is relevant and accurate. Relevant and accurate evidence is what
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trial courts need in fheir pursuit of truth, which is their ultimate objective (A v. NikolovsAs, [1996] 3 S.CR. H97(S.C.C.)at
paragraph 13 and A v. Levogiamiis, [1993] 4 S.C.R. 475 (S.C.C.), at 483).1

59 Generally speaking, opinion evidence is not admissible because it usurps the role of the fact-finding court. Expert evidence,
sophisticated though h may be, is opinion evidence. However, the law recognizes that courts must sometimes decide issues
which require specialized knowledge not within the common understanding of judges and juries, so it permits the reception of
expert evidence to assist courts witii these decisions. This rationale was explained in Mohan, and succinctly put by MacDonald
3. in Fellowes, McNeil v. Kcffisa Genera] International Insurance Co, (1998), 40 O.R. (3d) 456 (Out. Gen. Div.), an oft-quoted
case which addresses the rate of an expert in civil trials:

Experts must not be permitted to become advocates. To do so would change or tamper with the essence of the role of
the expert, which was developed to assist the court in matters which require a special knowledge or expertise beyond the
knowledge offhe court...... an expert's report "cannot be advocacy dressed up as expert opinion." ...

60 hi civil cases, tiie starting point for deciding whether expert opinion evidence is admissible is mle 46.07 of the Rules
of the Supreme Court. 1986. Subject to the overriding discretion of the trial judge, die rule provides for notice of the proposed
expert evidence to an opposhe party as a condition of admissibility. It does not address, of course, the substantive principles
relating to admissibility.

61 Admissibility of expert opinion evidence is governed toy 1fae criteria set out by fhe Supreme Court of Canada in Mohan.
The four criteria are:

1) fhe expert must be properly qualified;

2) the proffered evidence must be relevant;

3) the proffered evidence must be necessary to assist the trier of fact; and

4) fhere must be no rule excluding fhe proffered evidence.

62 The reliability of Dr. Stewart's evidence is central to Dr. Brake-Patten's appeal arguments respecting bofh admissibility
and reliance. Reliability of proffered expert evidence is addressed in Mohan under tfae relevance criterion. Sopinka J., speaking
for the Court, determmed that reliability of evidence ought to be considered in relation to its probative value, and admitted or
excluded accordingly:

Relevance is a threshold requirement Ibr the admission of expert evidence as witfa all other evidence. Relevance is a matter
to be decided by a judge as [a] question of law. Although prima facie admissible if so related to a fact in issue that it
tends to establish it, that does not end the inquiry. This merely determines the logical relevance of the evidence. Other
considerations enter into the decision as to admissibility. This further inquiry may be described as a cost benefit analysis,
that is "whether its value is worth what it costs*" See McCormick on Evidence (3rd cd. 1984), at p. 544. Cost in this
context is not used in its traditional economic sense but rather in terms of its impact on the trial process. Evidence that
is otherwise logically relevant may be excluded on this basis. if its probative value is overi?ome bv its prefudicial effect
if it involves an inordinate amount of time which is not commensurate with its value or if it is misleading in tfie sense
that its effect on the trier of fact particularly a jury. is out of proportion to its reliability. While fisquentlv consislergdjas
an aspect ofleeal releyance.Jhe exclusion of logically relevant evidence pn these gjQuqds ^ more properly regarded^s^
general exclusionary rule fsee Morris v. The Queen [1983] 2 S.C.R. 190'>. Whefher it is treated as an aspect of relevance
or an exclusionary rule, the effect is the same. The reliability versus effect factor has special significance in assessing the
admissibility of expert evidence.

(Emphasis added.)
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63 In J. (J.-L.), fee Supreme Court concluded that parties should be afforded the opportunity to put forward the most complete
evidentiary record consistent with fhe rules of evidence. However, Binnie J. emphasized that a trial court should take its role
of gatekeeper seriously:

... The admissibility of the expert evidence should be scrutinized at the time it is proffered, and not allowed too easy an
entxy on the basis that all of the frailties could go at the end of the day to weight rather than admissibility.

A trial court's gatekeeper function is especially important in criminal cases where juries are involved, for prejudice resulting
from the admission of unreliable evidence in a jury trial is more difficult to remedy Ifaan in civil or judge-alone cases.

64 Reliability of proffered expert evidence was considered as an admissibility criterion in A v. Melaragni (1992), 73 C.C.C.
(3d) 348 (Out. Gen. Div.), where the court applied a threshold test of reliability to novel scientific knowledge and techniques, and
made determinations based on balancing the assessed value and reliability of the proffered evidence with its prejudicial effect.

65 In A v. Abbey, 2009 ONCA 624, 246 C.C.C. (3d) 301 (Qnt. C.A.) the Court considered whether expert sociological
evidence on the tattoo culture of urban street gangs was admissible in a jury taial. Doherty J.A., writing for the Court,
distinguished threshold reliability from ultimate reliability, at paragraph 142 of the judgment:

In performing the "gatekeeper" function, a trial judge of necessity engages in an evaluation that shares some of the features
with the evaluation ultimately performed by the jury if the evidence is admitted. The trial judge is, however, charged only
with the responsibility to decide whether the evidence is sufficiently reliable to merit its consideration by fhejiuy. The
integrity of the trial process requires fhat the trial judge not overstep this function and encroach onto fhejuty's territory. In
assessing threshold reliability, I think trial judges should be concerned with factors that are fundamental to the reliability
of the opinion offered and responsive to the specific dangers posed by expert opinion evidence. Trial judges. in assessing
threshold reliability, should not be concerned with those factors which. while relevant to the ultimate reliability uftiie
evidence, are common with those relevant to the evaluation of evidence providedbv witnesses other than experts. For
example, I would not tiunk that inconsistencies in an experts testimony, save perhaps in extreme cases, would ever justify
keeping the expert's opinion from the jiuy. Juries are perfectly able to consider the impact of inconsistencies on the
reliability of a witoess's testimony.

(Emphasis added.)

66 The Abbey Court ultimately determined that the expert evidence was admissible because it met the test for threshold
reliability, and that its ultimate reliability, including the reliability offhe information used by the esyert to inform his opinion
evidence, was properly a matter of weight for the fact-finding jmy.

67 The criteria for admissibility of expert evidence as set out in Mohan have been held fo apply to civil cases. As principles
of law, these criteria are equally applicable to civil and criminal cases.

68 An allegation of bias on fhe part of an expert witness can potentially engage both threshold and ultimate reliability
considerations.

69 In McNamara Construction Co. v. Newfoundlcmd Transshipment Ltd., 2000 CarswelINfld 402 (Nfld. TJ5-), a breach
of contract case related to the construction of a crude oil shipping terminal, the defendant argued that an expert's report
demonstrated that she was not objective and independent In the course of his analysis, Orsborn J., as he was then, remaiked
at paragraph 4:

[4] ... J do believe that when reporting as an expert, (he expert and the report, ififs to be of assistance, do require a
demonstraticm of a measure of objectivity and independence, and that is an objectivity and independence which flows fi-om
being true to the particular discipline involved....

(Emphasis added.)

^
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70 Justice Orsbom went on to find that the expert report contained pejorative language, legal analyses and legal conchisions
in favour oftiie plaintiff. He ultimately concluded the report was inadmissible due to its partiality to the plaintiff, saying it was
not a report of assistance to the court within the proper and limited sphere of expert, technical and scientific assistance.

71 An expert's report was also ruled inadmissible in Day v. Kctragianis, 2005 NLTD 21 (NJ-. TJX). There, the plauitiff
had sought to introduce a medioo-legal report which the trial judge found: a) lacked independence and objectivity; b) contained
pejorative and judgmental language; c) made legal ititerpretations and conclusions; d) was an instrument of advocacy and
argument on behalf of the Plaintiff; and e) failed to confine itself to the appropriate area of expertise. Although tiie court ruled
the report inadmissible, the expert was permitted to give viva voce evidence subject to guidelines set by the court.

72 The result in £>CT»/ - that the reports were inadmissible but the expert was permitted to testify - is m\ illustration of a
court purging inappropriate material from an expert's evidence so as to enable otherwise valuable evidence to be put before the
court. The result of this ruling enabled fhe party proffering (he expert to be heard, provided the expert confined her evidence
to assisting fhe court with matters within her area of expertise.

73 In Corner Brook Pulp & Paper Ltd. v. Geocon, 2000 CarsweIlNfld 412 (N.L. T.D.), the court ruled an expert's report
inadmissible on the basis that it contained legal analyses and conclusions and pejorative language, and that it did not provide
necessary evidence on matters that were beyond the ken of the court The objecting party had argued that the expert's report ought
not to be admitted on grounds of partiality, one example of which was that the proffered expert had been a former president of
the defendant company at atime relevant to the litigation. On feat specific issue, Orsbom J. was not persuaded that independence
of an expert was a necessary pre-condition to the reception of his or he" opinion evidence. He held that where fhe wpert is
otherwise properly qualified, the evidence of a partial expert is admissible and that type of partiality is a factor which would
influence assessment of the reliability of the evidence, which is an issue going to weight. (See Geocon at paras. 13 and 14.)

74 In Loblcws Inc. v. United Dominion Industries Ltd., 2007 NLTD 45 (N.L. T.D.), the defendant sought to introduce an
expert report and testimony from a welder which related to the construction of a collapsed roof. The court admitted (he expert
evidence, but ultimately gave it little weight because the witness' general approach was nto assign legal responsibility for the
defects away from the defendant" causing the court to find the expert lacked (he objectivity required of expert witnesses.

75 In Perry v. St. John's Trcmspartation Commission, 2010NLTD(G) 154 (N1.. T.D.),the court considered the admissibilfty
and reliability of an expert report and viva voce evidence from a family doctor who testified on behalf of his injured patient.
After reviewing the law, Dunn J. admitted fhe doctor's expert report and opinion evidence, but ultimately accorded it little
weight because the witness lacked "the level of objectivity and independence [which] the plaintifiC his patient, required of him."

76 In Performance Factory Inc. v. Atlantic Insurance Co., 2010 NLTD 40 (N.L. TJ).) (presently under appeal to this Court
but not on this issue), the defendant proffered expert evidence on the cause of a fire. The court admitted the evidence but gave it
little weight, finding that the expert, who was retained several years after the fire, had set out to support (he defendant's theoiy of
arson which was demonstrated by the lack of supporting physical evidence for the expert's opinion and his dismissive attitude
to other causation theories.

77 In National Justice Compania Ndviera SA v. Prudential Assurance Co., [1993] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 68 (Eng. Comm. Ct.), an
English civil case commonly referred to as "Ikarian Reefer" a&er the name of the vessel involved, Cresswell J. listed seven
duties and responsibilities of testifying experts. Tlus list was endorsed by die English Court of Appeal (["ffianan Reefer" (The)]
[1995] 1 Lloyd's Rep. 455 (Eng. CA.)) witih one small qualification immaterial to fhis matter. Jkarian Reefer figures prominently
in Canadian jurisprudence concerning testifying experts, and was cited in all of the above-referenced cases. Items 1 and 2 from
Justice CressweII's list are relevant:

1. Expert evidence presented to the court should be, and should be seen to be, the independent product of the expeit
uninfluenced as to form or content by the exigencies of litigation.
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2. An expert should provide independent assistance to the court by objective unbiased opinion in relation to matters
within his or her expertise. An expert witness should never assume a role of advocate.

78 There is no suggestion in Ikarian Reefer that the duties and responsibilities listed are meant to be used as admissibility
criteria, or that Ac expert evidence which was received in that case, ought not to have been admitted.

79 Dr. Brake-Patten relies on Kern v. Forest 2010 BCSC 938 (B.C S.C.) to support her position. In Kem, Dr. Stewart
testified as an expert witness for tfie plaintiff. The Kern court admitted Dr. Stewart's evidence, but chose not to rely on it, saying
it was unhelpful because the doctor was glib and flippant while testifying, his opinions ofchiropractic treatment "demonstrated
a pre-disposition to be critical of care by chiropractors" and he "crossed the line separating an expert witness from an advocate".
There is no suggestion in Kern fhat admissibility of Dr. Stewart's evidence was a concern. Although the Kem court chose not
to rely on Dr. Stewart's evidence, the decision does not explain how the doctor's views on chu-opractic affected the reliability
of his expert neurological opinion.

80 The appellant also relies on Eastern Power Ltd. v. Ontario Electricity Financial Corp, [2008] OJ. No. 3722 (Ont.
S.CJ.), Carmen Alfano Fwnity Trust v. Pierscmti, [2009] O.J. No. 1224 (Out. S.C.J.) and Bank ofMontrecd v. Citak (2001),
104 A.C.W.S. (3d) 110 (Out. S.C.J. [Commercial List]) [2001 CarsweIIOnt 944 (Ont S.C.J. [Commercial List])] to support
her position respecting Dr. Stewart's evidence.

81 In Eastern Power, the central issue was the calculation of power rates in a breach of contract case. The plaintiff proffered a
consultant in the areas of energy and public utility regulation to opine on fhe rate calculations made by the defendants. Bellamy J.
specifically adopted the list of duties and responsibilities of expert witnesses from Ikarian Reefsr^ admitted the expert evidence
and assessed it for its weight in the context of the whole of the evidence. She found that some of the expert's evidence was quite
helpful, but in the final analysis, she could not accept his opinions on the rate calculations because: 1) it was evident during the
expert's testimony that he had a deep distrust of public utilities; 2) the expert came to conclusions wUch were either without
foundation or erroneous; and 3) when deficiencies ui Ifae expert's calculations were revealed through cross-examination, he
-would only reluctantly and after extensive cross-examination concede the errors. Justice Bellamy concluded that the expert was
far too influenced by the exigencies of litigation and that he had become an advocate for his client. There is no suggestion in
Eastern Power that the expert evidence was inadmissible.

82 In Alfano^ the court disqualified a proposed expert witness because he was an advocate for the party proffering him.
The court found that fhe witnes? had not independenriy verified key foundational facts in his reports, and that he had based his
analysis on fhe defence position, all of which was obvious from a series of emails between him and the defendant.

83 In Bank of Montreal, fhe defendant proffered an expert to give opinion evidence on receivership matters. In a pre-trial
application, his evidence was challenged for its lack of neutrality and objectivity. The court ruled his evidence inadmissible,
saying that although sincere, the proffered witness was not an expert in receivership matters (which the witness had admitted),
and that the basis for his evidence was unverifred financial information provided by 1he client. The court also noted the proffered
witness' candid admission that he always took the position of advocate for his client, and that his fee was dependant on the
outcome of the matter.

84 John D. Maclsaac, Q.C. underscores the importance of objectivity and independence in expert evidence in his article
entitled "The Role oflhe Expert in the Courtroom: Objective Expert or Team Member?" (2001) 9 CJ..R. (3d) 84, at page 4,
and suggests that fhese issues affect fhe weight a fact-finding body gives to ftie expert's evidence:

To be the neutral observer who assists the court in mtCTpretmg complicated factual matters, an expert whness must retain
an air of objectivity and a semblance of independence fi'om the hiring party. Objectivity can be attained if the lawyer hiring
the expert understands that the expert owes a degree of neutrality to the court. Tlie lawyer who rejfrains irom drawing
his or her own expert into the role of the "hired gun" will be rewarded in the long run because fhe court will be more
inclined to give greater weight to expert testimony not tainted by advocacy. In fhe case offfwrto v. College of Physicians
& Surgeons (Saskatchewcm) Smith J., in quoting fi-om the disciplme committee, agreed that weight should be given to the
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expert witness's testimony ''because of his qualifications and experience but less than might have been given if it were not
for the bias that he brought to fhe proceedmgs."

.» » . .

85 The importance of objectivity in an expert's evidence was also addressed by Thomas S. Woods in his article "Impartial
Expert or "Hired Gun"? Recent Developments at Home and Abroad", (Mar. 2002) 60 Advocate (Van.) 205-209. At page 205,
Mr. Woods reviews tfie reason why experts are permitted to give opinion evidence, and then cautions that partiality is likely
to affect the weight such evidence is given:

...While not conclusive, evidence of a history on the expert's part ofaUgnmeat with particular interests in litigation will
ggQeraIUfect credibility and weight in a negative way. The opinion of an expert who is too eager to please, too keen to
produce a report fhat is helpful, will almost always unravel on the stand...

(Emphasis added.)

Analysis

Admissibility

86 When expert evidence is challenged on the basis that it is biased or partial, it is important to identify the nature of the
alleged bias or partiality. Legal advocacy, containing legal analyses and argument, legal interpretations and conclusions, which
masquerades as expert evidence is distinctly different irom expert evidence which is alleged to be biased or partial on the basis
of the expert witness having a connection to a party or an issue in the case.

87 The law reviewed in paragraphs 58 to 85 above indicates that when there is an allegation that a witness is biased or
partial because Ifae witness has a connection wititi a party or a matter in issue, the courts have treated the issue as one which
goes to weight rather than admissibility. (See Loblaws Inc., Perry, Performance Factory Inc., Jkaricm Reefer, Eastern Power.)
In the cases where allegedly biased or partial expert evidence was not admitted, Hie rationale for its exclusion rested primarily
on findings that the evidence was legal advocacy, in that it contained legal analyses and drew legal conclusions in support of
the party which retamed the expert. (See McNamcva, Geocon, Bank of Montreal.) In Geocon, although the expert evidence
was not admitted, the court specifically stated that the proposed expert's close connection with one offhe parties would not
render the expert's evidence inadmissible. It is not the role of an expert witness to argue, interpret or opine on questions of law.
Legal advocacy disguised as expert evidence is, in principle, not admissible evidence, because it does not meet the admissibility
criteria set out in Mohan; specifically, it is not necessary to assist the court. In principle, therefore, it is properly exigible from
proffered expert evidence.

88 On a practical level however, there will be cases where the expression of an opinion by an expert may, depending on
die subject matter, inevitably have to stray into the area of legal commentary. The fact that an expert's report may incidentally
do so, should not necessarily so taint the report as to render it inadmissible in totality. It is only where the approach taken
is so comprehensive and blatant that the court concludes that the reliability or utility offhe opinion as a whole is seriously
compromised - ie. so tainted as a whole as not to have a modicum of objectivity - that fhe report as a whole should be rejected
as inadmissible. La other cases, the court should consider redacting offending portions and admitting the rest. In still other cases
where fhe offending passages are minor or incidental, the report could be admitted with fhe issue being dealt with as one of
weight.

89 When a challenge to expert evidence is based on the expert witness having a connection to a party or an issue in the case or
a possible predetermined position on the case, fhe essence of the chaUenge is Aat the evidence is not reliable because fhe expert
has tailored Ms evidence to suit fhe position of the particular party or the expert's personal views. This kind of reliability is not
an admissibility issue; it is not a threshold consideration of the kind identified in Abbey, or a gatekeeper issue as described in J,
(J.'L.) Nor is it an issue which requires a cost-benefit analysis or a probity versus prejudice assessment offhe kind Sopinka J.
describes in Mohcm. Rather, it is an ultimate reliability issue, fhe determination of which calls for an overall assessment of the
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^^m^^te"udwaLa-T"STSCTden"-mdinvoInn8a-ewof-^^^
determinations of credibility and judging whether the evidence helps to estabUsh points in issue and whettier it nukes sense.

90,-^n!,as.sraTlent,ofulti'T reliabmt>'.cmnot takep1^ ". ^ admissibility ^age. To attempt to decide the ultinat.
liability of expert evidence at the admissibilfty stage would be akin to making a final decision brfo,erknowin;"aU:fte&^
^^^^^^lT!lal^^^til.efo!m.of,awritten ?POTt:an expert's viva voce testimony eT "*
^feZ^f^^°l^M^TerT^^s^Zo^yd^bZ^o^^i^le^e^8^T^

infonnation respecting fhese and other
^S^?1LI!^S1"1 cross-exammation-A court needs to hear fhe whole of this evidracefi^mtiieScpCTtinordeTto
fairly evaluate its reliability.

^L M°reOTerldleultimaterdial'ilityoftIIeexpertevidencecamotbeftllymdfairlydete"°"'^ if itisconsideredn, isolation
feMl^other^ale^d!nce:Itis.onlywhCT thecourt considers.and measures the miPUg"ed-e^denceinrelation"tofc^
frial eyidenc^diat its pertinence to the points m issue can be decided and its overall worth to the'court canbeas^rtainedTd
^p!!?.!ed.'.?il^te!rtl?approach to detemlining ^ ultimate reliability of the evidence is the fairest~wayto"evaluate'it a^d
the best way to get die truth of the issues before the court.

93 ^t^^e"L2! T^e^^^^l!le^eJ?-A^Tt^lfora?issibiIi1y' [t is admissible- Bias or partiality
lLe^ t^!T-^hi!hJ.S.-^d .on the ,e^ert !lavm? a connection wi(h a partyor issue or'a~possi'Me~pr^dis^ti^ or

approachjnlfaecase is a reliability issue which is best detennined when the whole of the expert e^dence"isloonsidere7m"the
context of all of the trial evidence. As such, the issue is one of weight and not admissibility.
94 !^ °^'^CTe^as.^.cIm?lCTfto Dr' stewa^'s, <*ualifications as an exPert witness. Tlie trial judge detennined that
^!!^l!!ld^e^T^w^^d^ecTMy'^<l th^ was no excluslonaly mle Prohibiting its"adm'issio7'Thul,'t^
S^^^^^^ ^tTl!SnlT!lTl:'?^i?OT^f?l!.challeI?ge to ]Dr' stewartls"evid^ce'vrasba^ed on

^T^p^!l!!-b>ias!d^!ws-onch^prac!icneck maniPulations-the inference being fhat his expert neirologicd evTd^e
was Glared to accord wiA his personal biased views The effect of such an allegation on Dr. Stewart-s evidencroouhianotlt 
^^il^'S^a^^e^^ ^i^eT^rAt^^t^j^ei^'mc^te^^^gDr^^fa^dCTce!
Reliabmty

95 ?:,^k&?T^gues tha! Ae.trial judge ou?t not to.haye rclied on Dr' stewart's evidence' Presumably because it
^pn^n^t' ^^1°^T^^ ^n^^e-^elLa?_has.tile h!avy burden ofhavin8 to showthatthe trijj"udgelmade a palpable and overriding error in his appreciation of Dr. Stewarfs evidence.

96 ^i,^!?^^ d^!^ld^^l as!)ects^fDI,'s?<Tar? neurol°Sical evidence that are tainted by his bias or

that are otherwise wmng. nor does she identify any way in which (he doctors neurological opinion is mmenffic or untrue to

^lc!^.OI^mology'she simply asserts that Dr'stewarfs evidence m unreliable because he7s owosedto chiroprac^
neck manipulation.

97 l^tT^^.<lT,^tl!e^^lT^Ji.fo.r^y-nl^be^f,rc!sons' usuallywhen atrial Judge chooses not
to rely on evidence, difficulties with the evidence itself have been identified. For instance, the impugned e^eDce'hasbeen
^^iTr^^T^i,s,^l!L^l!! ^c^!!!.^.!!hCT-m^rc<.rcIiable,evI?eIlce' .or be unfruetothePnDcijplesoffhe
f«^^^?^l^!^L^<^!!^el^.llI?py?l!d ev^!nce is shown to be illo81cal or Plainly wrong, or AatAe expert <

IS

inappropriately intransigent and argumentative in the face of being shown the error of his or her ways. Suchdeficiencieslreiate
to the quality or content of the evidence itself.

^ ". ^^t^!n!e.callnot^e^smissed.oy! °fhTd °n.grouDds tilatthe Proffered expert holds certain views, or because
^^,^l!l^^^^lt^^,p^t^i!h^^ho^tfleissues.before 1?e oourt' sorts ofdle^onsdoDotgoto
the quality and conte^ of the expert's evidence. Rather, they concentrate on the expert witness p^>^^,^^
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^^lb^T^eJ^ 7J^ ^em»dq^!.produ^ofihe expert uninfluen^d as to form or content by the
exigencies of litigation" which is the issue (Ikarian Reefer (Q.B.) at 81).

99 A testifying expert can be adverse to a procedure which he or she believes to be unsafe * *

m any circumstance, as long as he
^T^deir^es!i!n!! OT^fic supportfor his or her OPmion tfaat fhe procedure caused Aeinjmy"m*fhe'rircmns^
^!»T f^t'^^e^ T.h^imJTnsi8ent ,pers!>nal.view about the le8itimacy ofa~cata^*proce7m^"m^ or

^^^Thdp^lt^^^vLo^i!T^^ht.^-^up^^is °r'hCT s^c^
^ls!!^hTJ^<!^ei^!^.^^^^p^mg.?e.^iTe ofhis disciplme to those facts'. 'niTe^idMce^Fe^
^ss^l^a^l-aLO/-s^ng?omts/ofvie^ at.odds with ihe views ofan adverse Party is~no7aut(mia(i^i7mu^^e
lTflLb^!!,!b^^!'.dlTIL8-vi^.^vided.they.have some ratio^al basis) OD one sideortheoto"^n'7isTuue'mZ
T^!!^l.ar^!!A!!s!^,ila-InTrofJ?)lic or sclentific controversy-The qualities of neutrality andlobjectivity <

in expert

^t^dfli^^lafe^Qe^)T^Tasp^j^e^redm^oTi^^T^^l^ff^iE,iJ
matters within his or her expertise".

^e^^vMllonbie^^Jl^^^f!^?^ld^ce-,d^not.me.an ?at tfle witaesses themselveshaveto beneuta^P^pl e

or that fhey cannot hold personal opinions about matters relating to the litigation.

Tsls.not.tosayAatawitnesst personalYiews CMmot "nproperiy inform his expert opinion so as to make his or her100

^id^iS; ltfi^^Lp^lb^^^,b^s.o-?^ch-!^?°^
SLe^^!!lJf-^T-eItwt^fmd f!SSedi?y durmg crosslexammation' when "icoDsistmdes, contradictions, errors,
"'Tsi8eDt.p°s!ti<"',sin?e &ce <>fobvi°'ls difficulty and other prol"ems afiectin8 the quality and cont»tof-th7evid»ceh^
beenreve^.TOs is^vta, .he ,taess could well "un^el on the stand" as llomas WooA put itm'his artic^fe^d to"; m

!!^a?JLa^vli^-is^-sowh^happened m both Eastern pow r and Bank of Montreal where ~fuU~exammationofutte
^iT^^s^^d^l,Tl^?z.quali!y_and c?D?ent ?Ae exPert evidenoe causing the faidludg^todecide'fcy
^"!d^!lI!!L°^^ ^^T.aD^?.has-no^^ravel!d on thestand>OT fte evidence hasnotbeen~shcTito"be'defecti^
the expert evidence may still be rejected by a trial judge because he or she favours olher, . .

more convincing expert evidence,or is sunply unconvmced by it.

L°L mtS^STfJ^ ^e^^'^!^l!^ba-!is-!facoralecti^n with a parly or an issue is eenerally expected
sdomorethan simply assert,that theexpert witnessl Past statements or persona] opinions make hisorhere^denceiurel^bie.
?l!l^le^g^ought.!obea?le.to ?ow how theexPert evidence has been improperly affectedI bymatteise^^s
to to litigation, m this case bias, and if such improper effect is shown, also that the trid judge failed toappreciate and account
for it in making his or her decision.

102 ^!.^e^s-ob^)n_!OD^stewarfs e^en^ rcstson the alleSation ofbias arising fiom his peraonal connection
to a live issue in the case. Tletrial judge consitoed Dr. Stewarfs reports, heari his examination.i,-chie(andherihis cross-

^lT^l^^p^^lll^!^^ld^/^!?.s^d^!e.o^eb^" <?fhow the doctormtelPretodAefacteand
=r^:^t^a^^^ ^ro^ffl-cmetoK-llelri^--^!^ts^d^^.^-?onte^ofd\of^e^endCTCe*inc^dmg 'Km81sne^logic^wdenceM^
!^?-T^TJh?iT:-n-e^ju^T.^ella^?m\stw^sp^o^vi sof^TO^C~ne^ on
when conducting his overall assessment of the evidence, and he addressed this issue in his reasons. Dr. Brake-Patten has made
no suggestion fhirtfhe doctor evidence was untrue to the tenets of his discipline ofneurology, or that the^~smnptionsfCT'his
opinion or his opinion itself were wrong.

103 DLB^!.~p.atteILdo,e!Lno!.argu! that.t?e trialjud8e misaPPrehe"ded Dr. Stewarfs evidence. Moreover, Dr. Stewarfs
^d^^o.^^I^^T?>^^??^fD0^?. ?", and Batte1!' whoseevidence the trial judge fomid"re"liable°
The trial judge ultimately found Dr. Stewart's evidence reliable for the reasons he stated.

104 ^l.T!!^^^!!flr^dl^Lf^d^?-tTart'levid^ce.r!lial!le'.in the coatext ofthat cas^ does not mean that
^^m^-"^r-^»i8deiu.fiwntetrial^sa^sis^---^^
consiered.D;:.stewart'sevidence asainst his lmmm- stron81y-hdd opinions OD the dm^ ofchi.p^c'n.anipuiadon'and
nevertheless found his evidence to be of value and worthy of reliance. This he was entitled to do.
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^L. c^?l!^^lB^!.^.h^no!.de"Tn!trated any,palPable and ovemdmg error in the trial judge's appreciation
ofDr. Stewart's evidence. Accordingly, this ground of appeal fails.

s^n ^f.^tlialsud8  err m notPFOVidm8 sufflcient reasons for his decision that cervical manipulation caused Mr.
Gallant's injury?

106 ^^T^^!!?lthe!rial2ud? ened. byfailin8 to explain how the evidence pennitted Mr. Gallant to satisfy
Ae causation test set out in SwH. She says Aat die trid judged reasons for decision found at paragraph 133 are msufficienti in

todleydonotaAiress quTtions raised l)y Dr-swamiels report °rDr- King's evidence- »or <io ^ e^n»hyfl,e'evidence
^!!!?lrL^^T^S^art^as-a!;c-q)?1'consequently'she says she does ^knowwhy'shebst'andAat'herabm^
to seek meaningful appellate review is compromised.

107 Paragraph 133 ofthe trial decision reads:

^otwitl?andmf.questions raised by Dr- swannie's report and Dr. King's report and testimony as to whether the proper
diagn!.sis !va? i^opathic,m naturc'Ae OPmions of Doctors Cron, Batten and Stewart have enabled Mr. GaHanttom^Ae
causation test set out in SneU that a vascular event resulted fi-om the cervical manipulation.

103 M!''.Gallantls position is fhat the trial Judge's careful and well-reasoned assessments of the evidence are found at <

various

^"^"/SiS^ ^^ ^Z^er^fo^edi!UI^??-l^e?-lus.co.I?cluJii.ons'Mr' G!llant submitefliat ifthCTe
are.my def'c;encies "ltlle trialjudge'8 decision-tlley do not predu<le meamnEful review. °^"°1> the appeltet toavriied
by virtue of this appeal.

The Law

109 :^eZ!TT^!t!!?l^of.?eJy.dicia? ^itihm our catlstltutional fi^"ewo* requires judges to provide rational
^stifi^tions_fi^' ^1 ^?^s'.?lc!??n? ?^oi-do/reasons undemline resPect for tfae law and foroursystTOiofgovemmart.
("%pa"42002.scc2<'-[20()2]' S'C'R- .869 (s-c-cj-) In she^ard-flle supreffle c°"rt °fC^ae^edin"d^
^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^n. case

provides an itemized list of principles to guide appellate review on the ground of deficient reasons for decision.

(^L^^^^e2!^!2iJ!^I?^?^?^cm'Tc^a^v^^^'^o^m^teR-^^c^'
c^ar^2^ ^CJIJ??°?/,lJl'?^7!8,(s'c'c')iA v- _waflter' 2008 scc 34'[2008]2 S-C-R- 245 (S.C.Q)^'"^ A
^^ol^?;J^i!^;R.12-<sf-'cl)\an.d A,v'M/^:2008 scc 51J2008i 3 S-CR- 3 (S.C.OO'The mort
recent and comprehensive treataieirt of these issues is found in M. (R.R). At paragraph 11 offhat case, ChiefJusticeMcLachlm
summarized the three main purposes of reasons:

(1) reasons tell the parties why the decision was made, proving that fhe court heard and considered the evidence and
has not taken account of extraneous matters;

(2) reasons provide public accountability so that justice is seen to be done; and

(3) reasons permit effective appellate review.

She further noted that reasons help ensure fair and accurate decision-making by focusing the judge's attention on the salient
issues, and that reasons help to develop the law in accordance with the principle of stare decisis (paragraph 12).
Ill At paragraph 35 of M (R.E.), the Chief Justice summarized the test for sufficiency of reasons:
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Ll)^pp^at!C^T aILtotake.a fimctiona1' substantive approach to sufficiency of reasons, reading them as a whole,
in the context of the evidence, the arguments and the trial, with an appreciation offlie purposesor'fanctionsTfor which
they are delivered (see Sheppard, at paras. 46 and 50; Aforrissey, at p. 524).

^lb^i^.^^,j^^v^lrt^tb.el^temgib.le"'OTCTbleofteinsm^e0^^^
!mmectioD.tew-eenfll:ve'dteT<idle tasis for lhe verdict must t'e apparent-A detailed desc"Pti°» °">e~juS
process in arriving at tfae verdict is unnecessary.

^ILdie!^m!^heACT?.e.lT^ connection between the veldict and the basis for the verdict is established,
one looks to fhe evidence, the submissions of counsel and the history of the trial to detennme the "live" issues as
they emerged during the trial.

112 ^i^Tt^co^^lL^^lle«d^ls^^l.T^hich TTdeyeloped in 1he context ofcrimmal Iaw'to civil
^T-iI^lTSa^erc.!!n^nc_ipl^.reason to differentiate between civil and criminal cases given the effort and resources,
^!h^ri^T^^ubf^>e^°d^oncivi!.case? ^?!ill[^ll!ra?nce-totheparties mvolved- (Seejy;//v HamUton-Wentwarth
(^'^-W ^Ser^ B^a, 2007 SCC 41, P007] 3 S.C.R. 129 (S.C.C,;and C W.'McD^, 2008
SCC 53, [2008] 3 S.C.R. 41 (S.C.C.).)

!!L ,Ts.acm!,casewherem thePlaintiffd'^^»t invention »d malicious pK.secution agai^tthe defente
police force. Mr. Hill lost at trial, and appealed to the Court of Appeal and then to the Supreme Court o?Cairada~on~ several
^^Lol^^L^?^^^US^^S^r,decis.ionw^/n^equate'mesupI^e^urtof^^a^^^^^^
^^r^-j=r;rr^^s,^""=^d-"'--""'*>--~reasoning on that issue. Chief Justice McLachlin relied on Shepparef, and stated the following:

[^Lrandq^td°^ita^^^Ar^u^es^^ltoh^lZ^T^hT^J!l\la^?^^.mdZh?er,theI'aI?es'why Ac trial judge., decision has been made has bee, n,et He test is a fanctional one: A .
Sheppard [2002] 1 S.C.R. 869, 2002 SCC 26, at para. 55.

[101] toteennining the_adequacy of reasons, die masons should be considered i, the context of the recori before the
 urt'-wh:re^record_dis,closesa"u'at is require'1 to be knowD to penrit !il"'ellate review.le8s detailed reasons m^
be^.ble.^.neans^ lessdetailed .aso,s»ay be .,uW in cases^an extensive e.den^.co^suci;
as_thecun^t appeal. OnAeother^^ons^parti^Iy important ^en-atrial judge is calledupoa-to^s
troublesome principles of unsettled law, or to resolve confused and contradictoiy evidence on a key issue",as was'fhe
case m the decision below: Sheppard, at para. 55. In assessing the adequacy of reasons, it must be remembered thirtH [t]he
^l^coul" wtenw&e vawa to ".- simply "- it fl>mks <he - - ^ - JO"^T
itself: Sheppard, at para. 26.

114 ^ McDoug^ mvolved a civil suit for damages for sexual abuse.  e plaintiff had won at trial, but lost in fhe Court of
^^^dm^^8ufi^^t"aljud8rt-lnre8tori-theud^--;-
Supreme Court of Canada observed reasons are not inadequate because in hindsight it may bepossible to say that they were
not as clear and comprehensive as they might have been.

1/,15 .SLeveral ^er civil cases-have b_een decided m uke malmer by canadian appellate courts. (See Gibson v. Inswance
cwv: ofBr"ishcolumb'a-2W.SBCCA 217-80 B-C1-R- (4(h)232 (B-c C-A-)-aDd ^*-"v. M^^;^ai;
2008 ABCA 273,295 DI..R. (4th) 609 (Alta. CA.).)

116 The a^ellant relies on Sagl v cosbum> Griffiths & Brandham Insurance Srokers Ltd, 2009 ONCA 388, [2009] I.L.R.
^l!.^L^ L^;S.tl^.^!!5^eAd^CT-^u^clc^nlpan^ f?\jloss du!to a firc- she suoceeded at trial despite many
?au^!L? ^ICT-CTe^bili^*. T?e cou!1 °fAppeal overtumed 1fae trial decision because Ae trial judge did not address anyof
?.^plai^tiffs mconsistencies'former lies under oath' documentary discrepancies or general credibility issues in choosing to
believe her evidence.
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Analysis

117 In this case, Dr. Brake-Patten alleges that the trial judge's reasoning, as found in paragraph 133, was deficient in that
it failed to address the questions raised by Dr. Swannie's report and Dr. King's reports and evidence, and it failed to explain
why the opinions of Doctors Cron, Batten, and Stewart were accepted and how these doctors' evidence enabled Mr. Gallant
to meet the causation test set out in Ssell.

118 By way of preliminary observation, the trial judge's reasoning is not confined to paragraph 133. He addressed the
strengths and weaknesses of all of the expert opinions mid other evidence, as well as the aiguments of the parties, at several
places throughout his decision. As well, fhis case is supported by a comprehensive evidentiary record which discloses what
is required to pennit appellate review. As Chief Justice McLachlin stated in Hill, a comprehensive evidentiaiy record "means
that less detailed reasons may be acceptable".

119 Dr. Swannie did not testify. He provided three reports. In the first one, dated March 25,2002, he stated that Mr. Gallant
suffered sudden hearing loss of uncertain etiology. In his second report, dated March 25, 2002, he said Mr. Gallant suffered:

a viral labyrintiiitis and has now compensated for it. The significance of his neck manipulation is unknown _ no other
neurologic complaints were noted.

In his third report, dated September 25,2002, he wrote:

the diagnosis was that of sudden right hearing loss and loss of right vestibular function due to possible viral labyrinfhitis.
The significance of his neck manipulation is unknown and may not be a factor...

120 It is apparent that Dr. Swaimie's reports were equivocal as to the cause of Mr. Gallant's injuiy, as the trial judge accurately
noted. Moreover, the issue raised in Dr. Swannie's reports, specifically whether tiie chiropractic manipulation was causative,
was the very issue that was addressed by all of the expert witnesses throughout the trial and by the trial judge in his consideration
and ultimate acceptance of the evidence of Doctors Cron, Batten and Stewart. In these circumstances, it cannot reasonably be
argued that Dr. Swannie's report raised serious questions which the trial judge did not address.

121 The appellant argues that the trial judge failed to address the questions raised by Dr. King's evidence. The trial judge
referenced Dr. King's evidence specifically at paragraphs 115 to 120, 125 and 126 of his judgment. He accurately noted Ihat
although Dr. King did not opine that a virus caused Mr. Gallanfs hearing damage. Dr. King maintained fhat a viral cause of Mr.
Gallanfs injury was equally as plausible as a vascular cause, and also that Dr. King's challenge to the expert opinion evidence
of Doctors Batten, Cron and Stewart was based on there being no radiological evidence ofvascular damage and what Dr. King
considered to be a delayed onset of Mr. Gallant's symptoms.

122 As noted in the previous discussion on causation, the trial Judge accepted the separate but same explanations of Doctors
Stewart, Batten and Cron that Mr. Gallant did not sustain a full dissection offhe vertebral artay, but rather a tearing of the
intima, which threw a small dat to the hair-size labyrinthine artery which would have dissolved quickly and would not likely
have been detectable by timely imaging studies even if done forfhwifh.

123 The trial judge discussed the parties' competing theories of causation in his review of the evidence from paragraphs 98 to
133. Tliis review shows that he considered Dr. King's evidence throughout, but he ultimately found the opinion evidence given
by Doctors Cron, Batten and Stewart to be persuasive, and the likelihood of Mr. Gallant's hearing loss being viral or idiopafhic
unconvincing. It is clear from the judgment that the trial judge found that the questions raised by Dr. King's evidence were
answered by fhe strong opinion evidence ofDrs. Batten, Stewart and Cron. Tlie trial judge addressed causation throughout his
decision and emphasized temporality as a significant factor supporting causation as per S^H.

124 The trial judge provided a supportive contextual analysis for his acceptance of the expert opinion evidence from Doctors
Cron, Stewart and Batten and his rejection of the idiopathic sensorineural hearing loss tfieory of the defence. A trial judge
does not have to address every land-mark along his reasoning route or provide a detailed description of his reasoning process
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^ ^f^l^d«LT-^»?^^rc^nl?lT^r?l.^^s!anding.I!?t,°^peal ^walker\PGr Bmnie J- at paragraph
20). There was no need for him to give more detailed explanations when the deficiencies of the defendant's arguments were
so apparent The trial judge's reasoning was adequate for appellate review, especially given the complete evidentiaiy reconL
Moreover, the comprehensive factum and able submissions of Dr. Brake-Patten's counsel indicate that she was not constrained
^!li^!^tpt^saeiTi^^!^^^ell^^^»,^?^Ti^l^^^n:^D^d^
basis for the trial judge's decision is "capable of being made out". There is a "logical connection" between the decision and the
evidence and live issues argued at trial. (Af. (R.E.) at paragraph 34.)

125 To the extent that there might be a lack of clarity identified in the trial judge's decision, it does not overcome fhe
logical connection between the evidence and the result, and the mteUigibiUty of the decision, fa these circumstances, this Court s
intervention with the result would not be justified. (See Hill at paragraph 101.)

126 Overall, the trial judge's decision reveals how he reached his conclusion that causation was established. The test set
out in M (R.E.) has been met.

127 Accordingly, this ground of appeal fails.

128 In summary, none of Dr. Brake-Patten's grounds of appeal succeeds. In the result, her appeal should be dismissed. Mr.
Gallant should have his party and party costs on the appeal.

J.D. Green C.J.N.L.:

I concur.

C.W. White J.A.t

I concur.

Appeal cSsmissed

Footnotes

* Leave to appeal refused at Gallant v. Brake-Patten (2012), 2012 CaiswellNfld 390,2012 CarsweUNfld 391 (S.C.C.).

That the pursuit of truth is the ultimate objective of a trial is somewhat qualified by trial efficiency concerns and the exigencies of
the trial process itself, as well as the possibility that relevant and probative evidence will be excluded under section 24(2) of the
Cwujdum Charter of Rights and Freedoms, due to Charter violations.
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